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CREATING A "NEW MAINZTREW

4

INTR0DUCTION

The teachers took the ch4ldren down the block to visit Santa

Claus. While they.were Waiting on the line, they,overheard

a person,behind them say,'"They, shouldn't bring thoie blind

children here--it spoils Christmas for everyone."

Th0 incident, reported,bir the director of an early childhood pkogram
,

for legally blind children, happened, not in,the 1920s or 1930s, but in.

19801

It is true that children with disabilities have taken teps into the

mainstream since ioublic Law 94-142 -- The Education' of All Handicapped

Children Act of 1975 -- which declared that all disabled children

0 are entitled to a free', appropriate public education-1n the "leitst

4
a

restrictive" environment. In Head Start prograns acrdss the country,

it has been mandated that at.lfast 10 percent of the children enrolled

have'disabilities encomRassing orthopedic, speech, hearing, sight,

intellectual, oremotional impairments ranging from mildto severe. In

many states public schools alsolare making an ef4ort to mainstream children

into regular classrooms. In'Some Cases children are being re-evaluated,

allowing those who formerly would have been put into special needs'class-
.

rooms to join regular programs.,

It is also trite that, with the passage in '1977 of implementation'

regulations for Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act (which prOhibits .

discrimination on the basis of dsability in all federally financed and

assisted programs), adults with disabilities have begun to participate in

the mainstream in--slowly, increasing numberg 1,1*.careers, in education,

2
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n cultural events, and in sports. Older'students are finding it somewhat

easier to ((gain acceptance to college, and adults with disabilities are

able to apply for jobs,because at least some accessible imik sites,

,transportation, and living spaces are now available.

This was not always the case. In American Society, preoccupied as

it is with physical perfection, the disabl d7child and adult traditionalli

were (and in many cases still are) kept h en from the world, protected .

and isolated within the hoMe, or institutionalized.- The disabled person

was treated as "sick" and viewtd as"disabled" first-and foremost and as

an individual last'and least.1 People with disabilitieS were denied

education and, as a result in many cases, their,human potetnial remained

4 two

underdeveloped ahd their contribution,to societrwisted.

As one early childhood educator commented:

When I,was in Sweden for the first time same'years ago, I was

shocked by the nuMber of people with aisabilities. I saw them

'everywhere -- in the parks, in the stores,'On'ithe buses. I was

. ,
,

puzzled as to why there were so many more of them in Swedenbthan

i
4 .

America until I finally realized that there weren't More --.

they just weren't hidden awayl 0

pnly the most tenacious people with disabilities could overcome

.
, .

overwhelming bureaucratic stumbling blocks and gain admission to college

and graduate studies programs. Only parents with supeihuman enaurancS-

Y
and_ patience were able to advocate and mediate to win their childrls

J'

educational rights.
,

The struggle for mainstreaming and accessibility has b).a ely begun
Na---

and will continue for the forseeable future. Enough p ogress has been ,

1
made, however, so that it is now possible for parents, teachers, adminis-

$4
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r
trators, government officials, and specialists who are concerned with

-4

'issues of educational equity to take a lookat the "mainstream" into which

people with disabilities of all ages are/entering. S ome estions 'te

consider.are:

o Is the mainstream-sexist or nonsexist?

9 Does the mainstream accura4ly reflect theikmultiracial/ethnic population

of America?

o Does the mainstream include both images and actual role models of .

. .\

people with disabilities functioning in society?

o Are issues of sexism and racism exacerbated for children with disabilities ,

and particularly for disabled girls?

K.

o How can educators address these questions4 they relate to the'earlys

S.

childhood classroom?

THE NO-SEXIST CHILD DEVEWPMENT PPWECT \\'

The Non-Sexist Child neveIopment (NSCD) Project has beep striving.,

..to effect change iff-the mainstream-since71972-,-first-by-iforking_to_.create

early childhood learning environments that were no:iexist and multi-
'

cultural and, since 1976, to make those environements inclusive of images

of children and adults'with disabilities.

;

The NSCD Project was started by the Women's ,AFtion Alliance, Inc"

,
.

.
. ;4

a feminist Organization and clearinghouse, in re. Opsp to inquiries from
';

Parents and teachers - across 'the country-forinform4ion about -resources

arid strategies-t-O-dliiiiiridteTt-e-Risia--irr-the--eariy-chadhood-e-laseroom.

Normally the Alliance's response to requests was\to..refer the inquirer'

, to the programs that addrpssed the specific issue.:..In 1972 there-'was.no

-

major program addressing sexism at the early.childWood level -- so the

4



Alliance launched the.NSCD.Project to davelOp'a nationali,response to

this issue.

The, Project began With a period of research and developmen lbe

literature on sex-role deielopment, both traditiOnal and contem orary,
-

was thoroughly reviewed, and'onsite observations and interview were

conducted in about twenty-five preschool programs in the New Yo k

Metropolitan area.
,

. n
Based on the observations and interviews, a comprehentive !appro

toward creating a nonsexist environment for young Aildren was designed,

including inservice teacher training, Parent edwation, and the development

of nonsexist curricula activities, classropm,materials, and toys to

support the curriculud.'

The goals of the program were:

o Ro present men and women in nurturing roles 'so that children understand

parenting ai a.shared responsibility,

o To show women and men performing,a wide variety of jobs so that children '

uwde Lid. th:et-people are free_to choosia_their work from a variety pf

options, unhampered by sex typing.

o To encourage girls as well as boys to engage in active play and to

, encourage bops as well'as girls to enjoy:quiet play.
- ,-,

o To help boys and girls respect each other so that they can be friends

'throughout childhood and into adulthood.

o To encourage all children, and tonsequently adults, to feel free to

o To encourage the physical development of all children in order that boys

and girls alike may 'know the joys of physical activity and be as strong

and as fully developed physically as they are able.

o To present a more realistic view of the world as a pluralistic society

5 14
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made up of nany..rac.:al and ethnic gropps.

o Tolpresent a'nore open, view bf the family so that children can explore

the variety of families that exist side by side with the nucleay family

and learn to accept and respect.each of these famlly groupings.

During the.spring and sulomer of 1973'a curriculum outline was

.f

wiitten, -and prototype sets of classroom materials were hand-made in

prepara.tion for pilot testing. The materiale were variations on traditional,.

early childhood equipment with a nonsexist and multicultural focus. They

included:

o Waoden puzzles depicting womenand Men in pontraditional.jobs.

a o Wooden puzzles featUring men in nurturing.roles:

o Block accessories-that showed female and male workers in counte6art

community jobs, e.g., letter carriers, police officers, doctors, nurses;

.construction worker's.

o A lotto gene that showed girls as well as boys in active play.

o Resource photos of men in nurturing roles and women in nontraditional

career roles.

In addition, a library Of nonsexist picture books and the one

nonsexist record then available, Free to'Be You and Me, were purchased for

,
each center participating in the pilot testing. The curriculum enCouraged

teachers to create e r own activities and allowed the program to develop

according to the needs of each individual center.

The program was pilot tested during the 1973-74 school year in four
.

schools in
the-NeV-Tork-Metropolitazr-areai ...tt.ree-day- care_ centers _and_one

cooperative nursery school. As a result of the pilot testing, Nonsexist

Education for Young Children: A Practical Guide was phbrished by'Citation

Press in 1974.2 The prototype nonsexist, multiracial classroom materials

6
t,
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subsequentlx were Produced and distrIbuted nationaily by' major early

/ ,, ,.
childhal5.d educational manufacturers.

c

In 1976 -77', under a grant from the,Wpmen's Educational Equity Act

.

.Program., thesAiSCD Project produced two award-winning films, The Sooner

The Better, a training film for teachers, and THe Time Has Come, a film

for parent!S abbat ndnssexist childrearitg.
.

In'1976', the Peojectalso sponsored the first National Conference

, -
on Nonsexidt Early Childhood Education, which was designed to promote

nation" recognition Of the-need for arkychildhcod edUcators to ke

.

.a nonsexist.focus an integral part of program planning. More than two

hundred detision makers; incl udihg researchers; teacher educators, local,':"

state, and federal educational -employees, administrators, and iarganitational.

leaders attended the two and cae -half day meeting. The'COnference

proceedings' welde published in 1978 by Teachers College Press under the

, -

title Perspectives on Nonsexist EarlY Childhood Education.3
_

\

One major result ofthe Conference was the developn mnt by the NSCD

Project of Project T.R.E.E, (Traini g Resodrces -for Educational"Equity).

The idea.generated.fram the'early childhood administrators who attended

one of the action sessions,held on the final morning of the Conference.

r

They recommended implcementing a training program in nonsexist education

thjbugh'an already eStablished training.network, such as Head 'Start.'

..,

The NSCD Project agreed that working through a national training network

could Create a "ripple ffect" by reaching trainers and, tbrough them, vast

numbers_of teachers, parents, and children. With a 1977-78 grint from

The Women's Educational Equity Act Program,-Project in.cooperation

9
>

with the New York University Office of Community Service (trainers and
I , .

t chilical assistance providers for Head Start in Region II), developed-

7 16
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and pilot tested Maximizing Young Children's Potential: A Manual for

Early Childhood.Trainers.4

While all the special programs and materials from the NSCD Project

had been efforts to incOrporate:a nonsexist, multicultural view into the

mainstream, until the mid 1970s there was no effort to extend that mainstream

to include images of children and adults with disabilities. Thid awareness

began in 1975 when a director of one of the original pilot,testing sites

.called to say that she was now directing a program for disabled children.

She reported an interesting observation: the children were very responsiVe

td the same.nonsexist, multicultural prototype materials used in pilot
4

testing the NSCD Project during 1973-74. She reasoned that'the children

responded becatillse the materials used photographs of real people with whom

'they coqld identify.
,
--The director's observaions sparked an idea; to

develop new materials that would provide children with'disabilities,'aiii:

4

indeed all children, witb role models of other children arid adults With%
4w.

disabilities. It seemed especially timely to make these materials

available fo the mainstreaming effort that was just beginning to get

under way.

It took more thana year to obtain funding, but in 1977-78 the" NSCD

Project received a grant to produce two prototype sets of photographs,

Resource Photos for Mainstreaming. One set depicts disabled an& non-

disabled children in preschool scenes; the other depicts adults with

...disabilities in typical work, family, and recreational settings,: The
.

children and adults in these seteare active and functioning in contemporary

society.

The Resource Photos, however, were just a beginning. Except for

the publication r a, few books about children with disabilities, images
?

8
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of, disabled children or adults were not integrated into the games, puzzles,

block accessories, photographs, or actual experiences of preschOol

. c/assrooms. :How could disabled and nondiiabled children be helpied to

understand and accept disability as a part of the world if people with

disabilitieS were'kept invisible and not made a part of a child's concrete

experiential base?

The NSCD Project's growing awareness of the ned for in-depth study

of issues as they relate t9 children with disabilitids dovetailed with

the Women's Educational Equity Act Program's decision in 1980 to develop

-
'a prioritylfor programs that looked at the special problemseof discrimina-

eion and exclusion faced by disabled women and girls as they passed

,through the e9ucational system. Thus, Project R.E.E.D. (Resources on

Iftcational Equity for the Disabled) was designed to take'a pioneering

step in early exanining and documenting issues of

excluion.and stereotyping of people with disabilities in preschoOl

$'

rlier!als and programs. In-addition, the Projeet would design the training

0 r
4 ,

4

workshops, resources, and classroom paterials needed to create a.truly

usive" early childhood leaening ereVironment-=- one-ih-whiOh-posit-ive

2.

iple models of children,and adults with;disabilities are incorpOrated

40
.,

II-

t4cough materials, wall displays, books, center staff who have disabilities,

,

apd concrete curriculum experiences suchas field trips and classroom

(t/

visits.

PROJECT R.E.E.D. (RESOURCES ON .EDUCATIONAL

EQUITX FOR THE DISABLED)

Ice'

Project R.E.E.D. was funded by the Women's Educational Equity Aet

Program, 1980-82, under the priority area for;disabled women and girlt.

9



Its,objectives were 1) analyze what is needed to provide an environment

for young children that is ncosexist, multiracial/ethnic, and inclusive

of images of the disabled; and 2) design and develop the clauroom and

training,materials needed toe.ccomplish this task. Like Project T.R.E.E.

before it, Project R.E.E.D. has been developed in cooperation with thA

New York Uriversity Office of CommUnity Service. While R.E.E.D. staff

members have been dhiefly responsible for program and materiali development,

coordination, and dissemipation, NYU staff members have helped to 'design

the workshops, pilot test them throughout Region II, and provide national

dissemiaation throu4h their Resource Access Project (RAP), Which is part

of a national technical assistanceinetwork for the Head Start mainstreaming

effort.

The two years of Pioject R.E.E.D. haVe been divided into several

phasis. A brief outline of each phase follows.

*PHASE I-- NEEDS ASSESSMENT
.

During the needs.assessment, Project staff conducted a reiriew of

\--curient-literature for_sex-role stereotyping. The literaturedncluded

.4

books about the disabled yritien for parenXs, teachers', or Other pro-
.

fessionals, and children'z books that focus on a major character with a

disability. Examples of some of the findings art:

-#) Hooks about the disabled written for parents, teachers, Or otherc pro-

fessionals convey the inaccurate message that most people with disabili-
Nir

ties ire white, male children.

o Most of the above books use the generic'"hethroughout.
A

o In children's books focusing on.a gjor character with a disability,

.
that disabled character is usually portrayed as a white child who has

10



little or no contact with, other children With,disabilities and no

contact with disabled adults.

o Women are mOst often depicted as teachers and caretakers in-children's

books, in adult books. for professionals, and in books for parents.

o In.children's boolts interactions beween disabled people and their

nondisabled peers,are superficial.

Project staff also conducted onsite observations and teacher/director

interviews in a variety of early childhood clasatoms in California, North

Carolina, Illinois, and New YOrk. Although more than One dozen exditing,

innovative nainstreamed and special education programs Were visited,

there vie no evidence of "inclusionary" materials on the classroom walls,

on the shelves, in the corridors, or in the closets. Except for a few

books, the schools.in no way reflected the fact that ,cme of every five

adulti in the United States has a disabling condition. (The figure for

children in one in.ten.)
5 Teachers and directors, however, were very

'enthusiastic,aboUt Projeet R.E.1E.D.'s plans:to design' such materials

and oefered many helpful suggeitions'as well as volunteering their centers

as field testing sites.

two facts became clear: 1) there is a (ecided absence Of images

Of children and adUlts with disabilities in early childhood class;

even those specifically serving children.withi.disabilities; and.2) ere

is a need fOr awarenese training to help teachers and parents combat\

stereotyping on the basis of sex, race, and idsabling conditions.
a

PHASE It-- MATERIALS/WORKSHOP DEVELOPMENT

Based on the-findings of the needs Assessment, prototype "inclusiOnary"

classroom materials were designed and handmade by craftspeople. The



materials include six felt hand puppets, three wooden puzzles, and eight

wooden.stand-up figures for use in block building and dramatic play.

The Resource Photos for Mainstreaming which had previously been developed,,

were'also included as prototypes. All the materials,are nonsexist, multi=

cultural, and inclUsive)pf disabled children and Adults. j

The hand puppets consist'of a visually impaired child with glasses, )'

a blind adult with a cane, a nondisabled older woman, a nondisabled man,

a hearing-impaired child with a battery pack hearing aid, and a hearing-

impaired older man with a button-in-the-ear type of hearing,eid.

The wooden.figures consist of people of all ages, coma of them

disabled and some nondisabled, in a variety of work uni,forms and street

clApthing. Females and males are depicted in nontraditional roles, and

there is no distinction between family members and workers -- a distinction

that does eicist.in traditional block'aCcessory sets. The wooden puzzles

have a surprise element -- a photograph of the subject is lardinated

. into the tray holding the puzzle.pieces.

The development of awareness training workshops (contained,in this

manual) took place simultaneously with that of the prototype materials.

44
Initially Project R.E.E.D. staff membess,and the NYU trainers attended

several all-day,brainstorming sessions. Daring these meetings, research

information collected during Phase I was'thorOUghly reviewe,d, and a

series of interaCtive tasks and other training strategies were deVeloped.

\

Over the course of several months, the workshop 'formats were refined; :

the materials/supplies needed to implement them were produced, gathered,

duplicated, and purbhased; evaluation measurOs mere.designed; and schedules

were set up to pilot test the,materials and formats in a variety of

training settings.
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PHASE III -- PILOT TESTING

In the spring of 1981, pilot testing of the wOrkshops and.thaterials

book place throughout Region II. The NYU.trainers implethented the session

with Head Start ticipants in Glen Falls, NY; Freehold, NJ; Jersey

City, NJ; and Sa-n:Nj'nan, PR. During the same period, the classroom materials

were tested in six preschools in the New York thetropolitan area, including

nursery schools, day care centers, special needs programs,

Start centers. Project staff monitored the pilot testing of the materials,

making at least three onsite visits to each center to introduce the

materials,.to observe them in use -midway; and to interview the teachers .

about thetir use. Evaluation questionnaires developed for the workshops

and materials also were pilot tested.

PHASE Iv -- NATIONAL FIELD TESTING'

I National field testing pf the.workshops and materials took place

4
during 1982. The prototype puppets, puzzles, and stand-up figures were

reproduced so that at least ten sets could be in the field at a given

time. Since*the Resource Photos for Mainstreaming were already produced,

teachers were able to keep the photos after the field testing was over.

Project R.E.E.D. staff went to each field testing site and trained

teachers in the.use of the materials. The teachers then introduced the materials

on a prescribed schedd1q and kept records of the children's'responses for

.a period of approximately six weeks at each site. At the end of this

period, a Project R.E.E.D. staff member returned to conduct a feedback

session and to collect the materials and-record-keeping forms.

-

WEEAP demonstration sites ill public schoo s in Newport, 04 Fort

Lauderdale, FL; Quincy, MA; and Reidsyille, NC, were inrlved in/the field
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testing. In'Newport ihe entire special education faculty received

training in the use( the materials and then field tested them in class-

.rooms throughout the distr,ict. in the four demonstration sites, a total

of thirty-one'teachers, wdre involved in the field testing. In addition, .

V

RAPS in those areas were'contatted,and, as a result, fourteen Head Start

classrooms in Portland, OR; Miami, FL; and QUincy, MA, also participated.

The response to the materials was positive and enthusiastib. In

some instances they were the catalYst for new curriculum. For example,

in Vortland, one Head Start teacher arranged a very'successful field trip

during the holidays to a nearby nursing home Where tht children brought

gifts and sang songs for the patients. In Newport, a sixth-grade boy

came to realize that disabled people are members of familles just like

everyone else. The puppets, in addition tb helping all children talk

about disabilities, had an unexpected therapeutic effect%as well. In bne

instance, akdisabled child who, in repeated counselinglessions had not

been able to communicate his feelings, picked up one of the puppets `and

10('
began to talk "through it" because it too was disabled. 4

Research on children with disabilities abounds; and there is beginning

to be a significant Body of new research on the relationship between

teacher behavior, peer behavior, parental expectations, and the development

,of sex-stereotyped attitudes in young nondisabled children. Almost no

one, however, has looked at the results of stereotyping as it ielates to

the development of the disabledbhild.6

*ire

Project R.E.E.D. has broken new gro d. It has been able to formulate

the questions and begin to uncover some of the answers. The questions

that need to be asked include;

o Are boys and girls with disabilities both "feminized" into p sive,

.14



dependent modes of behavior? (See'Mars'Ann.14riq

"Perspectives" section of this mOlnual.
*-

artictle in the\

\;
NI1

o Are girls with disabilities treated,differently frm boYs with .

disabilities?

o Are attitudes and expectations afferent depending on-the sex of the*

disabled child? Ag one parent explained,

/-
"I called my mother to tell her that S (a girl) had been

born with multiple handicaps, and she'said, 'Well, thank

God she isn't a toy -- that would have been a real tragedy.'"

o How do differing expectations for 4pabled girls and boys, which begin

in early childhood, translate into different educatiofial opportunities?

o How do different expectations affect work and other choices for inde-

pendent living.

iIn addition, Project R.E.S.D. is asking some very practical questions:

o What can be done to create awareness of these issues on the part of

teacher and parents?

o How can the early Childhood classroom become more inclusive?

a

o What materials and resources can we provide?

o How can we create advocates for a "New Mainstream," one that is not

sexist, racist, or handicapist?7'

*
These are first-time questions for most people involved in early

childhood education, mainstreamed and rionmainstreamed. We acknowledge

that we have just begun to find a few answers. Just finding the right

questions, however, has been ean exhilarating ekperience for the Project

(*,

R.E.E.D. staff and those educators, administrators, children, and parents

whom the Project has reached to date.
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Votes

1. Gliedman, John, and Roth, William. "Forev-,Tord" in The UnexpeCted

Minority (forlithe Carnegig Council on Children).` New York:
A

Harcourt, Brace,4avanovich, 1980.

It must be noted that whilesthis is certainly a seminal and *

excellent book on the didabled child in America, it is written with

no sensitivity to issues of sexism. The generic "he" is used
6

throughout. In 1980, this ie not easy to excuse.

2. Sprung,,B)rhara. Nonse*ist Education for Young Children: A Practical

Guide. New York: Citation Press (Scholastic), 1975, 3rd printing

now avaA ilable through the NSCD Project.

3. Sprun4, Barbara (Ed.). Perspectives on Nonsexist Early Childhood

Edudation. New York: TeachersCollege Press, 1978.

4. Biipu, Melinda. Maximiting Youni Children's Potential:%.,A Nonsexist

.M:inual for Early Childhood,Trainers. Newton, MA: Project T.R.E.E.,

.WEEAP DistribUtion aenter, Educational Development Center, 55 Chap'el

Street, 02160, 1980.

5. Corbett, Katherine; Lea, Suzanne; and Zones, Jane Sprague. Equity

Issues in Special Education. Paper presented at the National Council

on Sex Equity in Education Conferen6e, Denver, CO, 1981.

6. ,One article that does make the donneotian* between sexism and issues

of disability is Fink, Albert H., and *Gillespie, Patricia H. "The

Influences of Sexism on the Education of Handicapped Childien."

Exceptional Children 42, 3 ,(Novemher 1974): 155-162.

7. Handicapist is a term used to describe attitudes,and practices that

lead to unequal and unjust treatment of people with disabilities.

Alt

See Interracial Books for Children Bulletin, Vol. 8, Nos. 6 and 7, 1977.
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ECTION TWO* PERSPECTIVEd
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There is no way to simplify the issues that oject R,E.E.,D,-,

. ( t

.

is trying to address. They are by nature deep complex, tied as

,

,-.

1,

they are into socialization and educational practice, prejudicesl , and
,

+ .

emotions. The Project is,on new ground and is beginhing'to make the

!,

I

connections between sexism racism', and disability.
..,. .

WhiXe scald efforts have been made to relate theAssues of.sexism
(. ,

fi

and racism, as yet no :one has added itsues of disability to the equation,
,

.
%

lespecially at thb ealy
A

childhood level: Therefore, there were no

(
"experts" to call upon to write background.essays for the manual. Mere

'axe, however, peoples who have had direct experience writh one or more
,

components of th slit., Fortunately, they have Been willing to shard

their thoughts, owever preliminary, withthe readers of this manual,r . ,

, ,
.

Project R.E.E.D. ii grateful to the writers who havd contributed

10

a.

esaus to till\ section, each from her individual perspective -- as

disabled actiVist, teacher, mother, counselor, director of a,

special eduaation programs director of a day care center,,and researcher/

evaluator. Together, they provide a broad overview of tie :issues and

give the reader some beginning strategies for change.

0
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DISAiLED.WOMEN:

THE CASE OF THE MISSING ROLE MODEL

Katherine Corbett

In high school people judged me because of my disability and

that was where I had the most problems. People didn't see

me as a Puerto Rican or a woman, they saw me as'a blind

person.

This statement of A, a Puerto Rican New Yorker, has 1;een repeated

in one form or another by many disabled women / have interviewed. As

disabled women, the first thing people notice about us is our disability,

the second thing is our sex and race. It's important for us to remember

that order. As long as people view us as disabled first and women second,

we are boxed in by those restrain,ts.

Being disabled and a wohlan is plo have a double illentity -- sometimes

a double joy, Dften a double burden. Beinga disabled whman of color ,

triples those identities. As disabled women, we cariy around all the

Societal Attitudes aboUt w49 disabled people can and shouid be and the

attitudes about who WO,ell can and should be.

In my childhood I wanted to group u to be able-bodied, I would be

'cured and never have polio again.' Or I wanted to be a boy. My father

Ot.

'paid my brother for his chores but not me, even though I was older, because,

"You're a girl and you're supposed to do housework." Boys could grow up

and be important, even if they were disabled. There was Franklin Roosevelt,

Beethoven, Ironsides, and all those athletes making miraculous recoveries.

But there was no one I could be, except maybe Helen-Keller. "When educators

tried to help me," a blind woman recalls, "they would always compare me

r
to Helen Keller. I never heard of anyone else. They never talked about
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'rear.people."

ROLE MODELS

There is a lack of positive role models for disabled people, particu-.

larly disabled womeni Granted that this situation existslor other

oppressed minorities, at least racial and ethnic minorities often giow up

1 in neighloorhoods with people of their own color and culture. As disabled

peoPle, we don't'have thafopportunity.- Naarly an of us grew up In,

nondisabled families, so that we're the only one in our families and

v

neighborhoods quite like us. Often special schools or inititutions became

our communities. But they are a mixed blessing; they give us contact with

other people with our tYpe of disability,' but since the staff is not

disabled, we see no disabled people who are independent, out on their own,

le, and working and feeling gooq about themselves.

This has a profound effect ori disabled girls. A deaf women siid, "I

never knew what would happen when I 1.eft school. It scared Me. I used

to believe that when I gradUated I'd die or live with my'family forever.

That was because I'd never met a deaf woman."

What happens to the disabled girl who turns to the traditional

Models for women in society at large? These roles -= mother, housewife,

factorl or office worker, sex-symbol -7 don't offer many choices to non-

disabled women, much less disabled women,

When a disabled woman tries to fulfill any one of these roles, she

meets incredible resistance. A quick look at disabled mothers demonstrates

this. In the past few years a number of disabled women.have been taken

to court to prove that they can adequately care for their children. This

action is often initiated by people completely outside the family unit,

2,9



such as neighbors. These people cannot imagine how a blind(Aeaf, retarded,

or.physically disabled person dan possibly take care 9D childrenk And we

have to go to the courts' to prove that we can. This often results in

humiliating "show and tell," where a mother must diaper a baby, in open

court before being allowed to take the child home again.

So what's left? We can't become adults, because with few exceptions.

(success stories) disabled people, especially disabled women, don't grow

,
bp. We can t be women because "true women" are able-Tbodied. -The most

prevalent social message is that we stay home, nicely protected, the eternal

child. I long ago tired of being treated as a child. my place is in the

world with every ne else.

To do that I need what every person needs: adequate housing,

1
etploynentitransportation, access to needed services, and social rela-

tionships. As disabled people, some orthis is hard to get, and as

411

disabled women, it's even harder.

HOUSING

Home Ls our shelter from the world, our istand, and sometimes bur

prison.- For a disabled person to avoid the lAter possibility, housing
4

must be accessible according to the disability. For sone, that might mean

a location near pUblic trandportation; for others, a ground floor entrance.

But whatever your needs, first'you must find it, and then you convince a

landlond to rent to you.

To be a shelter, housing must be safe. Disabled people are Victims

of more'violence than the general population. I know this, all disabled

people know this, but I can't prove it to you with fact's and figures. We

don't report A to the police or tell our families or social workers. I

2 0



think that's partly because we don't want people trying (and succeeding):

to put us back-into more restrictive environments. While this is true for

all disablii people, the problem is intehsified f6r disabled women because

of the prevalence of sexual assault in our society. Housing is edsential --

safe housing.

EMPLOYNEUZ

4 If we have safe,,indpendent housing, we need a job to pay for it

and to provide for more nebulous qualities like self-esteem. Disabled

people have very limited opportunities to work: The so-called ."sheltered

workshops," where-disabled people ofteh make less than the federal

minimum wage, can only serve a limited number of people. They
)
usually 4,

offer no training that will help vs succeed in the nondisabled work

11
force, and they have very little ability to place workers outside.the

workshop itself.

Education has provided some of us with.an entrance into the work

force. This number is growing'as colleges become more accessible to

disabled students. 'But for the vast majority of us, SSI or same other

fort-of assistance is the rule. On the'average, the proportion of disabled

people in the lowest poverty level has been twice that of the general

population (1970 census).,

It is estimateNkat up to 76 percent of all disabled women are

unemployed. The estimate for disabled men, while still significant,

is much lower. Let's look at some possible reasons why. Most women still

earn considerably less than men. For example, a nondisablea white woman

only earns 59 cents for each dollar earned by a nondisabled white man.

21 .
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Many categories of jobq are still considered "women's jobs." These include

nurses, teachers, office workers, and houseworkers. these jobs are lCW

paying. This state\of things has a big impact on the disabled woman whd

is trying to get a job. e

She is trying to get a job, but the employer has never thought about

hiring a disabled person befdre, much 3,ess a disabled woman. Her vocational

rehabilitation worker.knows th4.s and ,tries to guide her into a predetermined

job category: a stereotyped woman's job with minor modifications. An

example of this is dictaphone typist, a lowpaying job with very little

possibility of moving up. This is a common job category for blind wdmen.

Both your disability and your sex combine to limit your choices as well as

possibility oi findin4 job satisfaction and true enjoyment of your

-.work. With such restricted options, getting and keeping a job must

suffice.

HEALTH CARE AND FAMILY PLANNING

As disabled people we're often seen as "unhealthy." Most-of us are

pretty healthy. We have more contact with..phe medical system because of

circumstances related to our disabilities, not our health. Fer example,

we might see a doctor to get a prescription before we can get a wheelchair

paid for.or a statement certifying that we are disabled. The treatment

received from the medical sxstem is roughly the same for disabled wcaen

and men,, i.e., they react to us primarily through our disability. When

it comes to family planning) however, there is a difference.

Few family planning professionals have ever dealt with"a disabled

woman; they fever expected to face a disabled woman who wanted birth
11
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control, pregnancy advice, an.abortion,, or parent'hg information, 'Most

disabled women have not antioipated this either, . .. q there they si't --'
,

, the woman and the doctor; the extent.of their collective ignorance is',

frigh4ning.

Why frightening? Let me answer with a true story. A friend of .

mine, a woman with epilepsy, went to see her.doctor'about birth tontrql.
. -41,1

This was a few years ago, and everyone was raving ithout ihe Pill. The

woman told the doctor about he epilepsy and the medication she was orl to .

control it. He wr4e this down d then gave her aArescription for

a brand of the Pill. The woman thanked him and left.' She took the Pill

regularly, but one day realized her period was overdue. She waited the

required tine and then went and got a pregnancy ept: Sure enough, she

was pregnarit. She decided to terminate the pregnanty; went qn the Pill,

and a few Months later was pregnant again. Her epilepsy medicine and the

b Pill counteracted each other; she was never protected by the Pill. Her'

doctor had neyer had an epileptic client before. The woman hadoever%

talked to another epileptic woman about birth control.

Their combined lack of information resulted in this woman having

(

unwanted pregnancies,. going through the emotional trauma of-dealing with

,

.

that and two abortions. That's too high a .price to pay for,heing a

pioneer in the mainstreaming of disabled people: Sadder yet, this information

never got to other disabled women or family planning professionals. .

Outside the "rehab" profession, this kind of informatico travels very

slowly, mostly by word of mouth from one disabled.woman to another.

On the other hand, disabled women are up against incredible resistance

when they want to get pregnant. All kinds of storied and truisms ate

'thrown!at the potential mother: you know,you'll have trouble carrying it

full term, the child might be disabled; who will take Cere of the baby.
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Full or partial hysterectomies qr sterilization are,offered as options to

parents of aaolescent disabled girls. In:Berkeley recently, the parents

of a'newly menstruating girl with cerebral palsy took her to the local

hospital for a full hysterectomy saying they didn't want to aeal- with it'

for tlie rest of their lives.

Another disabled woman wanted to have a baby.. Her gynecologist

presented her With numerous arguments a'gainstlit. Then'che suggested

sterilization as a way of getting off,birh control. She said it sounded

interesting. Three days later she was sterilized. Her, nondisablekfriend,

who w4s married with three kids, had to wait two months, go,through three

counseling sessions, and get written approval fram her husband before the ,1

doctors felt she was ready to make an informed deciaIon. But for a

691
disabled woman tomorrow was not a minute too soon. .

COMMUNICATION

So much has been said, and so much more neea-g to Be said, but I

leave that for the next woman. There has been a common thread running

through this discussion of role models, housing, employment, and health

care -- lack of information about disabled women. Neither parents, nor

professionals, nor disabled women themselves have enough information.

It is time now, long overdue, for people to become informed and aware of

disabled women anerthose particular needs and issues brought about by

being both disabled and feMale.'

Communication among disabled women will speed up the needed changes.

Only ty talkingto each other can we discover the problems we have in

common and work together to fight for change.' We can be role models to

< each other and to disabled girls growing up now.

.1? 24.
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We can do this by making ourselves visible. Writing about our lives

and our needs can help other people understand our experiences. That way

4,
not only will disabled women become aware and organize for Change, but

also disabled-men and hondisabled people can work with us to fightfor

And just plain talking .can make a lot of differTIce. Bringing up

issues of importance to disabled women at meetings and conferences lind

identifying yourself as a disabled woman will make people more aware ,that

you are both disabled and a waman.

We are disabled women. We have importamt things to say. We h'ave a

right to be listened to and taken seriously. We have a right to be proud:.

to be both disabled and,women.

Katherine Corbett is the Project Coordinator for the Disabled Women's

Educational Equity Project. She is a recognized leader in the field of;4,

disability and formerly taught school in both regular and special education

classrooms.

Reprinted from Independent, issue 2, 1979.
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If WILL YOU HIRE ONE OF US?

Jan Calderon Yocum

-During the past ten years, legislation, publications,-television,

and public service advertisements have extolled the virtues,of mainstreaming

disabled human beings. Gains have been made in the areas of early chiLdhood

and elementary education. For example, Head Start has mandated that 10

percent of the preschool children eligible for its program Fust have a

disability. Training programs for itaff in the ardas of "special need"

have been developed andimplemented. Consultations with parents and various

experts have been.held to determine the best way to mainstream each child.
4

Many attitudes have beenchanged regarding various disabilities in children.

At the same time, strides have:been made in early childhood programs,

Head qtart, and day care toward providing nonsexist, nonriecist environments.

Books, games, songs, and hiring practices have been analyzpd to make sure,

that there was no overt discrimination on the basis of sex, race or

ethnicity.

Yet for all the advancements, there are still fears, misconceitions,

and vacillating emotions when itcomes to hiring disabled people as staff

11

in early childhood and day-Oare programs. As yet, the blind, the hearing

\impaired, the physically disabled and the'mentally retarded are not

ronsidered capable of working in the classroom as teachers, assistant

teachers, or teacher aides. Boards of various child care centers rarely

1.\ire the disabled persons as direceors. Occasionally, one may slip in as
. .

..

.

a social worker, parent coordinator, secretary, or accountant.

\

'-- Yet, disabled people are invited to visit early childhood programs

establish role models for the children. Perhaps this ambivalence comes

a lack of knowledge about.,the potential of pe ple with various

1
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disabilities) One might think, "If I were blind, or couldn't hear, or

used a wheelchair or_grutches, then I couldn't work with groups of young

children, or babies,,or toddlers." One might ask, "How coild I manage

the group? How would I know what they say? dow could I play games with

them? How couldj hold them? Will their parents trust me?" More and

' more questions come to mind.

I know these questions because I am digabled. I was not born disabled.

I became disabled some years ago because of an incurable illness. I walk

with crutches and use a wheelchair. I am a director of a day care center

that cares for children six weeks through school age.- So I know haw

direbtorsuboards, and parents feel about disabled staff.

Many times people feel that they could not perform specific tasks or

fill particular jobs if they were disabled, and they assume that any

disabled person would not be able to do them. People forget that the

,"able-bodied" are only in that condition temporarily. At any time they

may become disabled and will still want and need4sp'funciion in the work

world, hopefully in the same career they had prior to becoming disabled.

In such a situation, one would hope that the employer would be willing to

make reasonable accaminodations
for the disability, for example, a ramp

to move a wheelchair up and down, wider doorways, and those aids necessary

for workers with visual or hearing impairments.

%a*,

In my own case, I am somewhat slower in my physical movements than

my. colleagues. I have developed a schedule to get to places that "reasonably

accommodates" me and does not inconvenience anyone. I have trouble with

my hands so that writing is difficult; therefore my board provided a

small, inexpensive dictaphone. A regular desk is somewhat constripting
4

for me, but a table does just fine.
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Babies sit well on my lap in the wheelchair, and by moving my wheels

back and forth, I am one of the best rockers in the center. On the playground,

my crutches have turned me intctone. of the best kick-ball players of the

: ,r2

preschdol -- a feat I couldt accomplish when I was "temporarily able-
s-

bodied." Children of allges usemy crutches to pull themselves up

and down, to practic 'ing disabled, and just to have fun.

Reasonable acc odations are being madd'both by myself and by the

organization. And they can be made for every type of disability. Disabled

people can work in classrooms and in dffices. We feel that we learn much

from you who are "temporarily able:bodied," and wd know that you can learn

much from us. We realize that staffs, boards, and parents need tine to

adjust. But the child care field can begin to develop "reasonable accommo-

dations" tlohfit not only a variety of disabled persons but also a variety

of'positions needed to staff an "inclusive" child care program.

Gardner Murphy in the book Human4Potentialities says:

In every nand there ate widening regions of creativity if once

the spark has been allowed to generate the fire.

We who are disabled ,have great creativ ty and are'trying to generate

the,spark in our nondisabled colleagues. Our minds and our skills should ,

not(be set aside because we /hay do things in'a different way.

Have a real model in your program. Hire us!

Jan'Caldegn Yocum is Executive Director of Rosemont Day Care Center (El

CentrQ Rosemont) National. Inst4tute,for Hispanic Children and Families

in Washtngton, D. C. She is the former Director of the Day Care Council

of America and the single parent of five children.
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A PARENT'S VIEW OF MAINSTREAMING

Elizabeth M. Demarest

Mainstreaming, that is placing a diabled' child in a regular school

program, is a fairly recent occurrence in our country. ,Like anything new

and untried, it may create anxiety for people such' as parents.,,,, doctors,

teachers, and social service providers involved in making the decision whether

or not to mainstream a child.

While I believe'that educators and parents of children with disabilities.-

share a common Concern for the well being of the child, they-may disagree

on what is the best way to achieve this; since each one views the situatica

from her or his individual persioective. For example,.when my daughter,
4

a congenital quadramputee, had completed kindergarten in our loCal public

school, the principal suggested that instead of going into the regulag

first grade, which was very cognitively' oriented and,stressed formaL reading

skills,*she should go into a transitional program until she gained a bit

more maturity. He based this advice ,on his own experience; he had been

pushed to excel as achild and felt Ve had been harnful to his development.

As the mother of a disabled child who had been involved in.mainstreaming

since the beginning, I perceived that he was holding A back because of her

disability andthat she waScapable of doing first grade work. I opposed

his decision. Subsequently, through trial and error and further communication,

we worked it out, and A did enter the transitional group after spending a

few weeks in the regular first grade, for which-Pshe was not quite ready.

Let's go back ailt to A's,2xperience in Head Start. In the fall of

1977, A entered a Head Start program in our Upstate New York community. I

had conveyed to everyone involved in A's case since birth that to mainstream

her into regular programs was my goal. She'was (and is) an outgoing,
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bright, and extremely competent person who could hold, her own in any group.

. II

I never felt that doctors and other people involved in A's'casetlooked

at her only in terms of his disability. She was pretty and full of

personality, and elleryone seemed to respond to these qualities in her

and wanted her to accomplish as*much as possible. I found, therefore, no

opposition to my point of view about mainstreaming. The rehabilitation

program in New York City, which prepared A's prostheses and trained her

in the use of them, made the initial inquiries to help me find-a Head

Start program in our home.locale.
A

The staff of the Head Start.center had a.meeting to prepare for,the

fall term. -They were positive about having A and another child -Who was

blind join the program. They decided, hos:Fever, that A should start school

one week late,so that the rest of the children could be prepared 'for her
-0

entrinc-e. As it turned out the real reason for the decision was that the

classroom teacheF was uncertain about how she would handZe the physical

aspects of A's dis lity and-about how:the other children and parents

would react. She f lt she couid handle it better after.the other children

were adjusted.

When I was i formed of this plan, I strongly disagreed. I knew

that if A didn't start school with all the otherst she would always be
f

seen in terns of-her disability and not ju t as one.of the kids who happened

to have a physical handicap. I also knew t at since she Ad been'involved

in therapy, training, and group experiences, she was at lease as re dy as

any new Head Start child to adjust to a school situation.

I met with the staff members, school administrators, and the community

mental health people who worked with the program. I was very sl'aight-

forward and urged others to speak up. Some people voiced their cancerns
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and'others remained silent. I really understood the kea4s and conterns

14.nd considered them completely natural for peopie faced with a stranOe new

situation., But I pressed my point of view because I was sure that once A''s

teacher saw her in action, she would relax and everyone else wOuld settle
- 4.--

in. Besi&s, I was convinced that this approach was best for my child.

We reachea a compromise. A would start school. with al the.other

,

children, but I would have to accompany her to tHe,center for the firdt

twocweeks of the program to be of assistance if any problems.or questions

came up. It was also arranged that a spe ialist from the,Iinstitute of

Rehabilitation Medici e in New York City w uld be,d7pLilable ".0 help A

adjust to her new surroundings.

Frankly, On a personal level I felt a bit illpatient and annoyed about

all the special arrangements required of me. I was taking'a full college
.

program and had to arrnage to have someone audit my classes while I took

two weeks off. I felt I never quite made up the lag that semester'. 'Also,

I had a baby at home and-another child eo care for, so the personal

.4pressures were'enormous. But, on another level, I understood that other

adults could not kn7 A's capabilities as I did and.that, if I wanted,her

A

'to enter Head Start as.any other child, I would have to make the sacrifice.

Head Start was going to meet the needs of my child for a good preschool,.

,experience, and I had Eo do my part. As it,turned out, I did not spend 'f

'A

those twoweeks in the classroom (I was not needed by A, the other children,

or th9 teac:Or). Otead, I became involved in the policy council, the

lunch program, and other.administrative.parts of ths,program, and I

remained a very involvea parent throughout A's two years in the program.

In retrospect, the controversy about how and when A should enter the ,

--ffogram turned out to have had,a very positive effect. Once A's teacher

33.
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Was able to express her real concerns, the prograth arranged for' staff

training to deal with these issues, and we all benefited from that. In,

many ways, A's and my experiences in Head Start were forerunners, and other

parents and children have had an easier time because of the training and

technical assittance that became available.

How did it finally work out once'A started schoOl? As I expected,

She made frierids with the other Children very quickly. The children were

not afraid of A but they were, at should be expected, very curious. Their

questions were encouraged; and andrers were kept simpls. Different,people

had different approaches. One person brcught in tongs. and let the children

experiment with them to better understand how A's hand prostheses worked.

When asked why A had no arms or legs, one parent' answered simply, "because

GOd made her that way." The biggest problem encountered wag trying to

keep the children from doing everything for'A. One little boy went home

upset because he could not be like her! The children accepted A as just

another kid. They were able to see beyond the handicap to act as naturally

toward her as they would toward any of.their peers.

The parents of the other children reacted in a Tositive way to the

involvemeq of their children v.zith A. Whatever anxieties they may have

had were never spoken to me. The parents that I came to know were friendly

and supportive. "By sharing our experiences we helped each other become

comfortable with the situation.

' I believe the taff were able to relieve their anxieties very quickly

as things progressed without any major crises. The problems envisioned

0.14v.not nearly as difficult to solve as they had first appeared. A

relationship developed between myself and the staff as A continued in Head

Start for two years before being mainstreamed into our local public school
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A

system. I benefited greatly from my association with Head Start, and'I

believe that because of A and me the staff became more comfortable with

the Idea of mainstreaming.

,It is not my intention to give the impression that mainstreaming is

an easy task. Above aliv it requires a great deal of openness from irl
,

involved. Since we are all individuals from different backgrounds,

do not always react to things or perceive them in the same way. This cAn

lead to misunderstanding between people who really share the same goal -- to

help the child become as independent as is possible. Though there were

difficulties, I believe that the results were worth the effort.

Efitab.dth Demarest is a Mother of three:- She-is-a codlege student

- majoring in communications and has a'part-tiMe job.
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A TEACHER''S VIEW OF MAINSTREAMING

Susan Vuolo

The 1977-78 Head Start year was in many ways a year of firsts Ior me.

It was my first year at Head Start. It was my first full-time teaching

position since graduation from college the previous May. .It was my first

experience with mainstreaming, although not my first experience with children

or adults with handicapping conditions- (I babysat for a child who was

disabled, and I had a grandmother whip was blind and an uncle who was an

amputee, bo I was Iairly comfortable about being with disabled people.)

I had begun that first year at Head Start with energy, enthusiasm, questions,

and "September fears."

We; the staff of eilht, had been informed that two children with

severe disabilities had been enrolled to start in September:NOne child,

F, a blind three-year-old, was assigned to my classroom. The other child,
4

A, a congenital quadramputee, was assigned to the second classroom. I

began to plan and make changes --.=--tisNadapt play materials and the classroom

environment to involve F in daily activities. For example, I gave him

the first cubby in the row and put a sandpaper symbol on all his things so

'1146 could feel them. F had had no mobility training before coming to Head

Start, so I tried to arrange the ,room for his maximum independence. In

addition to sandpaper, I used fabrics of different text(res to help him

identify tables, chairs, shelves', and other things around the room.

I met F and his parents, just as I did all the children, on home

visits early in September: He was a typical three-year-old in that Head

Start was his first major experience outside thehome. He had been recruited

N
for the program through regular Head Start outreach such as pdsters and
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announcements, rather than being specially referred through a social

service agency. As I remember, F had the usual separation problems of a

typical three-yeai.-old, but his adjustment to school took a bit longer than

average because of his disability.

As alWays, September was a busy month at our center. The Staff were

involved with inservice training, home visits, and classroom planning.

As the starting date for children approached, questions and fears'began

16.

surfacing. How would the children react to A, to her diiability? How

would we, the staff, cope with her prostheses? What were her limitations?

Should she start later in the month than the other children? .

We did decide to have A start a-week later in order to prepare the

other children. The program also hired an aide to the handicapped to

assist F and A in daily functioning.. In retrospect, it seems strange now

that we made all these special arrangements for A who really walk much more

ready for school than F. A had been in other group.situations and had spent

a period of time in New York City at the Institute for Rehabilitation

Medicine where she was separated from her,family. She was a naturally

outgoing child whO enjoyed being with people whereas F had been quite ---///

sheltered At home during his first three.years. I think the staff anxiety

revolved around A's prostheses and how to ,handle them. Also, we were

undertain about how to handle children's'and parents' reactions to her

disability.

All systems were set to go when we ran into our first roadbloCk.

A's mother rejected our plan immediately -- A had almays been around

other children and was not to be isolated or treated any differently.

All chi,kdren needed time to adjust, and A would adjust with the other

children.
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We then all sat down together, A's mothere our.staff, A psychologist;
*

a social worker, and the Cluster Coordinator bf Services to the Handicapped

(who coordinated services to the handicapped in a five-county area of

Head Start prograns). Each person brought a variety of personal concerns

and experiences -- some positive, some negative, but nevertheless va,lid.

All of these were brought out into the open; the air was cleared, largely''

because A's mother was willing to be frank about her feelings and utted

us to speak up. Because of her experience in dealing with a disabled

child, she had a better awareness of how begt to meet A's needs. None of

us realized that bringing A into the program after the other children

would serve only to focus on her disability and would have been a mistake.

The meeting resulted in a new plan. A would start with the other children,

and her mother would be in the center every day for.two weeks to answer

any questions and help with the prostheses. Looking back on this meeting

now, I'm sure some attitudes and feelings were strengthened and some were

changed. Some people may have accepted the decision but not the reasoning.

No one conveyed this directly, but through offhand remarks in the irst

months of the term, it was clear that not everyone on the staff was in

agreement.

Having overcome the first obstacle, we plunged into activities of

the year. Shortly after the year began, we were involved in an in-depth

validation. (Regional Head Start onside evaluations of program plans and

oper tions were done periodically to validate continued funding. This is

no lon r required.) This was followed by several NYU filmings of F

and A in a mainstreaming setting. -The films have been completed by New

York University, Office of Community Service Programs, Resource Access

Project, as a direct' 'result of the in-depth validation.
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The staff receive ngoing training in dealing.with handicapping

conditions, both.sbeci ic and general. The Cluster Coordinator continued

to seek out answers to our queistons and.support our ef.forts. We met

directly with therapists treating both F and A to plan classroom activities

and evaluate progress. The oilgoing staff development helped all of us to

become more knowledgeable and, thus, more comfortable about working, with

disabled, children.

I'm not sure.I could pinpoint when or where the "September fears"

went, but they never really surfaced again. Our concern for the other

children's reactions seemed unfounded. That is not to say that the other

dhildren did not react. They reacted just as all children react, treating

F and A as they would any other children. The children asked questions of

adults and of F and A. They touched, they offered help and were sometimes

turned down, they took advantage of F and A and were taken advantage of

themselves. The children didn't flinch. It was a year of growing in

many ways for the children, the parents, and the staff.

F and A were involved in Head Start for two years. The second year

was also a year of growth, a year of physical growth. F learned to iide

a tricycle. A learned to walk with prostheses with knee joints. The

Head Start center moved to a,new location with a third classroom,.a home

base program, and five new staff people. Attitudes seemed open and accepting

for all children with disabilities. In part, our attitudeitoward children

with disabilities -- that th4y should be encouraged to do all they can

-- stems from the basic Head Start premise-thrtil children should partici-

pategoin all aspects of the program. In'our program, we make a real'effort

to encourage girls and boys to experience all parts of the curriculum,

and we have the same goal c)r the disabled children. It's really an,



integral part of our philosophy.

When I was first asked to write this piece, I began to think about

that September of 1977 -- not an easy task, for those first September fears

had long since faded. I have grown along with F and A and several other

children with disabilities since then. If I flinch noW, it's with one

eye open. By that I mean that if.I back off, it's only for a brief moment --

then I plunge ahead and try to,solve the problem. Experience in working

with disabled children and their families makes all the 'difference. The

stiangeness really comes from fear of the unknown.

If someone were to ask how to mainstream with success, I would say

coTmunicate. Communicate with the child, the parents, the professionals,

and other staff members. Sometimes it's really difficult to do this. If

one person won't communicate, another will, and you just have to keep

trying to find an opening:11f you as a teacher can't reach a parent., try

going through the director, the psychologist, or any other person who can

create a rapport. Thefe's always someone who can. Draw on other people's

experiences. Gather as much information as possible from people and

literature. Open up to your feelings, ask questions, seek out answers,

take the first-step.

Susan Vuolo is currently the Education Coordinator of RECAP (Regional

Economic Community Action Program), Western Orange County (N.Y.) Head

Start.



THE DISABLED PERSON AS A COUOSELOR AND ROLE MODEL

Ellen. Rubin

When I was in my early teens, I began having serioias problems with

4

my vision. By the time I vas a senior in high school, I was totally

blind. That year I first met a rehabilitation counselor. He also was

'the first person I had ever met who was blind.

For ne, it was a very important neeting.as quite unprepared to

be blind, and I was afraid of what it meant, both in terms of having to

cope with my own blindness and of what I knew about other people who were

blind. The only blind people I had ever seen wereibeggars, so my image

of someone who was blind was not very positive. Meeting my counselor

made me realize that people who are blind can be professionals. In other

words, they are people just like anybody else. That was the biggest

lesson I had to learn.

During the time I was losing my vision, I felt that I was losing part

. Of myself. When I understood with my counselor's help that I was the same,

person, but now I couldn't see, it really let me move on. The fact that .

my counselor also was blind made it easier for me to talk to him about my

fears and doubts concerning my blindness. He couldn't change the situation,

t..but he certainly understood my concerns since he had been there,hinse f.

Subsequently in the course of pursuing my career -- first as a re-.
-

habilitation counselor and then as an early childhood teacher in sriecial

education -- I found myself being.a role model. I became a model for

children and adults who were blind, ai well as for sighted people, i.e.,

peers, parents, .and teachers. What I would like to focus on in this

,4



article are experiences I have had as a teacher, a counselor, and a role

model for children, both blind and Sighted.

I was working as a codsultant in a &ay care program where one of the

a

children was visually impaired. This child wore thick glasses and held

materials very close to her eyes to be able to see them. I worked with

this particular child in a group, but I also.had contact with many other

childrenin this classroom. At one point one of the children commented

to me, "You can see better than NanOy, because she has to bring things to

her eyes and you don't." This incident made me aware of the lack of-

understanding 9n the part of the children about the differences between

being partially sighted and totally:blind. .Although Nancy had been in

the classroom for several months, the children had very little knowledge

about her visual difficulties. To help them understand I discussed my

, own blindness with the children. By citing my own experiences with

gradual blindness, I was able to explain the varying degrees of visual

impairment. This was very helpful_for Nancy,'but I felt it was important

foethe rest of the children as well, especially'for the little girl who

made the comment about me being ab/e to see better.

Soon I began working with a group of five- and six-year-olds in a

"regular school." The teacher and.I decided that we should talk about

my blindness the first day that I was in the classrooM. I brought in some

of my .equipment -- my cane and my Brailler -- explained how they %forked,

an& let the children handle and exPlore them. We told the children that

they could ask me any questions they wanted at any time. But we also

agreed that, after an introductory period, my blindness should not be the

focus of attention. It was important that the childremrelate to me as

one of the tetchers in the classroan.
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.
My second day in the clasaroom I sat down at a table with some Children. 40

2Ine of them sitting near me was having a problem in reading. He looked

up at me Aesitantly and said, "/ have a problem. I know you're a teacheri

and I know you are blind." What he was really saying to me was, "How

can you help me solve my problem? I know you're blind, and I know you're
,

a teacher, but it's not clear to me how we can work that out." We did

Manage to work it out quite satisfactorily.

Later on, the same child was asked by another adult if he ever helped

me. His response was terrific, He said7 "Sure, I help Ellen up the stairs

sometimes, but she doesn't really need my help. We just walk in together."

Although he knew that he was helping me Nhen we walked up the stairs together,

he also knew that it was something I cOUld do.totelly independently.
'L-

I think that the area in which I function most clearli as a role

model is working with young children who are blind. For example, I spent

about one and one-half years working with a child who was bright,.totally

blind, and extremely troubled. He was enrolled in two progAms. One was

for visually impaired children, and the other was a program in which he

was mainstreamed. He was an unhappy and angry child who was having a

difficult time dealing with the problems that his blindness was crea

For example, when he'd ride a bicycle and bump into somg4hing, te would

become very frustrated and angry.

During the course of my work with this child, it became clear through

statements such as, "When I grow up, I'll be able to see," that he didn't

have any understanding of his blindness. Since he'didn't have any blind

CC adult role model, he had adopted the stereotypic ideas concerning the

nondisabled people around hidt. When I began working with him on an

individual basis, I felt that it was important to focus on my own blindness,

41,
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since his blindness was still much too delicate an area to approach. I

talked about the kinds of things that I did to compensate for my blindness:

I used a long cane' to walk, I read Braille books, and so forth. These

discussions made",him awarë that I, too, was blind, and they taught him

about the kind of tool that I used to help me function. During the colAse

of our sessions he asked me a question about blindness, which I realized

\Lo
meant that he was making great progress. He'said, "Ellen, if you're all

grown up now, had can you still be blind?"
/7

As we continued to'Work, I became aware that the child had become very

preoccupied with the idea of death. Week after week he asked me questions

about death, about dying, and &bout funerals. Our discussions were quite

serious. It took some time, however, before our discussions turned to the

connections between death amd Idindness. At one point it became clear

that he was afraid that because he was blind, he might die. To overcome

th.i.s fear, we talked abont parts...of our bodies, those parts that we can

and can't liVe without. We had several in-depth discussions about the

fact that,' while it is difficult to.live without a particular part or

function of your body, it is still possible to live. After these discussions,

he was very relieved. At follow-up meetings, the subject of,death never

\again came up. He did mention it a few times during the course of the

year, but never with such intensity as during that time when he was trying

5,

to sort out, "How connected is blindness with death?"

There were other indications that this child was begin416g to aocept$

and cope with his blindness. One day his mothsr reported to me that he

had arrived home from school, bumped into sometTiiiig, and told her, "Mom,

I need to have a long cane'just like Ellen."
,

It's important for a disabledyld to see a disabled adult already
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functioning successfully in aretthat the child is sttll trying to master.

Many teenagers Who are blind are rebellioua ax..1 don't wmnt to begin to

use a long cane because they're self conscious. If, however, as young

children they had,had a role model of a blind adult working with a cane,

walking with a cane, and using it successfully, perhaps the attitudes of

those teenagers would be much different. During the early years it's cruciait

for disabled children to develop comPetence in,all kinds of skills. All

too often they're not pushed to develo their highest potential'. Since

teachers and other adults are not sure what a disabaed child's highest

potential is, they tend to.underestimate it.

My counseling work has aiso extended to parents. Many parents have

said to me that, until they met a blind adult; they really weren't sure

what the future held for their child. They weren't sure that they had the

strength to cope with all of the things that they, had to face. But,

knowing just one blind person who "made it" helped family members begin

to.feel positive about their blind child and about ,her or his capabilities.

I think this is a crucial experience for parents. If a parent of a disabled

child can megt disabled adults, she or he can hopei Such role models

provide parents with enough evidence to enable them to encourage their

children to strive for the very best that she or he can do.

Parents are sometimes at a loss to know what to do with their child

who is blind. I met a fathdr who asked me if he could play a game with

his daughter. He actually asked if it would be all right to take her to

a baseball gamel He didn't know how meaningful these experiences could

be for this child, or any child, disabled or nondisabled.

Once I worked in a summer program for blind retarded adults. Our

building was shared with a group of young children in day care. It was
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my job to act as liaison tetween the two-grcups and'to help the children

4

gain sone understanding of these retsrdesd adults. Dtli.f.q,the course of

our discussions, the day care children asked me if I too was retarded,

because they knew that I was also blind. It was important to explain to

thern that people can have multiple disabilities and that.there are

disabilities that affect different people in different ways.

One of the nicest things that happened in tliat program came toward

the end of the slimmer. The children asked me if they could go down and

visit the classroom of the retarded adults. 'We Wlent downstairs with four

children. On4of the men was working on A sewing card with big holes,

a thick lace, 'and.a plastic needle. He showed one of the little girls his

work, and she said, "Oh, I can do that." Then she showed him how she did

it. It was such a lovely exchange, and the children felt totally
0

comfortable.

During that summer program another interesting incident occurred.

I decided that the childreri5ineeded to understand what I could do other

things besides talk about blindness, so I began to teach some of the./

children to weave. One of the older girls became'quite proficient and

took the weaving home to show her mother. The next day.she came back to.

4 /

shcool and said, "My mother didn't believe that a blind woman had done

this." I can only hope that when the child becomes a mother,`V hex'

child comes home and says, "A disabled person taught me how to do something,"

. ...

sclle'll react differently. ,

. Through counseling* have helped to smooth the way, for children who

are going to be mainstreamed. That work has not only meant being in close

contact with the children who are involved, but also helping achers

understand disabilities and how to present.them to the nondisabled
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children. Sometimes this has entailed my talking to the children about ,

blindness, using myself 'as a model. This technique was particularly

successful in the case of a young child who moved into a new edMmunity

where she was the onay blind student in the school. She was very appre-

hensive about her'relationships with. her peers. At firdt she lacked the

confidence to talk to other children on her own, but she felt very comfortable

with the idea ofihe talking about the blindness for her.

One final word -- children can be very accepting of differences when

they are presented in a positive way. For example, my neighbor's three-

year-old quickly adopted the'expression, "look, touch," when I told him if

he wanted me to get somethiAg.for him, he wOuld have to put my hand on it.

It is experiences like thi-s that convince me that young children should

pe exposed as early as possible to all different kinds of peqple.

Ellen Rubin has a MS. in special education from the Bank Street College of

Education. She is currently a student at the Computer Center.for the

Visual* Impaired, Baruch College, City University of New York. She has

counseled children, parents and peers extensively in this country and in

Israel, where she now lives.
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CREATING INCLUSIVE, NON-STEREOTYPING ENVIRONMENTS FOR CHILDREN;

TEE CHILD WITH A DISABILfTY

Mary Ann Lang

Within the last fifteen years, parents and.child care workers have

become increasingly aware of the Many ways in which girls and boys are

socialized differently. This differential socialization begins at birth

amid leads tc differences in the behavior of girls and boys even at the

preschool le el. The orientation that children develop will influence
t

their choice of toys and activities, the way they interact with 6thers,

the way they will see themselves for the rest of their.lives, the goals

.
they.will set for themselves, and,the ways they will pursue these goals.

Alt gh it is still possible to go into an early childhood Classroom

and'find some materials (trucks, heavy work clothes, tools) that are set

aside for boys and activities (playing house, sewing) that Are encouraged

for girls only, there are few individuals who are unaware of the socialization

cues and who would deny their influence on the development of children.

, The limits of sex-stereotyping enviromments, materialg4activities, and

hehaviors are receiving attentiqn.

Another type of stereotyping,4however, is still going unnoticed in

many homes, day care settings, chobls, and in society in general. This

stereotyping is directed tOward children with impairments.

There are.a number of interesting parallels between itpairment-

stereotyping and sex-stereotyping. In 1981, Melanie Boothl-Butterfield

described a number of situations in which unintentional gender socialization

cues are tcansmitted in day care facilitie's. She stated that these were

cues that we don't question, "not glaring errors such as might e seen in

a television prOgram but habits of communication which we light ot
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1
question and which may have A negative effect. Using these as a frame-

work for looking at.behavior involving children with impairments seens to

reveal a pattern in which both girls and boys with impairments are

"feminized" in the most traditional and negative fa'Shion.

INDEPENDENCE TRAINING

If a three-year-old boy and girl are each gettincLrlif #,go out

to play and are attempting to put on jackets, the girl is more likely to

receive help. If both receive help, the girl will probably have her jacket

put on for her, the boy will be shown a technique for putting it on.by

himself. If the same situation arises and one child is disabled, it is

' =ay the disabled child who will have the jacket put on whether a girl or boy.

THis is the beginning of the syndrome of "learned helplessness." It is

a typically "feminine" trait that will be harmful in the long run.
2

In our own day care center for visuafly-impaired children, we have

had six-year-old children who did not feed themselves. At mealtimes,,the

mother of one of these children was observed breaking up food into tiny

bits that did not even require chewing and placing these bits into her

chiid's mouth. .When asked Vdiether she did this for all of her children

at the age of six, she replied, "Of course not, bpt she's blind."

JuSt as the little girl who has things dote for her is deprived of the

opportunity to develop skills and confidence, so is the child who has,a

disability handicapped by too much help or indiscriminate help. When a

child's milk is poured for her or him today, an immediate need is satisfied.

Then children are taught to pour their own milk, they are able to satisfy.

their own needs today and in the future.
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PLAY OBJE

,

- "Toys lead to fantasy worlds for children, as well as practice for

real life. In fantasies, they try on life styles and think about what

they would like to be doing if they only could.
3

For many women,

fantasies and opportunities to,try out a broad r&ige of life styles and
-

careers were restrained by the toys made available to them as children.

In the block corner, if she was able,to play there at all, the message

communicated by the community-helper dolls was clear. The doctor was

a/ways a man, the nurse a woman. The mailcarrier and the police offlier

were men, the teacher and librarian were women.

The block corner, where elaborate structures were built, was where

the boys congregated. This area plays a crucial role in develaping math

and spacial-analytic skills in the preschool setting -- skills that are

sO important in later years when career choices are made. The housekeeping

corner was the focal point for the girls. The books told of fathers who

trent out of their homes to work,and of mothers who Stayed home and "did not

work." The message was communicated over 'and over again -- this' is the

limit of what each of you can hOpe to be.

.
We have changed'a great deal, and some of us would be upset to find

a situation that was so blatantly sex stereotyped. However, a closer look

might reveal that the basic scene is still the same, but the actors have

changed. The block corner and the housekeeping corner are nbw placed for

girls and boys.-The doctor doll may be a:woman, the teacher, a mon.

Some of the books show fathers cooking and caring for children, as well

as mothers at construction sites. The child whose fantasies and options

are restricted.now is the chillwith a disahdlity.



-
For many years the children in our center for visually impairet

children have been encouraged to enroll in mainstreamed day care centers
/-

and nursery schools so they could be exposed to a wider range of peers.

The children from our center who were chosen for this type of integrated..

experience were confident children who were capable of doing many things

for themselves and had shown themselves to be highly skilled in social

situations.

It was, therefore, very distreqsing to us when we visited a mainstream-

ing site a few weeks after several children entered 4the program and found

two of our children being wheeld around in a toy doll carriage for much

of the day and being treated 'like animated dolls. If they also had the

oppOrtunity to do same of the carriage pushing, they would have been able

to project themselves into the future as care'givers as well as receivers. ike

Both the children and the staff at the center, however% were surlised

that we found this situation upsetting, because they viewed the behavior

as a sign of affection for the visually-impaired children. They feft that

the children without disabilities really liked the new children and wanted

to "take care of them." Ihe message that was communicated was, however,

te same one that little girls have heard for many years -- this is the

limit of what you can hope to be.

ItOLE MODELS

Young children are very literal and need concrete experiences to help

them understand the wo ld around them. They-do not hive an adult's broad

frame of reference that allows them to abstract and infer information.

If they don't see any role models of adults with disabilities, they think

that there are no adults with disabilities. If they don't see role



models of children with disabilities, the disabled child will think she or
.

he is the only person who looks,like that. Likewise, the nondisabled

child will think-that her or his schoolmate is the only person with thaX

disability. In most areas of the preschool curriculum, great care is

taken to accurate1y reflect the real world by providing role mdels 4nd

experiential activlties for the children.

As yet this does not extend to the are of disability. Where are the

dollswithbracesandglasier541.Wheresare the books showing mothers in

Wheelchairs and fathers whp use sign language? Where are the actual role

modep with disabilities? Where are the opportunities to face the reality

that the disability will still be there when ttiNthild grows up? Where

are the situations that allow the child to explore ways of liming as am_

adult with a disability?

REWARDS AND REINFORCEMENT

It.is the rare woman who cannot remember a scene from her childhood

'when her attempt to conquer the world by climbing a tree was met by an
4.

adult's disapproval, or, at least, a look of surprise or fear.. Although

some men may also remember being reirimanded for taking risks, the general

pattern that was prevalegt involved the discouragement of risk-taking for

girls and its encouragement for boys. The standards for praise ate still

different in many. areas. In Carol Dweck's 1978 Study, for example, girls

were shown more likely to be rewarded for the appearance of;their work

rather than its quality. Dweck also found that in the area of negative

feedback,..only 54.4 percent of the evaluation of boys was aimed at intellectual /

inadequacy or appropriateness, while for girls it was 88:9 percent.
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Clearly, girls -are rewarded for complying with rules and being orderly,

but not necessarily for their creativity or intellectual ability.
4

In the area of independence, risk-taking, creativity, and responsibility,

the standard's are alio different for a child With an impairment, For

example, during the period when the material for this article was being

assembled, a television news crew was filming a number of the visuaT-
--..sc

impaired children at our center. During bne.filming session, I watched

a totally.blind Child bang on the wall, talk Wheri the interviewer was

trying to speak, turn his back on the situation, kick the supplies, and,

in general, make the situation very uncomfortable for the interviewer

and the other children. What amazed me as I,watched was that similar

behavior' from a child who could see was immediately interrupted or re-

directed,. but when the child who was blind violated the rules of this social

situation, everyone acted as if nothing was happening. The.underlying

assumption was, "He can't help it, he's disabled." The message became,

"He'is less capable than others."

On another occasion, I watched as a group of children who were waiting
A

patiently in a line at a cafeteria counter allowed.a visually-impaired

child to push ahead of them to be served.
.0 In both of thesegcases, the

vq.

child with the impairment was deprived of the opportunity to participate

as an equal because no one helped that child to learn the rules of the

game. No one helped her or him to.see that such behavior led to cettain

consequences and that one is responsible for her or his actions.

(
All children, girls and boys, those with disabilities and those without,

need to be encouraged to take initiatiye and responsibility for themselves.

They need opportunities to be included in the mainstream and to project

themselves into a future that includes a wide range of possibilities. We
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have become aware of many of the obvious barriers such as exclusionary

employment policies that have prevented women fram participating fully in

our society; and we are gradually becoming aware of the more subtle barriers

inherent in our language and social conventions. We are aware that the lack

of a ramp to enteea building or the lack of Braille labels in an elevator

can make independent access to services and programs inpopsible for.an

individual with a disability. What we must direct our attention to now are

the "cues that we don't question,"
5

the cues that say, "You are not able."

fr
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RESEARCH NEEDS FOR THE DESIGN OF INCLUS/VE EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS

Patricia Gillespie-Silver

Increasingly, early childhood educators are examining the effects of

cour
biases regarding sex,.racelind disability on our interactions wit

young children -- a difficult but necessary task if we are to design

environments that,facilitate the growth of every child inlour care.

While the responsibility for this examination rests with each of us, it

is crucial that those engaged in early childhood research ask questions

concerning the behaviors within the school and community that may be

indoctrinating our children with biases or may be.excluding some children

from equal access to an education. Furthermore, researchers must alter

their traditional techniques for seeking answers. That is, they must

leave tileir clinics and laboratories and move into watural settings to

more accurately describe interactions within environments. Moreover,

they must examine their own assumptions and biases concerning American

society.

To investigate early childhood settings (day care, Head Start, early

childhood interventieirtograms, nurseries, and the like), researchers need

to examine behaviors within environments and environmental artifacts,

e.g., books, furniture, records, toys, posters, games. From my own research

4114 experiences in early childhood education, I present here a number of

questions and concerns related to issues of sex, race, and disability.

Fragments of the answers exist in research conducted by educators, li guists,

sociologists, anthropologisee, and psychologists. By co4nually identif ng'

research needs, we may be able to integrah the findings from many disci-

plines and sharpen our abiltty to askiampropriate questions.
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INTERACTIONS WITHIN SETTINGS

Mahy.researchers have condUcted investigations to determine teachers'

perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors toward children with special needS,

toward traditional and changing sex roles, and toward children from

culturally diverse backgrounds. The results of this research indicate

that teachers do vary in their perceptions oward children according to

0 -

sex, disability, and cultural background, A o, researchers report that

actual obserlations of teachers' behaviors are better indicators of atti-

tudes than asking /teachers how they feel about certain children.

Many transactions should be observed and described before researchers

A

will be able to determine the effects of biases in early childhood programs.

Some of these transactions,are discussed briefly.

...*eLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Researchers need to describe teachers' use of behavior management

strategies with their students regarding sex, race,and disability. FOr

example, do boys receive behavior management strategies different from-

girls, and if so, what,is the nature of these differences? Some research

does indiaate, that boys receive a different type of "discipline" than

girls. Also,.do children from diverse cultural backgrounds receive dif-

ferent behavior management strategies? If so, how and why are they dif-

ferent? Are children with disabilities treated differently from their

nondisabled peers regarding discipline and general behavior management?

COMMUNICATION

The quantity and quality of teachers' verbal and nonverbal communica-

tions with children and their'parents may differ according to.the child's
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sex, special needro or cultural background. Linguists stress that we

,
must use a transactional approach to language analysis, i.e., we must

4

analyze the caregivers' communicative initiationsand responses as well as

the children's language developemnt. We must, therefore, determine if

teachers' communication styles affect children's cognitive, linguistic, and

social-emotional development and whether there are indeed differences in

communication based on' the child's sex, disability, or race. Also, we

need tQ determine how well teachers understand the nonverbal communications

of chil ren from culturally diverse backgrounds.

TEACHING 9.TRATEGIES AND LEARNING STYLES

One o he major problems in the area of early childhood education,

especially special education, is a lack of clarity concerning effective

teaching strategies to match children's learning or cognitive styles.
fte

purthermore, a great deal of controversy surrounds the definition and

identification of learning or cognitive styles. Assessment techniques

and-subsequent programming for children with special needs Are not yet

\well designed by the research communkty.

The same thing can be said for children who cone from families whose

native language i$ not English. Aga4n, answers to these concerns will

not be found if research is conducted.in clinical settings or if researchers

engage only in adult-directed research, i.e., orchestrating.the testing-

situation or the learning environment for the child. It is probable that

past research in these areas illustrates the re'sponses to adult-directed
*

Lsks and situations rather ths describes what is relevant to the child

in her or his learning environment. This research should be re-examined

since it has resulted in stereotyping children rather than determining

how they learn about their environments.
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Researchers must bd.* to observe the results of teaching approaches

on each child's behavior rather than examining group gains. Also, we must

determine what conditions or circumbtances allow children to take risks,

attempt to confirm these risks, and integrate the findings with other

information. We must determine what approaches encourage children to

investigate their environment without fear of failure and what approaches

discourage children from taking alsks or using alternative problem-solving ;

approaChes.

EVALUATION OF MATERIALS AND ARTIFACTS

Pablo Neruda, the Chilean poet and activist, notes that we can be

judged by our possessions as readily as by our actions. In the context

of early childhood education, curricular materials, toys, games, books

posters, music, and classroom environments should be examined to determine

implicit and explicit cultural biases. How successfully are we beginning

to use an "inclusive approach" in educatiOhal environments? For example,

do most of classroom materials reflect the white middle-class? Do they

present sex-role stereotypes? Do they exclude or misrepresent individuals

with special needs? Are they biased toward those from culturally diverse

backgrdundS?

CHILDREN'S PERCEPTIONS
s.

An emerging area of early childhood research is determining child-

ren's perceptions of others, i.e., children with special needs and children

from different races and cultures. Research is trying to determine the

ages and/or stages in,which children switch their perc
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concrete, i.e., describing the individual's skin according to actual

color, to the social, i.e., describing an individual's skin as'white. This

is an iipportant area of research because results ban be used to determine

at what point adults' attitudes toward sex roles, children with special
4

needs, and diverse cultural groups affect the child's perceptions and at

what.point adults can effectively intervene to change children's emerging.

assumptions.

THE COMMUNITY

F.

Early childhood educators cannot operate as if the community does not

affect the child's perceptions and behaviort, or as if.he family's culture;

religion, or'neighborhood do not affeft the preschool programs their'children

attend. We must determine the parents' perceptions of us vis a vis the

community. For example, do some parents view the school as the "salvation"

for their children or as the "Lhority"fin their children's education?

Or.do they place more value in the opinions of their-spiritual leaders

or members of their families? In other words, what role do we play within

the community in the development of children? 'How do parents view our

ability to communicate
withithem, to instruct their children, and to work

within the community?

Id summary, as we become more award of our own)aultural backgrounds,

of our hidden biases about individuals who are labeled as disabled,

culturally different, or as nontraditional, we are more aware of the

effects of our assumptions on the young children with whom Ire interact.

Researchers have begun.to examine behavior management and teaching

strategies, the behaviors and perceptions of children in the educational

environment, and parents' perceptions toward otr services. From these



results, early childhood educators have begun to design "inclusive"

educational environments.

Dr. Patricia Gillespie-Silver is the Director of the Special Education

Concentration at the Uni'qersity of Massachusetts, Amherst. Shellas.

conducted research on issues of sexism in both special needs and regular

education programs:
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TUE TEACHER AS RESEARCHER: ELIMINATING BIASES FROM CLASSROOM MATERIALS

Nancy Gropper

- The importance of eliminating sex-role and cultural biases from

educational materials has been
f
frequently expressed. While attempts

have been made to create nonsexist, multicultural materials/ most early

-

childhood classrooms continue to be equipped in fairly traditional ways.

Recently the need for eliminating another kind 'of bias has been identified.
0

Few classrooms contain materials that depict people with disabilities.
1

This ommission renders A significant portion of the population intisible. ,

Even when the diSabled,are portrayed, they are otten cast in negative

roleS.
2 It need not be argued that biases and stereotypes about the

disabled shol44, be eliminated along with those regarding sex and culture. -

4

However, the acquisition of new classroom materials that are nonsexist,

multucultural, or inclusive of the disabled does not guarantee that all

biases and gtereotypes will be eradicated. .There-will still be somieold

materials that contain outmoded or stereotyped images of people. In

addition, materials seiected specifically for their handling of.sex role,

culture, or disability will not necessarily deal simultaneously with all

three concerns.

For example,\in a recent review of thirty-one books'for young dhildren,

each of which focuged on &major character with a disability, it Oas -

found that only four.included majOr chatacters from minority groups.

Another bias, perhaps unintended, crept in because only two books

contained any pictures of adults with disabilities.
3 This may impry to

young,readers that disabled children outgrbw their disabilities or,

woese, do not grow up at all.
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How can teachers eliminate biases and stereotypes from classroom

materials and avoid the pitfall of creating new ones in the process? One

way is for teachers to assume the role of researchers and take an objective,

sy'Stematic look at the materials in their own classrooms before making 11

decisions about new acquisiticos.

A tool that researchers frequently use is the checklist. Checklists

can be designed for a variety of purposes and can answer a variety of

questions. One checklist, aimed specifically clatsroom

materials for their treatment of sex role, culture, and disability, is

004

described in the following text.

Let us suppose that a teacher is working in a preschool program that

was recently mainftreamed. The teacher wants to incorporate many images

of people with disabilities into the classroom and sees this is a valuable

V
addition to the curricUlum for disabled and nondisabled children alike.

The teacher might ask the following questions; Are the materials in my

classroom equitaA? That is, do they include images of disabled as

well as nondisabled children and adults? Axe there images of both disabled

4and'nondisabled people that are nonsexist and multicultural? Are there

any materials that I shoUld discard? a

The checklist in this article can he/p answer these questions. It

will provie count of the number of disabled and nondisabled people

depicted in ear childhood classroom materiAls such as books, puzzles,

block accessories, isplay.pictures, and the like.. In addition, it will

indicate the sex and e, sex role, and cultural background attributed,

to the images that are found.

The checklist can be used in the following manner. Wherever a material,.



o

a'

such as a block figure or a doll, embodies the image of only one person,

a single line would le allotted to the an4.ysis of that image, either in

Section A or Section B, depending on whether the person is disabled or

nondisabled. The attributes of: sex and age (girl, woman, boy,'n-tan),-

role (sex stereotypic or nonstereotypic) , culttral background could then

be checked off. While sex and age are usually easy to identify, sex role

and cultural background are not always ci'ear and lay require some subjec-

tive judgments. Such judgments are valid if they are made on the basis

Of plausible and consistent criteria.

For example,.sex stereotypic roles might be-defined as those'jobs

or activities which, in the teacher's judgment, have been traditionally

associated with one sex or the other even though they really can baPassumed

by both males and.females, i.e, a male doctor, a female nurse, a boy

playing softball, a girl sewing. Nonstereotypic 'roles could be defined

as those that have been tradAionaily associated with.one sex but are

being attributed to the opposite sex in a particular material, i.e., a

female mailcarrier, a male taking care of a baby, a girl playing with

ll'trucks, a boy cuddling # doll.

Cultural backgroundpcan be noted by indicating whether the person ,

0.

depicted is white, black,.Hispanic, Asian, Native American, or othlr.

There may be instances.where an image, r vague and one or more Of

these attributes is unclear or seems to have been rendered neutral

deliberdelyi In such cases "unclear" or "neutral" can-be written across

the appropriate boxes.

Where a single material depicts more than Olie person, as is often the

case with books and display pictures the analysis can be handled In a few

different ways. one possibility woul

62u .
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central character in the book or display picture, if there is o'ne.

Alternatively, every person could be analyzed with a separate line in the

checklist allotted to each. Another more time-consuming but more thorough

4

method for analyzing books would be to use an individual checklist to analyze

each book in the classroom and inelude every image of every,person in the

analysis.

If either: the first ar second approach is used to analyze a book, and

only,one line of the checklist is allotted to a particular Parson, a

decision will have to be made About the sex-role message conveyed about

githat person and whether it is predominantly stereotypic or ncn tereotypic.

This can be complicated.. Some pictures may show the person engaged in

nonstereotypic activities, while others may be stereotypic or neutral. The

decision about the predominant message can be made impressionistically, i.e.,

keeping a tally of the number of nOnstereotypic vs. stereotypic activities

attributed to each petson and then checking the majority category in the

ohecklist.

Once all the materials in the classroom have been systematically

analyzed, it will be possible to answer questions about whether or not

they are "equitable1C The number of images of disabled vs. nondiAabled

people will be known. It will also Ipe known how many of these are male

,

1 and female; adWit and child, sexist and nOnsexist, and culturally limited

4

and multicultural.

If t,henumbers of the checklist point to inequitiei, if,tge Vast

majority of materials deplet people as white, nondisabled males and

females cast'ain stereotypic roles, it is time to acquire some new materials.

Including,multicultural images of both disabled and nondisabled people

engaged in nonsexist activities will provide thildren with the message

3



that people from a variety)6f bacIrounds'and with a variety of life

experiences lead productive and interesting lives.

Teachers should be forewarned'that it is difficult to find commercially

manufactured materials that deal with all three concerns simultaneously.

It may be necessary to seek out materials that are either nonsexist,

multicuLtural, or inclusive of the disabled and then supplement these with

teacher-made or teacher-found materials that deal with more than one of

these concerns at the same time.
fi

Admittedly, it is time-consuming to'use a checklist to analyze all

the materials on hand in the'classroom. Worse, in today's economy there

are limited funds available to purchase new materials even if deficiencies

are found in the materials that are currently'in use. And, of course, it

is also hard for teachers to find the time tb search for or make materials

on their own.

Teachers, however, ae urged to spend some time on these cCivities.

Uncovering the hidden biases in the classroom and rectifying them will

result in a learning environment that is truly nonsexist, multicultural.

and inclusive of the disabled rather than one that pays minimal attention

to these important social issues.

It
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ABOUT THE WORKSHOPS

The Workshops in this manual specifically address early childhood

classroom materials and curriculum and the role parents play in creating

environments for young children. Designed for use by trainers who do

staff development in Head Start, day care, and other early childhood pro-

grams, the Workshops are also awareness sessions; each makes a strong

case for advocacy on the part of participants. Trainers who work with

A

programs for older children can adapt the sessions accordingly, a a

volunteers, social workers, parents, and others who train about disability

issues.

The Workshops are planned for approximately fifteen to thirty people.

It is important that the total group remain small, since the discussion

involves sensitii/e issues that are relatively new training topics. If

you have a group larger than thirty to train, it would be better to schedule

two separate sessions than to try to work with everyone at one time.

Each Workshop is designed so that participants spend time interacting

within small groups. Since the sessions address issues that participants

may be exploring for the first time, it is important to allow ample time

for discussion after each small group activity.

Because a large part of each session will involve small groups working

together, try to arrange to have several tables vailable (three to six,

depending on group size). If this is nt p ible, it is better to have

no tables, letting participants move their chairs into dircles in various

041#11parts of the room. You will, however, need one ta wWich to aditancr

Workshop materials in order of use. If the training takes place in a roam

where no display materials can be put up on the walls, you may want to



arrange for floor.easels that can hold large bulletin boards.

All the materials needed are listed at the beginning of each'Workshop.

Instructions for obtaining these materiills and the reproducible task
g

cards needed for the session appear immediately following the text. A

.reprodueible evaluation questionnaire for each Workshop also is included

ir this section. You will need to add about five minutes at the end of

each Workshop to allow participants time to complete this form. Introductory

remarks and key points are presented as block quotes. They are meant to

serve as a guide for the user to create her or his own presentation.

Also, we have suggested Some alternative approaches, depending on group

size and timle consItaints. Again, these are meant as guides for the trainer

to adapt the workshops to fit the needs of the group.

In short, make this guide your own -- add to it, delete from it, and

adapt it so that it suits your training style and works effectively for

those whom you txain.

The important thing is to utilize this manual to help teachers,

parents, and others create a "new mainstream," one that does not'limit

children's potentials due to sex, race, or disability\
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VAR14- UPS

It is a good t2ltning idea to bcgt each workshop with a "warm-up"

exercise. Warm-ups serve several function They set a tone of participation

at the-outset; they help people fo 1 groups (they can also serve as

a way to break up ,cliques); and they introduce the workshop topic in an

interesting, nonthreatening.way.

Two different warm-ups,have been developed for the workshops'in this

manual: Notable WdMen. and Project R/EE/D. Notable Women is designed to
/

spark awareness about how, in many cases, notable women with:disabi/ities

haye had to keep their disability a secret. The:exercise a/so helps

participants tb understan'd that disabled people are capab,e of a wide

range of achievements. Project R/EE/D is actually a quick device'for

helping participants form small groups. Instead of t1Y0 usual ABC or 123,
.

the letters REED are broken up as follows: R/EE/D. ,Aspeople form into

three groups designated by an R, an EE, or a D a little mystery'is created.,

'1.---..,-
you explain why these letters were used to form the groups, you begin

to raise participants' awareness.
os.,

The Notable Women warm-up is recommended for Equitable Early Child-

. .

hood Classroom materials, Project R/EE/D for Building an "Snclusionary"

'Curriculum and Creating an "Inclusionary"
Home EnvipOinment. , They can,

of course, be switched around if time or circumstances warrant. If,you

use Notable Women as a warm-up for the second Workshop, you will prob#1y

want to eliminate the Discussion Stimulators activity. You'may also want

to create'a similar warm-up of your own or adapt one that you have used

before. Directions for Notable Women and Project R/EE/D follow\
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NOTABLE:WOMEN WARM-DP.(2D minutes)

oj

dhoose,as many names from the following list as the number of small

groupssyou need to form. For example, if you are training 25 people And
..

you want to form fivesmall groups,-ERbse five names from the list and
.1

prepare five cards kdr each name. 'A s1 hort biographical sketch of each
. . i

tz?

woman appears at the end of this section. 1
. \

, ..

SArdlernhardt, HeumaniC Nary Tyler Moore
..

,

Laura Aridgemen, DOrot Lange, Fitt2 O'Neal
r

..--
-

SlIody DUncan ,ffelen. Keller Wilma Rudolph

Nanette Fabray,.. Harriet Tubman

Each bf these wbman has or 5lad,a disability, and exceptIfor Hellen

.
-

Keller, the disability'is lai unknown to the ipuhlic A.'S ion choose

nanes foi the list, dt i a good idea',to inclu gince

is familial,-to,everyone as d person with disabilities: Howeverrhlways
z

hA e the Helen Keller group repl l ast oi you will give the kr.cise,
-

away.,

.
1 ,

Ask the peOple to.form groups according.to'the names on their cards.

vAsk each group to discuss all they know about the person for about five

, ..
.

.

minutes. (Give a,tiMe Warning after-about.three:minutes are up.)
,

FEEDBACK (25 minutes) N

Begin the'feedback.by.choosing*a person,oho is not generally known.

to be disaill(gi, Wilma Rudolph. Ask the .5iina Rudolph". group to
,

4 tell the others about her. If they don't mention her disability( go on

A .1" .

t- to anOther gioup. If none ff the participants in /particular group

.40%

*knows anything4bout the person whose name they have received, you can ask

/ ,

people from other groups to4voluntear infornithn. If no one knows

.\
A . a



a

anything about the woman, give a brief seiftence about 'her yourself.

Provide information yourself bnly when and if no one elA does. It

is important for'the group to discover for themselves that the common

thread uniting these notable ;roman is that they,all have, or had, disabling,

conditions. When you get to the end, if no one has distovered the common-
*Oa

ity, then refer back to the earlier reports.and ask the whole'group:if

I

anyone knows additional facts about these women. Try to'have one of the
r,

.
, 1

.
participantS identify the Aisabling condition. After all ;the gr have

1;4114

, a,

reported, sum up: IP
What we've just done is a warm-up exercise. :It's a way to,

get people-into small groups -- and to introduce the topic.
\'

4.*

oi today's workshop.*This particular warm-up-also has -0

:raised our awareness abOut the achievements of disabled eomen.

Proceed with the first activity of the workshop.

PROJECT R/EE/D WARM-UP (5 minutes)

A's partici,pants enter the room, give each one a cazd with the letter(s)

R or or o on it." Have them form small groups of five or six peope by

tfindin people with the same letter(s). If you have a group of more than

15-18'people, you can,form additional groups by marking the letters

2 1
R
1
-R

2
/EE1 EE / D. - D

2
.

A

When the groups are 'formed, begin the workthop by givind' participants

an explanation about why tile' letters REED were used inStead of the usuL
\

.A, B, C or 1, 2, 3 (see Building an'Inclusionary Curricukum -- Warm-Up
- g

and Ihtroduc ion). Proceed with the first activity.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES_OF NrIABLE WOMEN

Sarah Bernhardt: A world-renowngd,actor in the late-nineteenth And early-

twentieth century. After having one leg athputated, she used a wooden

prodthesis an0 always wore long dresses to hide it from the public.

Laura Badgeman: A nineteenth-century. woman who was deaf, ratte, and blind.

She was the first such wtaan ever to be educated in a school (Perkins
,

su,
Institute.for the Blind in Boston).

Sandy Duncan:. Contemporary stage and television actor. 'she`is widely

known for:her performante as Peter Pan on Broadway. A visual disability

has iesulted in her wearing a glass eye.
a .

Nanette Fabray: A renowiled actor and musical comedy star who ts hearing-

impai red.

Judy Heumann: A modern leader Of the disability rights movement. .She

,was the first person with a disability (polio) to be awarded,a teaChing

credentialan New York City, Judy Heumanh was deputy director,of the Center

for Independent tilling in Berkeley, California, amd is currently the special '

,

olk. assistant to the Director of Consumer Affairs 'within.the Department of

Vcrational Rehabilitation of the State of California.
, ..

Dorothy Lange:. A world-fam9us twentieth-century photographer who was
0

mildli disabled by polio'.
.

.

Helen'Keller: World-renowned lecturer, author; ana educator who was blind- ,

and deal:

Mary Tyler Moose: A, well-known contemporary actor wI is a,diabe4h.c.

Kitty O'Neal: A famous race car driver and Hollywood stunt woman who is
111

deaf.

Wilma G. Rudolih:' 4 1960 Olympic Gold Medal winner. "A runner who had polio

as a child,.she won three medals for the 1.00., 200, and 400 meter laces.

1

, - *
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Harriet Tubman: A fugitive slalie and,conductor,on the Underground Railroaa

which brought other slaves to freedom. She also promoted t establishment

df schools,for freed slaves, began a home for the aged, and 'participated

in the movementfor woman suffrasge, SV is reported to have had "fainting

spells," and is now b9lieved to have been an epileptic;

(
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°EQUITABLE EARLY'CIIILDHOOD CLASSROOM MATERIAL§
1+,

This workshop helps partitipants analyze early' dhildhcod classroom

materials from the perspective of educational equity. Are the materials

nonsexist? Do they reflect the multiracial/ethnic makeup of society?

,

Are they inclusive of images of children and'aduIts with dasabilities?
I.

Awireness ct these issues is achieved through a series of sequential,%

interactive small group tasks followea by whole gr510 discussions.

Participants first view traditional early childhood classroom materials
A

blook accessories, puzzles', pictures, and lotio games -- that make no.

attempt to be nonsexist, multiracial, or inclusive of the disabled. They

:next move on to review newer.versions'of the same, materials, which have

=
made an atteMpt to le nonsexist and multiracial, but for the most part Na

(

are not inclusive of.the disabled. 'FinallY, participants are helped to -
01"

become aware of,the%xclusion ,of the disabled in early childhood materials,
. ..

- ..,

1a
.

and they discuss what can be done to brima
w

jabout change. ThrOughout the

workshop, key training.points which have been written on.paper Strips,
6

40 .
a . .

are mounted on.'"the yall.
,

This workshop ie most effective if the-participants discover for .

themseldls

materials.

t

the%stereotypin'g and eXlusiog that abounds in earlY childhood
c

,'so try,not to

make remarks'that give the purpose of the wc=kshop away. Choose a general ,

(r

;

The'impact emerges from the gequence of tasks

4

title for the WOrkshop.and move info the warm-up exercise ag goon As the

.

yarticiloants have arrived. Someisuggested t es are: "Looking Over

ClassrooM biptals," "Let's look at Classroom materials," "Whit Do,W.e

HaVe .in4:gr. elassrooms?", and "Analyzing Early Childhood Materials.'

a

,

44: ,
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OBJECTIVES
+lb

1. Participants will analyze materials as reflections of societal.

attitudes apd the effects of these attitudes on young children.

-
2. Participants will examine specific materials sequentially in terms of.

0

sexitm, racism, amd excluSion of images of the disabled:

3. Participants will become aware of.the need to view.all nateriali

critically.

4. Participants.will become aware that they can be advocatet for change'.

MATERIALS NEEDED

t.

o Task cards for warm-up exercise (see Sedtion Fopr:' Warm-upa)'

4.

o Task cards

o Traditional community.worker and family block accessories

o Contemporary coraidunity worker and family block accessories

o Tra4tional woodentpuzzles
-

o,Contemporary wooden puzzles

*0 o Traditioaal 1.ottcOgames",,

Contemporary lotto games

o Sexist picturebooks

.40

'o Pictuie -books abotit children with disabilities

o Strips containing relevant training points suitable for mounting on a

St

4

;

wall.

. '0 Evaluation questionnaire
l'It4§6.10 111-

Early cy.ldhood trainers will have access to many of the materials

recommended .for sie workshop, since they can be found in most preschool

troNrams. Feel free to substitt4te similar materials to those on the, rist.

_
.
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Libraries are a good re urce for the books. Parents, elementary school

.tralners, and others who wish to do the workshop can ask to borrow ma-
*

terials from local day care and/or preschools. Also sources for purchasing

the'recommended items follow the workshop text.

ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL MATERIALS (20-30 minutes)

11.

Keep ,participanti.in the same groups formed during the warm-up

lexerciilf Give each small group one type of material -- block accessordes,

ppzzles, career pictures, or lotto games -- and a task card. Ask the

group;to choose a'reporter/recorder for feedback. A/low about five
4 '1

minutes4for discussion and allot t6 rest of'6e time to feedback. Warn

the groups when time is almost up.

e,

GROUP A TASK CARD

Block Accessories

These figures are used.in early chilahocd cen
,

conjunction with biock building; What-Aacti

you have to them?
.

U

Give out examples of wo ker and family sets.

ers in

ns do

s-

V

GROUP B TASK CARb,

Puzzles-
P ;

These puzzles are used in early Childhood centers

ar6und the country. What reactions do "you, have to

them?

.79
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Hand out two or three typical examples.

NJ,

) GROUP C TASK CARD.

Career Pictures

Pictures flyke these are used in many early childhood

centers. What reactions do you have to them?

Gve)3t one set or at least seVeral pictures from one set of

t aditional career pictures.

GROUP D TASK CARD

Lottd Games .

These lotto games are used in preschool centers

around the,country. What reactions do you have to

them?

TEEDEIACK

It is" likely that. partidipnt's will quiclay recognize the blatant

',sexism and Jack of integration in t ese traditional materials. If

parti4pants do not pick up key pointi,.try to askrquestions.that

will help them become aware of the stereotyping that charatterizes
-

these materials. For wample, you mdght ask them to fook at the ratio

of mlle to filmale workers and point.out the lack of racial Pntegration in

c, the sets. If,no orenotiees that the uniforms on the workers are'

ingbcurate, you mi "Ras anyone seen a lettercarrier lately

"who looks like eas? Is it'good ftrly childhood education to.present work.

-,
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inaccurately?" Be sure to hold up all materials (or' pass them aroundialf

'k
the group is small) so all participants can relate to the.discussion and

add their ideas. Some ke/ feedback points follow:

Commuhity Workers/Block Accessories

o High ratio of males to females -- 7:1 or 6:0 depending on set.
4

o Cccupations are stereotyped by sex roles -- only occupation for women

is that of niirsev

o Workerlare not racially integrated separate sets available of whitl .

and black workerI4"no As ans,AHisp los, or other racial/ethnic groups

depicted.

o The artwork is out of date and unrealistic for today. People do not

log4 real; everyone is the same size and.stiape; uniforms are inaccurate;

clothing is stereotyped.

iamily People/Block Accessories

o Women always wear aprons; Men wear businesS suits.

o Boys are always bigger than girls.

o Roles are completely sex-stereotyped.

ite ".e.

6 Clothing styles are out of date.

4

o Girl is dressed.up as if for a part,y; boy is dressed'for play.

o No family variety, i:e., no single parent families are depicted.

0 Puzzles
Ct.

.
-

o Occupations stereotyped by sex role -- males p dominate: .

o Artwork out of date.

o Ladk of,racial integration.

o Even animals aTe stereotyped by sex roles!,'.

Oa,
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Career Pictares

o Career roles are
ll

.

stereotyiby sex -- women are teachers, nurses,
. .

mothers, and librarians; men are everything else, but never fathers.

o Photos show mostlAr white people; a few black people are included; no

other racial grouils are depicted.

o Black features are not accurately drawn -- they are often white faces

"colored'in."

o Few early childhood programs have any pictures of people on their w4lls;

when they do, they are usually sterecityped and look like pictur spom

.the 1930s.

If yol can get a set of Learning about Careers for this acti ty

(see list at end of this session), you can expect a lively discussion.

The manufactlger has made a half-Hearted attempt to be contemporary. The

set seems to be "thcown"-together, combining photos.from several older

seta with a few modern pictures. And, in a set pf four-color career

photos-there is one black:and-white picture of a group of disabled men in

wheelchairs playing basketball.,

Lotto Games

o Language is seat, e.g., fireman; policeman; pbstman.

o Stereotyped as totlrace and sex; women are shown only as mothers or'

teachers; blacks'are drawn as whites with "colored in" faces.

o Hone environments are sterile-looking, depicting a middle-class

view that is unrelated to today's world.
,

o Careers are outdated, e.g., uniformed milk deliverers and street sweepers

are.depicted.



0

.4

After all groups hay, reported, tit is a good idea to briefly summarize'

and then exapnd the feedback.with sope of your own observations:

You have been very 'astute inipicking up the racist and

sexist stereotyping in these materials. They certainly

don't open up nany new options for children,Mo they? In

fact, they depict a world that is much more restrictive

than the real world of today, the world these children

are living in.

In many ways these materials,are excellent. They teach

t skills -- eye/hand coordination, small motor

skills, observation, and problem-solving skills. Just

think how much more effective they could.be if they were not

so stereotyped; if they helped children understand and

appreciate human diff ences; &they provided a
411

. variety of opt ons. I have some strips here toremind

us about some o the things we've been discussing. (Put

up Stereotyping trip.) Certainly the materials we've

.just analyzed- stereo ype women and men and bop and girls.

But they do have v e as.'"consciousness raisers." (Put

up Consciousness-Raising Strip.)

ANALYSIS OF CONTEMIPOPLARYMATERIALS (20-30 minUtes)

Briefly introduce the next task: "Now we are going to analyze and
4.

discuss some other Classroom materials." Hand out contemporary versions .

P

.
of the block accessories, puzzles, career pictures, and lotto games to

V

the.same groups. Divide tlie time as before, allowing about five minutes

.-)

0 4
' 1
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for the initial "discUssion and the rema1ning twenty-fi4e minutes for

feedback.

GROUP A TASK CARD

, Block Accessories

These figures are.a result of more recent early childhood

materials development. Haw do they compare with the
JP

other figures?
to

GROUP B TiSK CARD

Puzzles
A

. ....., . .

These puzzles are a result of more recent 'ear/y childhood

materials dpvelopmeq. How do they compare with the

other puzzles?

GROUP C TASK ciapp.

Career Pictures'

These pictures are a result of more recent,eagly childhood

materials developmnt. How do they compare with the

other pictures.

GROUP D TASK CARD

Lotto GaMes

These lotto games are a result of more recent early childhood

materials'clevelopment.. How do tlaey compre with the

other.lotto games?



There is an alternative way 9f conducting this task. Instead of giving.

each group the traditional and contemporary versions of the same material,

e.g., block accessories, you can rotate Xhem so that each group gets a

d'fferent material for the second task.. For example,_if Group A analyzed
-

traditional block accessories for the first task, it could.have puzzles

for the analysis/Of contemporary materials. If you do the activity this

,.*
way, be sure to give the corresponding traditional materials to each group

along with tHe contemporary ones so that they can compare the two versions.
,

This alternative works well of the total group is small (less than tWenty

or if you have a workshop time of more than three hours). IL

FEEDBACK
I

,Once the process of analyzing materials has begun, you can expect

the participants to look at the econd set of materials more cprefiey and

critically than the first. The following examples focus on improvements,

.compared with the first sets of traditional materials. Discussion will

depend on which materials you use.
g'

Community Workers/Blobk Accessories

o Women woirkers sets (wood) -- More multiracial;, varied roles; artwork

still stereotyped; everyone is the same size; uniforms still innacurate.

o Our Helpers -- Show counterfrrt roles for females and males; peoge look

real; some wear glasses; different sizes and shapes; expanded role

options for bo h girls and boys; cardboard not as..sturdy as wood; figures

1

nbt dm stale-f r use with unit blocks..

Famil Peo le Bloc Accessories /.

o Wood set -- A little improvement; girl in play clothes; girl and boy

Ale same size; mother is out o her ,apron.

vo.
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o My Family -- People'look modern and real; thete is a bald man and-someone

with glasses;,people could be going to work or staying at home in

clothes they're wearing; roles not specified; boy is still bigger than

girl.

Puzzleb

o Rositive.thapges include multiracial/ethnic variety; more accUrate

artwork in regard to racial features; greater diversity of roles,

e.g,, female.judgg, black male dentist.

Career Pictures

o Greater variety of careers for both worten and men; better racial/ethnic

representatiOn; a good balance betweeh.professional and manual jobs;

. workers af different ages.

Lotto Games

o."Play Scenes Lotto" -- Both girls and boys shown in active play; racial/

ethnic variety; photographs of real children.

to "First Reading about My School" Lotto -- A variety.of schoOl scenes

shown, e.g., day care, Head Start, public school; broad racial/ethnic

group represeneation; even 1 beginning attempt at inclusion.-- one scene

Shows hearing impaired school children.

Summarize the:feedback discussion:

It is clear that these materials, while a long way from perfect,

are "light years" ahead of the first group regarding sexist

and racist stereotypes. They make children aware of new

options -- fot example, a woman judge, a Black woman lawyer, and

a Black male dentist. These contemporary materials offer

861'
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children rqe models that are both realistic and

inspiring. The'first mterials we analyzed were

limiting for children -- these are expanding. (Put

0

up Limiting/Expanding strip.) They encourage children to

develop theikfula potential. (Put up Children's

Potential strip.)

-

MINI-LECTURE ON THE EXCLUSION OF THE DISABLED IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
.*

MATERIALS (FIFTEEN - TWENTY MINUTES)

No session on early childhood classroom materials would be complete

4

without looking at children's books -- an essential part of every classroom

environment. In thig workshop, picture books l)' heighten and reinforce

awareness of sexist and racist issues as they relate to classroom dateriaIs,

and 2) lead participants to awareness about the exclusion of images of

children and adults with disabilities from.all classroom materials, including

boo S.

Begin the lecture by summarizing key points Of the materials analysis:

We have.spent about an hogr looking at classroom materials.

We've talked about sexist and racist stereotyping -- how

materials fail to represent our pluralistic sotiety. We've

--
6 ,

discussed how limiting this .can pe for young children who are

just discovering the world around them. (Here you can point ,

to the Limiting/Expanding, Stereotyping, and Children's

Potential strips.) We also have seen improvements regarding sexist

and racist stereotyping in somh of the more conteMporary

Materials. These mat:drials help to expand children's potential

(again, point to strips as you talk) and create a positive

8'7.''
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self-image. (Put up.the Positive Self-Image strip.) But, there is

one segment of-the populatico that is still.largely left out of

3

classroom materials and society in genenal. *Can anyone
. 4

identify that exCluded group?

If someone has mentioned the exclusion of the disabl during the

wirkshop or picked up ?n the inclusion in the'Lotto game, this is the time.

to remind the group. If not, review the Notable Women warm-up during

which participants .talked .about how ,dtsabilities were usuaaly kept 'well-

hidden,from publiC view.
V

Let participants discuss "exclusion" for a while. Ask key questions

such as:

o Why don't we see role models of the disabled in schools?

o What effect does this exclusion have on disabled children?

On disabled children?

o What does this exclusion do to the diiabled child's self-

image? (Point to strip)

Here it is a good idea to point out that, given the concrete learning

style of young children, without role models most will not understand that

disabled children will probably grow up to be disabled adults. It is

'especially important for disabled children to have these role models so

that they can make the connection between themselves and adults like them-

selves. You can illustrate'this point with the example described in

"Disabled Women: The Case of-the Missing Role Model" in this man4l,

where a deaf woman wrote, "I never knew what would happen when( I left

school. It scared me. I Used to believe.that when I graduated I'd die

or live with my family forever. That was because I'd never met a deaf

woman." Pemind participants that exclusion affects a sizable part 'of

88 99
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the American population. "Did you know that one of eyery five adults and

4-
one of'every ten children in this country has a'disabling condition?"

When the key points listed above have been made, intorduce the bobks

to further illustrate and reinforce the issue of-exclusion.

You've looked at several kinds of classroom materials

that excludedjthe disabled. Now, I want to show you'.

some children's books that underscore what we've been

discussing today.

4

I

Read I'M Glad I'm a Boy, I'm Glad I'm a Girl or excerpts from another

sexist children's.book. (See li'st at end of this chapter foesuggesti-Ohs.)

It is undeniable that progress has been made regarding,

the elimination of sexism and racism in children's books.

Bibliographies are available t tclist numerous nonsexist andc

15-nracist books for children of various age groups. Mhat we

can do as.trainers is take the responsibility to find these books;

help to-ensure that they are the ones chose4 for the classrooms'

bookshelves and share our 'awareness with'others.

_Quickly show participants two or,three examples of picture books

that are nonsexist and multiracial. Choose some from t ditional and

%contemporary titles toillustrate how many options there are. (See list

for suggestions.)

When it come; to books about people with disabilities,

the facts are not so-encouraging. Although some progiess

has been made, a.recent study by Project R.E.E.D. showed that

sexism, racism, and exclusion are the general rule. For

example, in the thirty-one .books analyzed (twenty-nine of

which Lre published after 1973):

o Most had more pictures 4'f boys than girls



4.

, o Most had more pictures of disabled boys.than disabled girls"

o Eighty-eight percent of all peoplvdepicted were white

, o Most used "he" as'the,generic pronoun for males and

females

o Women were most often depicted as teachers and caretakers

' 4

o Disabled peoplq.were usua'lly shown as isolated from other

people

o Interactions between disabled people and their nondisabled

peprs were'sugerficial

o There were virtually no disabled adult role models in any

of the'books.

Now, illustrate, with sepcific exariples: "These two are not very .

succtsful attempts to deal with disability."

One LIttle Girl by,Joan Fassler.. New York: Human 5cience Press,41969.

.Attempts to deal With mild retaidation; girl is always alone; Women
, .

are shown only as mothers and teachers; a male doctor gives an oversimplified

diagnosis. Everything is solved in am unrealistic way.

Don't Forget Tom by Benne Larsen. New fork: Thomas Y, Crowell Company

(A John Day Book), 1974.
-

Also dealswith mental retardation, but in a more realistic way than
4

One Little Girl. The child
(

however, is shown alone or with his home

te'acher in all but two photograph's.

"This book is an improvement."

Nick Joins Ir by Joe Lasker. dhicago: Albert Whitmaniand Co., 1974.

Nonsexist, multiracial illustrations; deals with realistic fears a

boy in a wheelchair would feel being mainstreamed; shows Nick isolated much

of his time.; the only male teaCher shownLAs a gym teacher; Nick really

90
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feels g000P,pfter he rescues a stuck ball in gym, and fantasizes that he's
,

Apeman who can fly.

"These two are excellent."

Darlene by Efoise Greenfield. NewYWk: Methuen, 1980:

Shows a41-}41ack girl in a wheellchair; she interacts with her cousin,

0

uncle, and mother. Nonsexist -- her uncle is the caregiver realistic

--Darlene displays realistic childlike behavior in the context of a warm,

supportive family.

Who Am I? by Barry Head and Jim Sequin. Northbrook, IL: Hubbard,

1975. (From the producers of Mr. Rodgers' Neighborhood)

About a little girl who is hearing impaired. Shows her playing,

. loving her faniily, andlearning. The title words "Who Am I?"' are the

only words in the book, appearing periodically throughout the text.

k

You may also want t6 tell participants that other forms of communica-

tion, suCh as American Sign Language, perpetuate the same stereotypes.

A study done by students in LaGuardia Community Coflege

on sign.language showed

sex and race is so much

become the accepted way

that stereotyping of people by

A part of-our culture that it has-
-.

to illustrate a concept, as in

sign language. For example, in American Sign Language,

the sign for a Jewish person is a motion avelf stroking

a beard, indicating that not only are all Jewish people men,

bUt that they all wear beards as wel.k. (Reported in the

Interracial Books,for Children Bulletin 2, 1&3 (1980).)

DISCUSSION OF ADVOCACY (Five-ten Minutes)

Today we have analyzed and discussed faitliljar early childhood

materials from several different perspectfves. We've looked
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at them as reflections of societal aftetudes, and we.ve considered

/ the effects,of these attitudes on,young chiqdren. (Put up

Societal Attitudes strip.) We've analyzed these materials

rjequentially; thd first ones were stereotyped (point to strip)

in many aspects. (Ask participants to reiterate some of the
j

examples.) The next group of materials showed us that progress

at least regarding sexismand racism, has beerrade and that

some of the stereotyped artwork has been updated. This led us

, A

to xamine the exclusion that still exists for a 1 rge segment

of the population -- adults and children with disabilities.

We've talked about limiting and expanding chIldren'i potential

(pctint to strip), about poditive self-image (point to strip),

and thEll role that materials play in the development of these. $

We also have becote more aware of the Aeed.to view all

t

materiald critically and to take ibersOnal responsibility for

of the classroom environment. Many of us

and books. Afte* this session I hope we

what becomes part

inherit materials

have the courage to get rid of s me of these inheritances -7--

1
discreetly if necessary, but firmly and fdreverl

if

Finally, we've touched on a4vocacy
4
during the workstiop, and now

I'd like to close the sesdion'by discussing the crucial,:role /

advocacy plays in bringing about social change. (Put up

the three strips concerning advocacy' - - Advocacy Role, Why

Don't They?, Why D'on'tce?)

1 3



Thinktabout the Civil Rights Movement and the Women's
2 "

. I

.

Movement.for a moment. 1 think we can say that, while
_ k

much till'remains to be done before aill equity is

achieved, gains certainly have been made as a result of

A

these two movements. None of'this could have happened

unless mple wanted them tb happen and were willing to

work to convirice others of the need. For example, before

the Civil-Rights Movement, thdre were no pictures of Black

people in positive roleg available for teachers to use.

Nor did social studies texts include the contributicas of

Black people.to American history-.

.The "same thing is trUe of women. Without advocacy there,would

)be no,alternatiN/materials showin§ a woman in anything but a

,
domestic role, nor would there be a real life role model of a

woman jusLce in the United States Surpeme Court! Each,and

,
every one Of us can play an advocacy role -: with parents,

0

with administrators, with manufacturers, and With book publishers.

Remember, we're 'their customers,.and if we don't buy stereotyped

materials that limit human potential, they won't sell them!

Use the advocacy strips as the focal point for a discussion with '

participants about what they can do to bring about change. 'Here ire

some suggestions you may want to make if they don't emerge from the group:

o Organize parents into committees to,write letters to manufacturers

and,publishersgf early childhood materials and books.

o Ask parents to talk to their local toy store dealers.'

O Ask parents to form committees to make 'inclusive" materials for the



0

school.

o Share awareness with teachers and administrators who are Ordering ma-

terials.t
o Provide bibliographies of nonsexist, multiAracial, inclusive books.

-

o Prepare or gather resource lists of alternative mandfacturers who do'

provide "inclusive" materials:

o Encourage teachers to make their own materials.

9

o Organize inservice sessionh.

To end the workshop,

I hope, you all leave with a great many new kdeas. I

know you are now more aware'of the importance of the societal

attitudes materials convey along with the skills they develop.

I hope you all leave this workshop committed to doirig'your

part to bring about change. I feel confident that you will work

hard to make the preschool environment nonsexist, reflective of

.

racial/ethnic diversity, and "inclusive" of 'Children and

adults with diiabilities.

MATERIALS

Cards for Notable Women warm-up, see Section Four.

RESOURCES

The materials for the analysis section of the workshpp are available

from the following sources. It.is most likely that you own some yourself

or have access to classrooms that use them.

Childcraft Education Corp., 20 Kilme4r Rd., Edison, NJ 08817; Toll free

1-800-631-5652; in New Jersey (201) 572-6100

Constructive Playthings, 2008 West 1 rd Terrace, Leawood, KS 66206; Toll

94
,
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free 1-800-255-6124; in Kansas (913) 642-8244

Milton Bradley Company, Educational Division, Springfield, MA 01101;

(413) 525-6411

'Instructo/7McGrafa Hill, 18 Great Valley Pftrkway, Malvern, PA 19355; Toll

' free 1-800-523-1713

Women's Action Alliance, Inc., NSCD Project, 370 Lexington Ave., New York,

NY 10017; (212) 532-8330

TRADITIONAL MATERIALS

Choose one example.from each category.

Community Workers/Block Accessories

'so

Eight-person set. Seven males in varied jobd; one female nurse; black

or white (Childcraft)

Six-person set. Ail male community workers;black Or white (Childcraft)

Service Career People. Three males; three females; mixed black and

white (Constructive Playthings)

Fmily People/Block Acceglories

Six-person famiiy. Girl.anct boy; grandmother in apron; grandfather with

newspaper; mother with baby in arms; father dressed for business; black

or white (Constructive Playthings)

Giant People. :Mother with apron; father in business suit; boy, girl,

baby; black or white (Childcraft)

Puzzles

Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater (Childcraft)

Cinderella (Pla'yskool)

Old Woman Who LiVed in a Shoe (Playskool)

95
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If you haVeraccess to older occupational puzzles, e.g., firefighter

(male), doctor:(male) , or nurse ,-(female), use these instead of nursery

rhyme puzzles.

Career Pictures.

Learning about Carrers.. Set #74450 (A 1950; 20 pictures; 12 x 17 inches;

teacher's manual (Childcraft)

Lotto Games
e-

The Wotld about Us (Childcraft),

Farm Lotto (Childcraft)

'Jobs Lotto (Childcraft)

CONTEMPORARY MATERIALS

Community Workers/Blok Accessories

Our Helpers. Twelve stand-up figures showing females and-males in

counterpart community jobs; cardboard with plastic stands; multiracial

(Milton Bradley; Childcraft; Constructive;Women's Action Alliance, Inc.)

4
Women Workers. Six figures; wood; black and white (Childcraft)

Career Workerg. :Six figutes; wood; two females; four males; black and

white (Childcraft)

Women Workers. Six figures; wood; multiracial (Constructive)

Varied Cdreer People. Six iigures- wood- three male- 3 fatale. black
_ _

and white (Constructive)

Service Career People. Six figures; wood; three female;:three male;

black and white (Constructive)

Family People/B1,ock Accessories

4.

My Family. oWelve figures; cardboa6d.with.plastic stands; different ages;

06
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dressed in 'contemporary clothIng suitable for working inside or out-'

side the home; black and white (Milton Bradley; WoMen's Action Alliance, ,
4

Inc.)

Six,Terson set. Slightly more contemporary, i.e., both girl and boy in

play clothes; mother no longer wears Nron (just grandmotherl); boy

no longer bigger than gir

Puzzles

(Cnildcraft)

/a

Nonsexist CareeePuzzies by theiJudy Company. Wood; telephone lineperson,

lawyer, TV reporter are female; multiracial (Childcrafty Constructive)

Dressing/Undressing Puzzle by Galt. Wood; boy and girl; under the

4 how

Clothing pieces children are undiessed and anatomically complete; white

(Childcraft; Constructive)

Male Nurturing Puzzles. Eight scenes of men in nurturing roles; Wood;

multiracial (Childcraft)

Career Pictures t

01'

People at Work. Twenty-four black-and-whrte photos'of women and men in

nontraditional careeip multiracial (Instructo/-McGraw Hill; Women's

Action Alliance, ./no.)
4

Real People Real Jobs: Posters for-the 80s. Available from 1Litgers

Traihing Institute for Sex Desegregation, Federation Hall, New Brunswick',

NJ' 08963

Lotto Games

Play,Scenes Lotto. yull-color photo lotto; shows girls and boys in active

nonsexist play scenes; m tiracial (Milton Bradley; Wamen's 'Action

7
Alliance, Inc.

A ,

97 108
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k4irst Readings about My School. Full-color photo lotto
/and book set;

,
nonsexist; slims a variety of contemporary 42,hool scenes;.includes one

illustration and story about hearing-ihpafred children; multiracial

(Milton Bradley, Women's Action,Alliance, Inc.)

Note: The First Reading Lotto is an early reading game.. Preschool

children can play the lotto game, while the teacher.reads the story.

Reading children can use lotto boards in a variety,of ways, e.g., match

,
picture to picture, text to pictures, and text to text.

TRADITIONAL BOOKS

I'm A Boys I'm Glad I'm A Girl! by Whitney Darrow Jr. New York:

Windmill BoOks/Simon & Schuste-t, 1970

Try to get this book from the library or a classroom. It is out of

print but worth hunting down as a.prime example of .aexist picture book.

What's Good for a Six Year Old? by William Cole. New York: Holt,

Ripehart and Winston 1965; paper.

What Do People Do All Day? by Richard Irry. New York: Random House, 1968.

This or any older Scarry book will be a fine example of stereotyped.

roles. -His newer books give mixed.messages. Females are slywn in a

few nontraditional .roles along with m

heavily predominate in all his books.4.

NONTRADITIONAL BOOKS

All Kinds of Families by Norma Simon. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Co.,

traditional ones. 11so, males

1976.
11

Darlene by Eloise Greenfield. New York:, Methuen, 19B0.

Ferdinand the,Bull by Munro Leaf. New/York: Viking Press, 1936;
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available°1n paper by Puffin )00ks.

Green Eyes by-Al Birnbaum. New York: Western Publishing, Co., 1953.

4

Who Am I? by Barry Head and Jim Seguin., Northbrook, IL: Hubbard,1 1975.

A

Note: In books, the words traditional and nontraditional (ratherAthan

contemporary) are used because many older books have nonsexist themes

deipite early publication dates.

MOUNTING STRIPS

If you have a waxing machine and Rainbow Sentence Strips, you can

mount the strips very easily during the workshop. If not, have strips

made from regular colored paper ready Adth masking tape rolls on the back.

Arrange them in order of use and number the backs. RemeMber, if you

display them right side up, or mount them before the workshop, you will-

give the topicraway.

o Limiting/Expanding

o Children's Potential

o Positive Self-Image

o Consciousness-Raising

o Stereotyping
4

o Uncovering Societa/ Attitudes
;

o Why Rion't They?

o Why Don't Wei,

o Advocacy Role

The waxing machine is available from: Lectro-Stik Corp., 3721 North

Broadway, Chicago, Il 60613. The mounting strips are Rainbow Sentence

Stripsmade by J. L. Hannett CO., 2393-Vauxhall Rd., Union, NJ 07083.
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REPRODUCIBLE TASK CARDS

These task cards are arranged in order for Group A, B, C, & D.

ThTare not marked, however, so that you can use the alternative design

for h activity described in the workshop.

.
,

rdup A -

4

TASK 'GARD
.

4 t

4

These figures are used in early childhood centers in

4

conjunction with block building. What react)ons do you

have to them?

.

aroup B .
$ -

,

TASK CARD
,

These puzzles are used in early childhood centers
4 .

&round the country. What reactions do 5,ou haVe to

.\
them?

t
.

.
.

. .
.

,

3roup C

,

TASK CARD ,

.,

ict.ues like these are used in early childhood

center'What reactions do you have to.them?
.

.

,

oup D

'TASK CARD

These lotto games are used in preschool centers

/

around the country. What re.ictions do you have to them?

'100, lii
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Group A'

TASK CARD

These figures are.a reiult of more'recent early

;

childhood materials development. How do they

compare,with the other figures?

e

Group B

TASK CARD

These puzzles are a result of more recent early

childhood Materials development, Hug do they

compare with the other puzzles?

Gtoup C

TASK CARD

These pictures are a result of more recent tarly

childhood materials development. How do they,

compare with the other pictures?

of

Group p.

TASK CARD

These lotto games are a result of more recent early

childhood,materials development. How do thex,compare

with the other lotto games?
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WORKSHOP EVii,UATION

You canlhelp udto improvetoday's workshop by providing the infOrmation requested below. Please do not put

A

your name on this form. Your answers will be anonymous and confidential. Thank you for ybur help.

Part I. Rate each statement inPart I by circling a single number on a sca.le from one to seven. For example,

if you strongly disagree with the statement, circle 1. If you strongly agree"circle 7. Circle 2, 4? 5,

or 6 to indicate a position between the two extremes.

11

it 1, The' workshop clearly showed that there is value

in using early childhood classroom materials that

113
,

portray males and females in nontraditional, roles.

2. The workshop clearly showed that there is value in

.
using early childhood classroom materials that

portray people with disabilities.

3. he use of task cards during the workshop was C.

Rating Scale: circle only one number for each statemen

Strongly ,Neithec\agree Stronglp

disagree nor disagree agree

2 3

1 2 3

.effective.

4. The small group discussions that occurred during

the workshop were worthwhile

2 3

2 3

4" 5 6 7 I

5 6 7

+It

4 5 6 7

4 6 7'

114

go on to next page



5. The whole group discussions that occurred

during the workshop were worthwhile.

6. Before partidipating in the workshop I

recognized.the value of using early

childhood clissroom materials that

Strongly,

disagree

1

Neither agree

nor disagree

3, 4 1

If

Strongly

agree

6 7

portray---males and females in nontraditional'

roles. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. Before participating in the workshop I

recognized the value of using early

childhood classroom materials that portray

people Oth disabilities.

8. The workshop-motivated me to look for ways

to.use nonsexist, multiraclal classroom

materials that include people with disabilities. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Comments:



4N.

4

Part I/. Fill in the information r6quested below.

What parts of the workshop were the most veluable? Why?

Is there any p.art of the workshop that'ihould be changed? yhy?

Do you have any new ideas that you would like to try out as a resultr-of today's workshop? If yes, describe.

, Additi-onal poinntents

Part III. Finally, we would like you to answer two more questions about yourself and fill in today's date.

Sex (please circle)' Female Male

Affiliation
4e (describe type-of organization, your position)

Today's date



BUILDING AN "INCLUSIRNARY" CURRICULUM

This workshop helps participants become aware oAhe need for an

"inclusionary" early childhood curriculum -- one that is nonsexist, multi-

cultural, and integra4es role models of disabled children and adults

throughout. Through a series of interactive tasks,,participants confront

their own attitudes and knowledge about disabilities', develop curricular

activities, and.explore a s hat they can help others become more aware

of the need for an inclus nary approach to early education. As in the

preceding workshop, mounting stribs are used throughout to reinforce key

, points. ,

Issues addressed in the session are firmly rooted in principles of

early childhood education. The early childhood classroom is an environment

in which the learning of social *and cognitive s ills are o a

\Through this carefully planned environment,thildren learn about the world

around them4 the world of work, the family, and the community. If the

\t'

classroom environment reflects sexist attitudes, if it is not 'reflective

of racial/ethnic diversity, if it excludes images of children and adults

with disabilities, children will absorb this world view. If, however, the

classroom environtent is nonsexist, showing men, women, girls, and boys

in a wide variety of roles; if racial/ethnic diversity and images of

people with disabilities are integrated,throughout the materia Sand

curricular'activities, then children will absorb this mdre expansive and

inclusive world view.

Remember, it is during the early childhood years that the most

intense socialization takes place, that self-image is formed, and that the

blocksjof future 'cognitive development.are put into place.

Therefore, as an early childhood trainer, you have a crucial role to play

to bring awareness of the issues as well as strategie's for change to those

105
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whom you train.

1. Participants will become aware of the need for an inclusionary

curriculum.

2. Partibipants will explbre their.own attitudes toward an inclusionary

curriculum.

3. Participants

4. Participants

inclusionary

5. Participants

curriculum,

will explore the components of such a curriculum.

will begin to understand the relationship between

4
curriculum and principles of child development.

will examine how they can advocate for an inclusionary

MATERIALS NEEDED

o Cards for warM -up exercise (see Section Four: Warm-ups).

o Tasef,cards

DiScussion stimulators

Peabody Language Development Kit

Inclusionary curriculum

o-Miniature wheel toys (for use as block accessories)

Wagon

Tricycle

Baby carriage or'stroller

o Peabody Language%Development Kit - family pictures, career pictures, and

posters

o Resource Photos for Mainstreaming

o Mounting strips of relevant early childhood princiPles (Head Start

106
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trainers may int to substitute relevant Performance Standard or CDA

Competencies and Functional Area s'trip -- or prepare additional strips.)
P

o Mounting strips for advocacy role

o Evaluation questionnaire

TIMING

To explore inclusionary curriculum thoroughly, a three-hour session

is recommended for fifteen-thirty participants. The workshop deals with

highly sensitive issues, many of, which participants may be thinking about

I for the first time. They will need time to express themse4ves, and you

A
' will need time to expand on their feedback, taking them beyond the normal

"first time" responses to deeper levels of undertanding.,

WARM -UP, AND INTRODUCTION (TEN-FIFTEEN MINUTES)

As participants enter the room, give each one a card with the letter(s)

R or EE or D on it as descrbed in Section Four. Briefly explain why the

letters R.E.E.D. *were used for forming the small groups:

R.E.E.D. stands for Resources on Educational Equity for the

Disabled. This program, a project of the Non-Sexist Child Development

Project of the Women's Action Alliance, Inc., is working to

create early childhood learning environments that are nonsexist,

multiracial, and inclusive of images of the disabled. Because'

that is essentially what we will be focusing on today, I used,

the acronym as a device for forming small groups. Let me breifly

go over the points I just mentioned so you'll understand what I

ratan.

10'7 1 2
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Nonsexist. Sexist attitudes have)repercussions that we have' only

just begun to examine and understand. Sex-role stereotypes

shortchange both females and males. We can initiate nonsexist .

environments .for children in the early childhood years by making

all the options of the classroom available to both,boys and girls.

In this way, we'may be able to raige:women and men'whoscan take

full advantage of their capabilities.

Multiracial/ethnic. This approach is one that ensures that the

411VDClassroom reflects the multiracial/ethnic richn
1

society by

*.

proidding role models of people from various cultures in classrodm
,

materials, curricular activities; and in pi#ures on the walls.-'
4

Inclusive. The classroom envirtoment shoutd include'images of

children'and adults whpohave dis,abilities. This inclusionwill

expand the world view'of both the child with a disability and of

her or his nondisabled peers by providing role models of active

people 'with disabilities functioning in society.

When a nonsexist, multiracial, inclusionary -approach is integrated
4

athroughout every aspect of the classroom erivironment -- not superimposed'

but integrated -- it will,make for good early childhood education.

Why? Because (put up strips):

o It helps Children understand, respect, and,appreciateslifference.

o It acquaints them with the realities of the world around them. ,

o It enriches their range of experience.

o It enhances their self-image.

o It allows them to begin to develop to their fullest potential.

108
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Rdmind participants that you till be referring back to these points

during the workshop and move on to the objabtives of thaworkshop, which

.

.01
* are to:

o Examine the need for anA.nclusiondry curriculum

o Examine our own attituded regarding inclusionary curriculum

o Look at early childhood,curriculum and commonly used materials in

rms of whether they'are nonsexist, multicultural, and inclusive

-

of fhe disabled'

o Relate the inclusionary curriculum o early childhood principles,

(refer back to the previous strips.

,i..

Examine ways of advocating for an inclusionary curriculum.

.DISCUSSION STIMULATORS (ONE HOR)

The purpose of this activity is to enable participants to explore

societal attitudes, as well as their own personal feelings,

k
aliout people with disabilities. Keep in that, ih general, people are

not comfortable about disabilities. 'Disabilei.tr has been a hidden factor

1

in society for _boo long. You can expect that participants' first reactions

will be somewhat superfiAdl, perhaps self,righteous, and not really

confronting underlying feelings. You alSo may find participants going

off on tangentS, which is another way.of avoiding the complex nature,of

the issues. During the pilOt testing of thLs workshop, the trainer often

shared perpnal,experiences and anecdotes related to disabilities, which

helped create an atmosphere of trust and made participants more willing

to'share their feelings.

Give each group a task card and ask them to discuss the,situation on

the card. Have'someone in each group serve.as a reporter/recorder. Allow

109 123



about ten minutes for discussion. It is a good idea to give a half-

time warning and another one about two minutes before time is up. As

the groups proceed, circulate to make sure everyone is participati...w and

to answer questions that arise.

GROUP R TASK CARD*

Finding afpouse

It is often more difficult for physical* disabled women

than for physically disabled men to find a spouse. At

the same time, mentally retarded women find spouses more

easily than mentally retarded men. What do you think

are the reasons?

*This informatidh comes from a kit, "Women and Disability,"

distributed by the UN and prepared by JUNC/NGO Series on

Women and Development, International Labor OrganizationA,

GROUP EE TASK CARD

Literature Search

In a recent review of a large sample of literature in the

field of special education, one significant finding was

that there were very few illustrations of adults with

disabilities. React to this finding.



GROUP D TASK CARD .

Choice Of Language

In a conversation, a colleague identifies a child as

a "cripple." How would you react to this? Describe

your reactions. What would you say.to this colleague?

FELZACK

Before each group reports, ask the reporter to read the task Card

aloud. Some major points to be elicited during the feedback, as well as

some questions you can ask to stimulate further discusslon,,follow:

Finding a Spouse

o Women are socialized to take care of people so that can better accept

the added responsibility of a physically disabled mate.

o Many retarded people can be trained to handle typical homemaking chores.

Therefore, since many glen view women primarily as housekeepers, they can

be accepting of a mate who 'could function in this role.

o D0 these commonly held perceptions limit or expand the'horizons of a

person who is disabled?

Literature Search

o In the early childhood classroom, role models and concrete experiences

are crucial learning tools.

o What are the implications for a disabled child if there are,no disabled

adult role models? For the nondisabled child?

o How can we provide these essential adult role models given the scarcity

of resources?



After participants make some suggestions, you may want to introduce

,1;source Photos for Mainstreaming or other resources you have discovered

Ihat add images of disabled people functioning in society to the classroom

environment. Also, you may want to ask participants to closetheir eyes

for a minute and imagine the classroom walls and hallway displays in a

typical school. How many images of adults or children With disabilities

can they remember? Then-ask:

o 'What can we do to create a demand for more

resources?

o How can we make others (teachers, parents, administrators)

more aware?

o Why are so few qualified disabled adults hired as teachers?

Choice of Language

o The words we ohoose communicate values. Words can express prejudice or

they can become astrategy to build respect. Standard language usage

often conceals unconscious biases based on sex, a.ce, religion, ethnicity,

age, and disability. Think about words such as "toMboy" and "sissy."

We talk about "the blind leading the bUnd," and we often use the word

"black" as a symbol"for evil or refer to someone as "an old hag."

o Children's own definitions for different disabilities will give you

clues to their stereotypes as well,as their concerns. These definitions

may reflect peer slang, e.g., "retard," and, more likely, the teachings

of parents and media.

o While the terms "disabled," "handicapped," and "crippled" are often used
-

interchangeably, in facts the latter two terms carry negative connotations.

"Crippled" connotes pity toward people who have disabilities, and
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"handicap",is deriyed from the term "cap in hand," which refers

. to begging. Both "crippled" and "handicapped" indic7te that the person

is not a fully functioning member of society. A disability does not

always present a handicap, nor is it always crippling. It may mean that

a disabled person does something differently_ from a nond sabled person,

but with the same resuli and with equal participation.

o "Aperson who is blind" is preferable to "a blind person." The former
1.

implies that visual impairment is only one aspect of the person, while

the latter !describes the blindness as the essential characteristic. An

important principledto remember when describing a person with any kind

of disability is, "The person is an individual first; A disability

is only one aspect of a person's personality; it does not define the

individual.

o What are some commonly used terms that express a biased attitude toward

the disabled?

o What is one example of sexist and racist language?

o What can you do when a child used biased language such as "retard?"

Since the discussion will have continued for an extedded time, it

will be important to summarize before moving on to the next task:

These discussion stimulators certainly did their job! You have

raised many'essential points. We've touched on the sexist con-

notations in disability issues: We've discussed the importance

of role models, the implications of exclusion, for all children.

We've talked about how biased societal attitudes affect our

perception and our choice of words regarding sex, race, and

disability. Finally, we've talked about how putting a word.

like "cripple,"'in front of the word, "child," blocks us from



looking at the whole child. Remember, we are striving for an

environment that enhances children's self-image and allows them

to begin to del.Telop to their fullest potential (point to strip).

PEABODY PICTURE ANALYSIS (FORTY-FIVE MINUTES)

To introduce this activity, relate it t"0 the previous discussion in

the following ways:

We've-spent oitite-a while examining attitudes about people with

diSabilities. Of course, we've only scratchA the surface of

the issue -- remember training in this area is ve ew -- but

each of you 'will go back to your agencies more agencies more

aware of Subtleties than before. Now, we're 'going to move from

,
the abstract to the concrete, to see 'how thee attitudes affect

the area of curr4ulum. First, we'll examine some materials

that are commonly used as diagnostic tools in early childhood
7

How many of you are familiar with the Peabody Language

Development Kit? Do you use it in your workl Do you know

centers,where it is used?

Give each group a task card and sote picture/posters from the Peabody

Kit -- use some family pictures, career pictures, and one or two posters.

Ask each group to select someone to serve as a recorder/reporter.

Circulate while the participants are analyzing the cards. Try to make

sure everyone is participatingsin the discussion. Be sure to give time

%

signals hallway through and just before the end of the activity.
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GROUP R TASK CASD

,These cards of people are from tfie Peabody Language :,

Development Kit.. Please look them over and comment

'on them.

GROUP EE TASK CARD

These cards from the Peabody Language'Development

Kit are intended to help stimulate children's
1

(

language. What are your reactions to them?

GROUP D TASK CARD

These posters are part of the revised edition of the

Peabody Language Development Kit. How do you react to them?,

FEEDBACK

Before each group reports, ask the repbrter to redd the task card.

Make sure the other participants can see the pictures as they are analyzed.

You wial need to tell participants that there has been conaiderable

improvement made in ihe more recent Peabody Kits. The new sets do attempt

to be nonsexist and multiracial. Most centers, howeer, will continue

to use the older sets because they cannot afford to r place'them. Major

points to be elicited during the feedback discussion follow.

In the older sets:

o Thd<ccupational and family roles remain sexist

o The view of daily life presented is sterile

o Only atmiddle-class life style is represented 2- and an =realistic

one at that
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o The attempt to be multiracial/ethnic is superficial.

'In the newer sets:

o The attempt at revision in the posters is only partly successful,

.e.g., some of the occupations are not sexist, some are. There is still

no inclusion of people with disabilities.

The Prorayal of middle-class life styles in the pictuxes can ta a vl

springboard for discussing,the messages these pictures convey to children

about their own homes. Might these messages affedt children's self-image?

You can point out that the environments pictured are sterile-looking. If

these images prevail in the classroom, children see them as th, "ideal."

Children can be made to feel (although they usually don't express it

verbally) that their homes are not 1111g9od as the one in the picture.

(This is an appropriate.time to point to the It enhances their self-image

strip.)

Sum up the feedback to lead iht0 the final activity, which examines

typical areas of curriculum:

As a result of this training, I hope you will become critical

of materials and will begin to examine everything in the way

we've examined the Peabody. But, existing materials are only

*
part of the classroom picture. What can we do to change the

curriculum to.make it more inclusive, not only of children from

a variety of cultures, but of nonstereotyped images of the

disabled? In other words, how calewe create "A New Mainstream"

in our early childhood centers, one that truly encompasses the

variety of human talents that exist in our society? Our next

activity will help us explore answers to these questions.
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BUILDING AN "INCLUSIONARY" CURRICULUM

(FORTYFIVE MINUTES)

Ask participants to form four small groups. Give out the following

task cards. Ask one member of each group to serve as recorder/reporter.

GROUP A TASK CARD

Blocks

Think of some ways in which children's block play

can be expanded to include both disabled and

nondisabled people.

GROUP B TASK CARD.

Teacher-made Materials and Activities

What types of activities and teacher-made materials

would naturally expand childreW.s awareness of a

world that includes both disabled and nondisabled

people?

GROUP C TASK CARD

Actual Role Models

Haw could you provide actual role models of adults

with disabilities and then,expand the curriculum

to reinforce this experience?



GROUP D TASK CARD

Dress-up Area

What additions could be made in the dress-up area

that would expand children's dramatic play to

include both disabled and nondiSabled people?

-r

RtEDBACK

Ask each group reporter to read the task card first.. Build on the

ideas generated in each group, using them as a way to introduce Information,

iesources, and further suggestions. Be sure to make it clear that ideas

and suggestions from the total group are welcome. Some key curriculum

ideas and questions you can ask to stimulate further thinking follow.

Blocks

o Adapt existing block accessory figures to make some of them symbolize

'people with disabilities, e.g., paint on dark glasses or hearing aids.

o Ask children questions to encourage problem solving, e.g., "How could

a person in a wheelchair get into your building?"

o If a child with a disability-can't build on the floor, provide table

space and, if necessary, smaller blocks.

o Designate a specific space in such a way that a:child with a visual

disability can feel the parameters and build within them.

Ask questions such as:

o Why is block play such an essential early childhood activity?

(Remind participants of the math' and spatial-analytic skills

gained through block building.)

o Who plays with blocks most of t e time"c ,Why?

132
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o What can we do to encourage block building for all children

4-- especially children with disabilities gnd girls?

o What accessories can we add to the block area to make it more

inclusionary? (Show participants miniature Wheel objects, e.g.,

doll carriage, wagon. Point out that, as yet, no commercial

miniature wheelchairs,?crutches, or other aids exist. Suggest

that these could be'made fro; cardboard, pipe cleaners, etc:

Ask participants if they have any ideas about how to make such

materials.)

Teacher-made Matierals and Activities

o Make a lotto game, including pictures of disabled'children and adults.

o Make an object card game including crutches, wheelchairs, as everyday,

objects.

o Make some posters using photos of disabled and nondisabled people.

o Make a puzzle of a seeing-eye dog.

o Read books that include disabled and nondisabled images,

o Use sign language as a means of Communication.

Questions to ask:

o ro else can make "inclusive" materials besides the teacher?

o While we're supplementing the curriculum, what else should

we be doing? (Advocating, and sharing awareness.)

o How can you find out if any new materials exist?

Actual Role Models

o Ask if'any of the children have relatives who are disabled.

o Arrange a trip to a worksite where there are disabled adults,

erson visit the class.
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o Take pictures of trips or visits and display them in the classroom.

Questions to ask include:

o How could you prepare children'for a trip or visit?

o What Ira child is appretiinsive before the trip?

o How could you'find,books that would extend the experience?

IDress-up ea

, o Add pictures of disabled children and adults.

o Add crutches, canes, and glasses frames.

Questions to ask are:

o Does the dress-up area include both male and female items of

clothing that are functional and comfortable?

o Are there pictures of people from various racial/ethnic groups

on the walls?

o What would you s4 if a parent asked you about the canes, crutches,
4

or other such objects?

o How could you share your awareness with other teachers?

o What real life experiences Could you provide to reinforce the

symbolic play?

o How do you think children's symbolic play would be affected by

the inclusion of disability aids in the dress-up area?

WRAP-UP (FIFTEEN MINUTES)

I'm sure your,,circuits are overloaded. That was ne on purpose

so that when you go back to your centers, you're eager to share

today's workshop with,your colleagues. We have just begun to

touch on a new area for early childhood educators -- the need to
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bring images of children and adults with diSabili.ties o the

mainstream. We've been talking about creating "a new ainstream"

-- one that is nonsexist, multiracial/ethnic, and inclusive of

the disabled. Remember,,at the beginning of the workshop we spoke

about how creating an inclusive classroom environment is true to

early childhood education principles because (point to strips):

o It helps children understand, respect, and appreciate

differences.

o It acquaints then with the realities,of the world around them.

o It enriches their range of experience.

o It enhances their self-image.

o It allows them to begin to develop to their fullest potential.

We are breaking new ground with this concept, and each and every one of you

can be a pioneer. You can play an advocacy role by (put up strips as you

talk): a

o Sharing awareness with teachers and parents.

o Advocating for kange with manufacturers and publishers.

o Modifying existing materials. .

o Designing teacher-made materials.

o Organizing parents and teachers into committees to make materials.

(If you prefer and.have enough time, you can elicit these points from

participant§ by asking, "How can we all play an advocacy role to bring

about change?")

If you go back to your communities and raise the awareness of

parents and teachers, if you.advocate for changes in materials, if,

you develop and implement new curricular activitiesgfor the classroom,

you will enhance the self-image of all children. You w 11 also



help then) develop to their fullest hunan potential. You will

encourage appreciation and understanding of human differences.

# You will expand children's horizons. That's a big 3ob. And, as

we've experienced in oui discussion today, attitudes about disability

(and about sexist and racist issues) are(very complex and touch

deep emotional levels, so the task is not easY. I know you are up

to the challenge.

MATERIALS
1

Cards for R.E.E.D. Warm-up, see Sectica Four.

Miniature wheel toys: Wagon, tricycle, baby carriage, or stroller.

These can be purchastd from any toy or hobby shop that sells doll-116A

furniture.

Peabody Language Development Kit. You can find older ,sets in virtnally

every child care program. Samples of revised kits can be ordered.

(American Guidance Service, Circle Pines, MN 55014)

Resour e Photos for Mainstreaming. Two set's:: 1) children in mainstreamed

schl scenes and 2) adults in work and recreation scenes. (Women's

Action Alliance, nc., Nonsexist Child Development Project, 370 Lexington

Ave., New York, NY 10017.) Children's set also available from:

Instructo/-McGraw-Hill, 18 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355.

MOUNTING STRIPS OF RELEVANT EARLY CHILDHOOD PRINCIPLES

o It helps children understand, respect, and appreci4e differences.

o It acquaints them with the realities of the world around them.

o It enriches their range of experience.

o It enhances their ilf-image.

o It allows them to begin to develop to their fullest paentia1.
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REPRODUCIBLE TASK CARDS

Discussion Stimulators

TASK CARD

It is often more difficult for physically disabled women

than for physically disabled men to find a srlise.. At the

same time, mentally retarded women find spouses more

easily than mentally retarded men. What do you think are

the reasons?

TASK CARD

In a recent review of a large sample of literature in

the field of special education, one significant finding

was that there were very few illustrations of adults

with disabilities. React to this finding.

TASK CARD

In a conversation, a colleague identifies a child A

a "cripple." How would you react to this? Describe

,your reactions. What would you say to this colleague?

1
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Peabody Kit

TASK CARD

These cards of people are fromthe Peabody Language

to,

Development Kit. Please lock them ver and comment

On them. .

TASK CARD

These cards fram the Peabody Language Development

Kit are intended to help stimulate children's

language. What are your reactions to them?

4

TASK CARD

These posters are part of the revised edition of

the Peabody Language Development Kit. How do-you.

react to them?

S.
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1.

Inclusionary Carriculum

,

TASK CARD
,

Think of some ways in which children's block play can
.

be expanded to include both disabled and nondisabled
.

peoPle. .

--5

TASK CARD

What types of activities and teacher-made materials would

naturally expand children's awareness of a world that

includes both disabled arld nondisabled people?

-

----,

TASK CARD

How could you proffide actual role models of adults

with disabilities and.then expand the curriculum to

-----N..
reinforce this experience?

*
....

TASK CARD

What additions could be made in the dress-up area

that would expand Aildren's dramatic play to include

both disabled and nondisabled people?

'r 126
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION

You can help us to improve today's workshop by providing the information requested below. Please do not put

your name on this form. Your answers will be anonymous and confidential. Thank you for your.help.

Part I. Rate each statement in Part I by circling a single number on a scale from one to seven. For example,

if you strongly disagree with the statement, circle 1. If you strongly agree;-circle 7. Circle

2,,3, 4, 5, or 6 to indicate a position between the two extremesl

Rating Scale: circle only one number for each Statement

1-0

1. The workshop clearly showed that a nonsexist

multicultural curriculum that includes people

with disabilities can be presented in ways

that are in keeping with principles of early

chi,ldhood education.

2. Individually, the mnall group activities in

today's workshop were worthwhile.

3. The small group activities had a cumulative

effect that was worth while.

141

Strongly Neither agree Strongly

disagree nor disagree agree

1 2

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

..7

, go on to next 1142



f

4. Before participating in the workshop I

recognized the value of providing an early

childhood curriculum that is nonsexist.

Strongly

disagree

1 2

Neither agree

nor disagree

3 4 5 6

Strongly

agree'

7
, .

5. Before participating in the workshop I

recognized the value of.providing an

early childhood curriculum that includes

people with disabilities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. The workshop motivated me to work on

developing early childhood environments

that are nonsexist, multicultural and

inclusive of people with disabilities. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Comments:

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE.



Pazt II. Fill in the information r6quested below,

What parts of the workshop were the most valuable? Why?

Part

Is there any paxt of the workshop that should be changed? Why?

Do you have any new ideas that you would like to try out, as a result of today's workshop? If yes, describe.

Additional comments

Finally, we would like you to answer two more questions about yourself and fill in today's date.

Sex (please circle) Female Male

,

.

Position (circ)te those that apply) Administratie staff Classroom staff Health staff

Parent of ahild in .Social service it Other, such as office

program staff staff, custodial staff,

guest:

Today's date

1 .1
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CREATING AN INCLUSIONARY HOME,ENVIRONMENT

This wakshop helps parents become aware of the benefits for all

children of inclusionary childrearing, that is, bringilig up children with

a world view that is nonsexist, multicultural, and inclusive of disabled

people.

Through small group tasks,'audio-taped vignettes, discussions, and

mini-lectures, participants explOre aspects of the home', school, and

community that convey societal attitudes to young children that often

are noninclusive, and therefore limiting. The role of parents as the

first teachers of their childl.en is integrated throughout the workshop.

Ifle final discussion raises questions about some of the ways in which

parents can become advocates for inclusion.

OBJECTIVES

1. Parents will become aware that inclusionary childrearing benefits

all children -- and that noninclusionary childrearing limits children's

development.

2. Parents will examine components of the home, school, aTtd community

4
that convey noninclusionary attitudes to their children.

3. Parents will explore their awn attitudes taward,disability.

4. Parents Will explore theiF own attitudes toward authority figures.

5. Parents will begin to recognize that they can be advocates for change.

MATERIALS NEEDED

o Cards for warm-up exercise (see Section Four: Warm-ups)

o Task cards
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o Audio-taped vignettes

o Tape recorder

o Mounting charts and strips

o Eväluatioh questionnaire

TIMING

One and one-half hours are recommended for this workshop. This amount

of time gives parents an opportunity to discuss each of the segments in

depth and at a lively pace. It also takes into account the practicalities

of parent meetings, which usually take place in the evenings when people

are tired and do not want to stay out to late. If the feedback following

the Discussion Stimulators is very fru' f 1, you may want to cut out one

of the taped vignettes to conservetime. Or, you may decide to exte

the workshop time by fifteen minutes to cover all the issues raised by

the vign&ttes. The decision will have to be based on your own judgment

concerning the participants' needs and interest.

WARM-UP AND INTRODUCTION (TEN MINUTES)

Use the Project R/EE/D warm-up described in Section Four to.group

particiPants. as they enter the room. It is probably a good idea to put

spouses into different groups to stimulate individual ideas and discussion.

Briefly introduce the workshop:

I'm sure you are cuxious about why the letters R.E.E.D.

were used to separate you into groups rather than a si

A, B, C,.or 1, 2, 3. R.E.E.D. stands for Resources on.

Educationa Equity for the Disabled, a program that is trying

to help parents. d teachers of young children create home and
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school environments that encourage girls and boys to (mount

chart as you talk):

o Develop full intellectual, physical, and emotional potential

regardless of their sex, race, or disability.
.,

o Learn through experiences that are not limited according to

traditional sex roles

\o Enlarge their ran e of experience to include many racial/ r

cultural groups besides their own

o Understand, respect, and appreciate human differences

o Expand tpeir world, view to include adults and children with

disabilities.

The main focus of Project R.E.E.D. is to promote early childhood

environments that are ninclusionary." By that I mean home and

school environments that offer children a world view that is

nonsexist, that is reflective orthe multicultural society in

which they live, and that includes images of children and adults

with disabilities functioning in society. Such environments

(put up strips as you talk):

o Expand the options for all children

o Acquaint them with the rtalities of the world around them

o Enhance the self-image of each individual child.

By the ;ray, what I've just described, and what is on this chart

and these strips could also be a basic description of good early

childhood education. And, as parents, you have a vital role to

play in developing good early childhood education for your

children. After all, you are their first teachers, you choose
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the schools theyattend, and you,introduce them to the world

outside the home and school.

Now we're going to egamine some of the messages that children

receive at.home, in school, and in the community to see if they

are really the ones 'we, as parents, think they should be getting.

DISCUSSION STIMULATORS (THIRTY MINUTES)

.The purpose of this activity is to help participaneS focus on societal

attitudes about disability and the ways in which biases toward sex and

disability often interact. Though the situations described on the task

cards may seem somewhat extreme, they are actual occurrences,that were

reported to Project R.E.E.D. staff. Through a discussion of.the situations,

participants wi.11 be fable to examine some of their own"feelings about

disability from a "safe" perspective.

As you give out.the task cards, ask each group to choose a reporter/

recorder. Allow about ten minutes for discussion. Be sure to give a

warning half-way through and again about two minutes before Unit is up.

GROUP R TASK CARD

A motherwho has,just learned,that her child, hils'Down's Syndrome

calls the child's giandmother to tell her the news. The following
a0

conversation ensues:
11

G: Well, what did the doctor say?

M: Well, mom, he told me that everything Ice_ been confirmed. Elsie

has Down's Syndrome. You know, that's anothetemfor what they

*
used to call "Mongoloid," and it means that she will be retarded

and probably have other problems, too.
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G: Oh, my dear. Now try to calm down. Don't go to pieces.

It will be all right. Think of it this way,..Thank God at7

least that she's a girl, because if she had been a boy, it would

7

really have been a tragedy!

Discuss this situation together and be prepared to.report your .

reaction to the whole group.

GROUP EE TASK CARD

A group of preschool children who had been diagnosed as

Avail blind were excited because they were going on a trip

to visit a department store Santa Claus near their school.

While the children were waiting on line for their turn to

talk to Santa Claus, they overheard a person behind the

say -- "They shouldn't bring those blind children here -- it

spoils Christmas for everyone."

Discuss this situation together and be prepared to report your

reactions to the whole group.

GROUP D TASK CARD.

A teacher went to visit Louis, a five7year-old former student

who had an orthopedic disability after he "graduated" from a

disability specific preschool into a mainstreamed kindergarten.

Louis always had been independent, articulate,.outgoing, and,

physically active in preschool. During the visit, however, he

was found being wheeled around in a doll carriage niaking infant

noises. When his former teacher discussed this behavior with

his current t7acher, this was the reply: "Oh, the children
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love Louis.. We all do, and this is how we show it."

Discuss this situation together and be prepared to report

your reactions to the whole group.

FEEDBACK

Before each group reports, ask the reporter to read the task card

aloud. Some major points to be elicited during the feedback, as well as

some questions to stimulate discussion, follow:

Group R

o Even today our society seems to value boys more than girls.

o Other cultures the world over seem to share this preference.

Unles they are caught off guard, most people try to hide their

/ negative feelings about disability. Many people might feel the same

way as the grandmother, but would hesitate to say so out loud.

\

o Disability brings out conflicting emotions and feelings in people,

e.g., this grandmother is trying to comfort her daughter and in the process

reveals her own sexist attitudes.

o Sexist attitudes are damaging to the self-image of a child.

Questions:

Why do most societies seem to value boys over girls?. How is this

evidenced, in our society?

What are the possible effects of such biased attitudes on the development

of a positive self-image in both girls and bo4?

How might such attitudes affect interpersonal relationships between the

sexes?

Has anyone ever known someone who was as blatant in revealing her attitudes

as this grandmother?
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What other conflicting emotions and feelings might one express concerning

a child with a disability?

Group EE

o People are unused to seeing disabled people in the world around them.

o People feel vulnerable when they see a group of children who are disable .

o Fear of the unknown is aroused when people 41011foited to confront disabili y.

o People often tend to discount the feelings of the disabled .

o People often discount the feelings of children or think that they.don't

understand disparaging remarks.

o Parents of disabled children sometimes keep them hidden at home to shelter

them from experiences like this one.

Questions:

What effect might an experience like this have on a child's self-image?

What can parents and teachers do when a situation like this arises?

What would prompt a person to make a remark like this?
-

What are some other reasons that might prompt parents to keep their disabled

children hidden at home?

Group D

o People often encourage depentence rather than independence in disabled

.children.

o People try to show their concern by helping a disabled adillt or child

more than is necessary.

o People often have different standards of behavior fot a child who is

disabled:

o ChiAren pick up cues on how to react to disability from the adults

around them, e.g., parents and teachers.
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Questions:

ShOuld goals for a child with a disability be different from those for a
o

nondisabled child? ,

How could reihforcing dependence affect Louis' self-image and future

development?

Is4there a connection that can be made between the socialization,of girls

and of disabled children? What is that connection?

What might parents do about a situation such as this?"

It is a good idea to summarip the discussion before moving on to

the next task:

This discussion is just a beginning. It's not easy to talk

about biases that we, or those around us, may harbcr. But,

if we want to eliminate these biases, the first step is to

identify them. That is what we may have just begun to do.

We have,recognized that in many instances:

o Healthy de'Velopment is more of a priority for boys than for

girls

o People still shun those who are disabled, even if they

are childreh

o Disabled people, often are still 'hidden in our society --

partly as a protective measure

o Disabled children often are not allowed to develop the:inde-

penaence skills they will need to become functioning adults.

Remember, the home, school, and community make up the young

Child's world. It is from these three sectors that they form

their views of the world around them. Therefore, it is crucial

that we, as parents, pay careful attention to that environment
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and to the values it is conveying'to our children

AUDIO-TAPED VIGNETTES (FORTY MINUTES)

The taped vignettes continue to help participants explore ways in

which the home, school, and community combine to convey societal messages

that can limit their children's potential development. Introduce the

activity:

I'm going to play several short taped vignettes that dramatize

some typical situations you are all familiar with. After each

vignette, I'll stop the tape and we'll discuss as a group what

we have heard.

Allow about ten minutes to.play and discuss each vignette. Shortly

before the time is up, it is a good idea to warn participants thatithere

is only tiMe for one or two more comments.

VIGNETTE 1

.1". Part A: Father (F) Calls Doctor (D)

F: Hello, Dr., Johnson? This is Dan Jolin, Sarah's father

D: Hello, Mr. Jolin, What can I do for you?

F: Well, it's Sarah. I've been taking care of the children all week;

my wife is out of town. This is really the longest time I've been

with th

seem som

at her

kids. Sarah seems to be a happy baby, but her reactions

what dull to me. She really isn't as active as Bill was

ge.

D: Relax, Mr. Jolin, I

regular check-up is

look at her then.

't* 1

understand your concern. Let's see now ... Sarah's

in three months. I promise I'll take a good

Really, relax I'm sure your little Sarah is
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just fi e. You know, girls are usually less active than boys.

F: Doctor, don't .think you understand. I'm worried about Sarah. I

think there may be something wrong with her, Dr. Johnson. I think it's

important. i'd like to see you as soon as possible.

D: All right. Why don't you come in a week from Wednesday at two

o'clock. Is that soon enough?

F: That will be fine. Thank you so much, Dr. Johnson. I'll see you

next week.

Part B: Mother (M) Calls Doctor (D)

M: Hello, Dr. Johnson? This is Janelo. Keith, Annie's mother.

Yes, Mrs. Keith. -What can I do for you?

M: Well, it's Annie. I'm worried about her. She seems to beta happy

baby, but her reactions seem somewhat dull to me. She really isn't

as active as Billy was at her age.

D: Relax, Mrs. Keith. Let's see now ... Annie's regular check-up is in

three months. I'll take a good look at her then. Really, relax.

I'm sure your little Annie is just fine. You know, girls are

41sually less active than boys.

M: Doctor, I don't think you understand. I am worried about Annie. I

think there may be something wrong with her. like to see.you as

soon as possible.

D: Mrs. Keith, I don't think you.understand. IZ I remade appointments

for every over protective, overly anxious, worried mother, my

schedule would be chaotic. Really, relax. I'll see you in March.

II
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Feedback

Typical comments you can expect to hear are, "I'd change doctors," or

"He sounds just like my doctor." You may want to remind participants

that it is not always easy to change doctors, especially in clinic or

rural situations. If participants don't recognize the sexism in the vignettes,

ask some questions that will cue theme

o.What did you notice about the way the doctor responded to the

(.....

call from the father as opposed to the call from the mother?

o What did you think about his remark that girls are usually

less active than boys?

o What are the dangers of such thinking?

o If you were the mothet and could not change doctors, how might

you handle his refusal to see you?

o Why do doctors so often put down mothers' concerns or observa-

tions regarding their own children?

o What can be done to change attitudes like these?

VIGNETTE 2
4

Brely introduce the next pair of vignettes: "Now let's look into

another typical situation parents might encounter."

1

Part A: Parent-Teachex Conference between Ms. Greene (Ms. G), Mr.

Eldridge (Mr. E), and Ms. Eldridge (Ms. E)

Ms. G: Hello, Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge, I'm Mrs. Greene, Richy's teacher.

Mr. E: Hello, Mrs. Greene,.

Ms. E: Glad to meet you.

4

Ms. G: I know these conferences are hard on parents. I guess they

represent the first time your children are being assessed outside
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of the family.

Mr. E: That's really true. Haw's Richy doing?

Ms. E: Is his work at grade level? You.read so much in the papers these

days abciut kids not being up to grade level.

Ms. G: Well; to tell you the truth, he's not; and I am a bit worried

about him.

Mr. E: Oh, oh, We were afraid of that.,

Ms. E: At home he seems upset about school. He really resists his

homework, which seems tco hard for him, simple as it is in first

grade.

As. G: I'll tell you what I'd like to do. I'd like to have you make

arrangements to have Richy thoroughly evaluated. The school

psyàhologist will be glad to make some inquiries and give you'

references for qualified people. We want to get to the bottom of

this problem quickly_and get Richy the help he needs. Usually, if

a learning disability is caught early enough, we can teach children

methods that will compensate for it and keep them moving along

quite well.

Ms. E: Thank you for spotting Richy's problem so quickly Mrs. Greene.

We'll be in touch With the school psychologist tomorrow. By the

way, how is hie'behavior?

Mr. E: Is he behaving himself?

Ms. G: Well, his behavior, which is pretty disruptive, is what clued me

into looking more closely at his work. Of cdirse we all know

that boys are more restless in school than girls, but still when

one is as constantly restless as Richy who can't ever settle down

and do his work, and let others do theirs, it's a.sign of a learning
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problem. When you have been teaching as manyyears as I have --

you get pretty savvy.

Mr. E: Mrs. Greene, thanks for all your help. We'll have Richy tested

eight away. Good night.

Ms. E: Good night. Thanks.

Ms. G: Good night.

Part B: Parent-Teacher Conference between Ms. Bradley (Ms. B.) and Ms.

Jacton (Ms. J)

Ms. B: Good evening, Mrs. Jackson. I'm Mrs. Bradley, Jane's teacher.

Ms. J: Hello. I'm sorry my husband couldn't make this first conference

-- he had to work late.

Ms. That's all right. I understand. Fathers seldom do make these

first grade conferences -- too busy or tired.

Ms. J: Well, I work long hours too, but Jane's progress in school

is pretty important to Me. How's she doing?

Ms. B: She's just fine. She is a very quiet child, and she never causes

any trouble like some of the others, especially those little

six-year-old boys. They are really something else!

Ms. J: Does Jane seem to have friends? She is quiet at home, also,

and she spends most of her time alone.

Ms. B: Well, she does spend most of her time alone in school, too, unless

I coax her into a game at recess. Her coordination seems a little

off for her age. Why don't you try to arrange some afterschool

dates for her with the other girls?

Ms. J: How is her work progressing?

Ms. B: She's a little slow at catching on, but I wouldn't worry about it.

She's young, and each child has a different learning pace, you
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know.

Ms. J: Maybe I should take her for some tests or something. I have

noticed that she doesn't seem as lively or interested in things

as the othe,little girls in our apartment building, but I wasn't

sure if it was just her quiet nature.

Ms. B: It probably is, and I wouldn't worry about it yet. I'm sure she'll

be just fine. It's only the beginning of first grade, and lots

of little girls I've taught act just like Jane. ,

Ms. J: Well, I'll take your advice. You're much more experienced with

kids than I am: Thanks and good night.

Ms. B: Good night, Mrs. Jackson. By the way, did I tell you that Jane

. is adorable? I just love the cute outfits she wears to school.

Feedback

As in the previous discussion, if parents do not recognize the sexist

attitudes implied in the vignettes, ask sone questions to focus them on

the major themes.

o Why were the teachers' attitudes in the two vignettes so

different?.

o Have any of you ever experienced an incident where you knew

the teadher was reacting to your child according to stereotyped

sex-role expectations?
- .

o What are some of the implications of teacher at itudes for the

children in each of these vignettes?

o What do you think you would do if you were a parent in either

vignette?

7---
o Did you react tc the first vignette more positively than the
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second? Why?

o How did you feel about the second teacher's response to the

father's absence?

Again, allow about ten minutes for discussion and give participants 0
0

a warning,afew minutes before the time is up.,

VIGNETTE 3

Telephone Conversation between Karen (K) and Eve (E) about Their

Daughters' First Day in Kindergarten.

K: Hi, Eve. How did Heather like kindergarten?

E: She loved it. What a difference from Tommy's first day. He cried

all morning, and I had to stay with him.

K: I had to stay with Janey for about an hour. Say, does Heather have

any disabled kids in her class?

E. Yes, all the kindergartens do this year. I think it's called main-
,

streaming.

K: Something like that: Janey has two of them in her group, and they

look pretty strange to me. I think they are retarded. I wonder if

that was why she seemed a little scared.

E: I doubt that, Karen. Janey was probably scared because she didn't

go to preschool, and she's never been away from you before.

K: That's true enough. Still, I wish she didn't have to be exposed'to

those kids at such an early age. There's plenty of time to learn

about life's tragedies when you're older.

E: You know what, I don't agree with you. Heather has two disabled kids

in her class too. One looks like she might haN;e cerebral palsy, and

the other one must be deaf because he wears two hearing aids and a
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battery thing on'a harness across his chest. I'm kind of glad.she's

getting to know these kids right at the beginning of school. After

all, they're just kids who happen to.be disabled, and I want Heather

to grow up knowing all kinds of people in this world, including

people with disabilities.

K: Well, you're much braver than I am. I still like to protect Janey

from the harshness of life, but I guess now that she's in school, it

will be much harder to do that.

: That's right. Try to think of it this way. How would you feel if

it was your kid who was disabled and other parents didn't want her

in school? I really think it's a good idea, this mainstreaming. By

the way, maybe after the kids are adjusted, we can carpool and take

turns dropping them off at school on our way to work. Think about

it, and I'll call you in a couple of days. Bye.

K: Sounds like a good idea. Bye.

Feedback

ter this vignette, help parents explore how their own attitudes

toward di ability can influence theIl children's attitudes. Also, the

-

effect (both positive and negative) that peerNan have on shaping attitudes.

You might also want to touch on the concept of being "temporarily able-
.

bodied," which means that anyone Can become disabled at any time through

accident or illness.

Some questionsnu might ask:

o What effect do you think each mother's attitude might have on

her daughter's attitude toward disability?

o Have you ever confronted the possibility that you or someone

close to you could become disabled?



o Do you think Eve's attitude toward mainstreaming can help

Karen to open up her views?

.Sum up the feedb3k before moving'into the final segment of the workshop.

These vignettes have dramatized some of the ways in which societal

attitudes regarding sex and disability can affect children's

development and'education.,eDid you know that many more boys than

girls are referred and treated for mental and emotional causes?

By the way, they also predominate in programs for,the gifted. Can'

. it be that the expectations for boys' intellectual development is

greater than for girls -- so girls are referred less frequently?

(Gillespie, Patricia H., and Fink,, Albert H. "The Influence of

Sexism on the Education of Handicapped Children." Exceptional

Children 46,3 (Nov. 1974) : 159.) Some.researchers think this

At,

is so, and I'd like all of you to give it some thought after you

leave this workshop. also like you to think about the way

children pick up our attitudes. In the last vignette, for example,

if Janey's mother hinks her child is uncomfortable in kindergarten

because of bdo disabled children, there is a pretty strong

chance that before long Janey will think so too!

We all know that the questions we have raised here are too complex

for quick and easy answers. All any of us can do is begin to

think about them and become more cognizant abou,how our own

attitudes and those of the poeple around us influence the lives of

our children -- sometimes in very critical ways.
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MINI-LECTURE (TEN MINUTES)

Use the final segment of the workshop to restate the points made

on the chart and the strips used in the beginning:

Let's go back to the chart am', strips I mounted at the

beginning of this workshop, because they contain such key

,p)

0
points about the healthy development of all dhildren.

Point to the chart and strips and quickly read them to the participants.

During this workshop we have been discussing some of the

ways in which the home, the school, and the community can,

limit children, rather than help them build healthi self-images

and realize their potentials. For,the most part, none of us

limits children intentionally, but virtually all of us have

been socialized to:

o Think of girls and boys very differently

o Be uncomfortable around people who have disabilities

o Think of doctors, and sometimes teachers, as authorities

who cannot be confronted or even questioned

.o Be uncomfortable when disagreeing with or confronting

extended family members.

Also, we are all usually so busy juggling our myriad responsibili-

ties that we don't have much time to think about deeper issues

such as those we have been discussing-here. Let's take these

last few minutes to think about some of the things we, as parents,

can do to extend our children's world view.

Lead the participants in a discussion about changes in attitudes .

and home, school, and community policies that they might be able to,
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influence. Again, if they dori'.t readilyscome up with,ideas of their

own, ask some key questions tc) stimulate thinking.

o Is your child's school mainstreamed?

o Is it,accessible so that it could be mainstreamed?

o Could you help to arrange visits into the community to see

disabled adults at work?

o What are the names of sane advocacy groups for the disabled?

o What are the names of some parent support groups conberning

children with disabilities?

o What are some strategies parents can use to combat sexism in

,
..

"their c ildren's school?

o How can parents helip extended family members understand that

they do not want limiting attitudes passed on td.their

children?
-k

S.

-MATERIALS

Cards for R.E.E.D. warm-up, see"Section Four.

AUDIO-TAPED VIGNETTES

Vignette 1

Part A: Father (F) Calls Doctor (D)

F: Hello, Dr. Johnson? This:is ten Jolin, Sarah.'s father.

D: Hello, Mr. Jolin. What can I do for you?

F: Wefl, it's Sarah. I've been taki:ng care of the children all week;

my wife'is put of town... This is rea4.ly,the longest'time I've been

with the kids. Sarah seems to be\a happy baby but her reactions

seem softawhat dull to me. She really isn't as active as Bill.was

at her ages
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D: Relar, Mr. Jolin, I understand your coricern. Let's see now ...

Sara's regular check-up is in three months. I promise I'll take a

good look at her then. Really, relax ... I'm sure your little Sarah

f
is just fine. You know, girls are usually less active than boys.

. F: Doctor, I don't think you understand. I'm worried about Sarah.

I think there may be something wrong with her, Dr. Johnson. I think

it's important. I'd like t8 see you as soon as possible.

D: All right. Why don't ybu come in_a week from Wednesaay at two o'clock.

Is that soon enough?

F: That will be fine. Thank you so much, Dr. Johnion. 1'1l see you

net week.

Part B: Mother (M) Calls Doctor -(D) .

M: Helld, Dr.ThJohnson? Thisiis Mrs. Keith.

p: Yes, Mrs. Keih. What can I do for you?

M; Well, it's Annie. I'm worried about her. She seems to be happy -

,

baby, but her readtions are somewhat chill tp me. She really isn't

as active as Billy was at her ,age.

D: Relax, Mrs. Keith. Let's see now .. Annie's regular eheck-up is in

ttlree months. I'll take a good look at iler then. Really, /elax.

I'm sure your little Annie is juSt fix. You know, girls usually

are less active.than boys..

M: Doctor, I, don't think you Understand. I am worried abou Annie.

think there may be something wrong with her. I'd like to see you as

soon as possible.

D: Mrs. Keith, I donq think you understand. If I remade apt:Ointments

for every over pAective, overly anxious, worried mother, my schedule

^3.49
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would be chaotic. Really, relax. I'll see you in March.

VIGNETTE 2

Part A: Parent-Teacher Conference between Ms. Greene (Ms. G), Mr. Edldge

(Mr. E), and Ms. Eldridge (Ms: E).

Ms. G: Hello, Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge, I'm Mrs. Greene, Richy's teacber.

Mr. E: Hello,nfts. Greene.

Ms. E: Glad to meet you.

Ms G:* I know these conferences are hard on parentS. I guess they

rot
represent the first time your children are being assessed outside

of the family.

Mr. E: That'.s really true. How's Richy doing?

Ms. E: is his work at grade level? You read so much in the papers these

, #
days about kids not being up to grade level.

Ms. G: Well, to tell you the truth, he's not; and I am a bit worried

Atabout him.
)

Mr. E: Oh,,oh, we were afraid of that.

Ms. E: At home he seemS upset about school. He really resists his homewOrk,

which Seems too hard for him, simple as it istin first grade.
a

Ms. G: I'll tell ,you what I'd'like to do. I'd like to haVe you make

1

arrangements to have Richy thoroughly eva/uated. The school

psychologist will be glad to make some inquiries and give you some

references for qualified people. We want to get to the bottom of

this problem quickly and get Richy the help he needs. Usually,

if.a learning disability is caught early enough, we can teach the

child methods that will compensate for it and keep them moving

along quite well.
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Ms. E: Thank.you for spotting Richy's problem So quickly, Mrs, Greene.

We'll be in touch with the sChool psychologist-tomorrow. By the

way -- how is his behavior?

Mr. E: Yes, is he behaving hiMself2

Ms. G:. Well, his behavior, which is pretty disrpiptive,, is what clued Me

into looking more clobely at his work. Of course we all know

that boys are more restless in school than girls, but still when

one is as constant* rettless as Richy who can't ever settle dOwn

and do his Work, and let others do theirs, it'; a sign of a learning

problem. When you have been teaching as Many years as I have --

you get pretty savvy.

Mr. E: Mrs. Greene, thanks for all 'your help. We'll have Richy tested

right away. Good nige.

Ms. E: Good night. 'Thanks.

Ms. GI Good night.

Part B: Parent-Teacher Conference between Ms. Bradley (ms. B) and Ms%

Jackson (Ms. J.)

Ms. B: Gogd aveniilg, Mrs. Jackson. I'm Mrs. Bradley, Jane''S teacher

Ms. J: Hello: I'm sorry my hu d couldn't make this/first conference

-- he had to work late.'

MS. B: That't all right. I understand. Fathers seldom do make these

first grade conferences -- too busy or too.tired.

MS. J: Well', I work long hourt tob, but Jane's progress in school

is-pretty important to me. How's she doing?

Ms. B: She's just fine. She is a very quiet child, and she never-causes

any trouble like some of the others, especially those little.
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six-year-old boys. They are really something elsel

Ms. J; Does Jane seem to haVe friends? She is quiet at home, also,

and she spends most of her time alone.

Ms. B: Well, she doeS'sjAnd most of her time alone in school, too,

unless I coax her into a game at recess. Her coordination seems

a littfe off for her age. Why don't you try to arrange some

N.

after-school. datestfor hex with the other girls?

Ms. J: How is her Work progressing?

Ms. B: She's a little slow 1Pcatching on, but-I wouldn't worry about it.

Shets young and each child has a different learning pace, you know.

Ms. J: Maybe I should take her for some tests or something. I have

noticed that she doesnit seem as lively or interested in things

as the other little girls inour apartment buirdirig, but I wasn't

sure if'it was just her quiet nature.

Ms. B: It probably is, and I wouldn't worry about it yet. I'm sure

she'll be just fine. It's only the beginning of first grade, and'

lots of little girls I've,taught act just like Jane.

Ms. J: ell, I'll take your advice. You're much more experiences with

9 kids than I am. Thanks, and good night.

Ms. t: Good night, Mrs. Jackson. By the way, did I tell you that dane

4

is adorable? I jUst love the cute outfits she wears to school.

:VIGNETTE 3
*

Telephone Conversation between Karen (K) and Eve (E) about Their

Daughters' First Day in Kindergarten.

K: Hi, Eve. How did Heather like kindergarten?

E: She loved it. What a difference from Tommy's first day. He cried

all morning, and I had to stay with-him.



K: I had to stay with 'aney for about an hour. Say, does Heather have

any disabled kids in her class?

E. Yes, all the kindergartens do this year. I think it's called main-

.
4

streaming.

K: Something like that.. Janey has two of them in her group, and they

look pretty strange to me. I think they are retarded. I wonder if

that was why she seemed a little scared.

E. I doubt that, Karen. JaneS, was probably scared because she didn't

to to preschool, and she's never been away from you before.

K. That's true enough. Still, I wish she didn't have to be exposed to

those kids at such an early age. Tnere's plenty of time to learn

about life's tragedies when you're older.

E. You know what, I don't agree with you. Heather has two disabled kids

*
in her clasttoo. One looks like she might have erebral palsy, and

the other muse be deaf because he wears two hea ng aids and a

battery thing on a harness across his.chest.. I'm kind of glad she's

getting to know these kids right at,the beginning of school. After

all, they're just kids who'happen tb be disabled, and I want Heather

to,grow up knowing all kinds of people in this world, incl!Iding

people with disabilities.

Well, you're.much b'raver than I am. ".1\ still like to protect Janey

from the harshness of life, but I guess now that she's in school; it

'will be harder to do that.

E. That's right. Try to think of it this-4y. How would you feel if

it was your kid who was disabled and other parents didn't want her

in school? I really think it's a good idea, this mainstreaming. By

the way, maybe after'the.kids are adjusted, we canlcarpool and take

1
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turns dropping them off at school on our way to work. Think about
,aok

it, andIt1l call you in a couple of days. Bye.

K: Sounds like a good idea.. Bye.

1

CHART FOR MOUNTING

"Inclusionary" School and Heine Environments

Encourage Girls and Boys to:

o develop full intellectual, physical, and emotional potential regardless

of sex, race, and/or disability

o learn through experiences that are n.Dt limited according to traditional

sex roles

-

o enlarge their range of experience to include many racial and cultural

groups besides their own

o understand, respect, and appreciate human differences
,

. o expand their.world viewato include adults and children with disabilities.

MOUNTING STRIPS

o Expand the options for all children

o Acquaint them with the realities of the world around.them

o Enhance the self-image of each individual child

0
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REPRODUCIBLE TASK CARDS

Discussion Stimulators

GROUP R TASK CARD

A mother who has just learned that her child has Down's Syndrome

calls the child's grandmother to tell her the news. The follow- .

ing conversation ensues:

G: Well, what did the doctor say? .

M: Well, mom, h'e told me that everything has'been confirmed.

Elsie has Down's Syndrome. You know, that's another term

for what they used to call "Mongoloid," and it means that she

will be ,retarded and probably have other problemS goo.

G: Oh, my dear. NOw try to calm down. Don't go to pieces.

It will ba all right. Think of it this way ... Thank God

at least that she's a girl, because if she had been a boy,

4,

it would really have been a tragedy!

Discuss this situation bogether and be prepared to report your

reaction to the whole group.
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GROUP EE TASK CARD

A group of preschool children who have been diagnosed as legally

blind were excited because they were going on a trip to visit a

department store Santa Claus near their school. While the

children were waiting on line for their turn to talk to Santa

Claus, they overheard a person behind them say -- "They shouldn't

bring those blind children Are -- it spoils Christmas for every-

one."

Discuss this situation together and be prepared to repart your

reactions to the whole group.

GROUP D TASK CARD

A teacher went to visit Louis, a five-year-old former student

who had an orthopedic disability, after he "graduated" from a'

disability specific preschool into p mainstreamed kindergarten.

Louis always had been independent, articulate, outgoi6g, and

physically active in 'preschool. During the visit, however, he was

found being wheeled around in a doll carriage making infant

noises. When his former teacher discussed this behavior with

his current teacher, this was the reply: "Oh, the children love

Louis, we all do, and this is how we show it."

Discuss this situation together and be prepared to eport your

reactions to the whole group.
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION

You can help us to improve today's workshop by providing the info4mation requested below. Please do not

put your name on this form. Your answers will be anonymous and confidential. Thank you for your help.

Part I. Rate each statement in Part I by oircling a single number on a scale from one to seven. For example, if you

strongly disagree with the statement, circle 1. If you strongly agree, circle 7. ,Circle 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 to

indicate a position between the two extremes.

Rating Scale: circle only one number for each statenent.

Strongly Neither agree - Strongly

disagree nor disagree . agree

1. The workshop ped me become aware of the

benefits of "inclusionary" child rearing. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

rt

2. The workshop helped me tp realize that the home,

school, and community together teach
\

children attitudes, and that I play an
N..

important role in what they learn. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

S. The use of discussion stimulators during

the workshop was effectiv .
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. The small group discussions occurred

1 2 3 4 5 6. 7
during the workshop were worth while.

go on to next page



Strongly Neithet agree Strongly

.
disagree nor disagree agree

5. The whole groupdiscussions that occurred

during bile workshop were worth while. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

-6. The workshop helped me to realize that

I can becomean advocate for change. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Commenti:

/
go on to next page,
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Part II. Fill in the information requested below.
fl

,

Wbat parts of the wOrkshop were the most sialuable?, WhY?

Is there ally part Of the"wOrks p that should be changed? Why?

5

,
, .

Do you. think 'your ittitude toward disability changed as a result of today's workshop? 'If yes, describe.

1,

(11 / I

Additional coAments

- r" cc

.Finally, we would likeyou Ito answer twO more questións about yourself and fill .in today's date.'

,

.Sex (pleas ci.r9.1e) Premalp -Male

Work

Today's date

1:13.

I

6
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. tPPENDIX

RESOURCES: CREAThIG INCLUSIONARY EARLY 'CHILDHOOD dLASSRCOM ENVIRONMENT

There are few "incl sionary",early childhood resources. Book's,

posters, classroom mate als, and toys that are nonsexist, multiracial/

ethnic, and contain images af disabled children and aduits interacting

With the world around them are rare indeed.

There &e some picture books about children With disabilities, but,

for the most part, they show a child in isolation and focus mainly* on

heP or his diSabiiity. There are a few posters that feature. disabled
4

children and young adults, but, once again, the people are'shown alone
,

and are depicted in*Stereotypic slays. In some materials, the advertising

A

and packaging Are offensive.

In other words, one nust Choose very carefully from what is availaLe.

Cne must beprepared to usepmaterials selectively, adapt and/or edit, and

in some' cases, to remove the packaging. In addition, it,is necessary to

advocate fpt change writing to manufa'cturers and publishers to make

:them aware of the demand for inclgsionary early,childhood materials. ,
'

The followrngolist contains resources that can be used to create an

,

inclusicnary early childhodd classroom'envgronmLent. They have been

divided into two categories: "recommended" and "others." The annotaticm

describes the material and, in the case of the "others" listing, the

"'"4
reservations of our revieWers.

TOYS

RECOMMENDED

4

All AbOut Me and Let's,Be Friends, Book and Record Sets

Picture.bopks atld accampanyirig cassettes (dt 45 'rpm records) conLst

of an (5riginal,:"Miss Jackie". song (sheet muSic on back page).. The black-
. .

.
.

I.
N,

4 '.
4.4 e

b

1
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and-white photographs by David Giveans are nons iSt, multiracial, and

inclu.siveAof the disabled. (Gryphon House, Ind.; 3706 Otis St., P.O. Box

217, Mt. Rnier, MD 20822;1-800-638-0928)

First Reading Sets,

Two sets tor early readers (k-3) contain a twelve-page book a d'four

,

lotto.boards with matching cards --4\all illustrated with full-colo

photographs. The lotto boards repeat the illuStrationr/and a key vo abulary

word from the book on one side, and w4tten text on the other: First

Relding About my Family depicts family scenes, each narrated ly a child,

representing a variety of facial/ethnic family g.roffs. First Reading About..

My School features multiradial/ethnic, nonsexist views of school. Includes
,

rurai, urban, and suburban children in day care, special educational, and

elementary school,settings. (Milton-Bradley Co.,\phipational Division', 1

Springfield, MA 01101)

I Am, I Can', I Will, Books and Audio Cassettes

Five Eir x 8" picture books and fifteen,audio cassettes, created by

Mr. Rogers with:his usual sensitivity ta chilften's 4eeds, are about

feelings, differences, and. the senses. Especial y tecomended are Danny's

Sokg, about a boy on crutches, which stiesses th y things he doessWell

and deals wifh the fvustrations caused by hatring

slowly; and Who Am X? which shows a little girl who is hearing impaired

o do some things more

playing, loving her family, and learning. The title words, "Who AnCI7uf

are the only words in the bdok, and they appear periodical throughout

ttw text. The books are 'Tull color, nonsexist', multi:racial, and inclusive.

Video tapes and films on similar topics a're also a;railable. .(Hubbard,

:fs

P. 0. Box 104, Northbrook, IL 60.062)
, .
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Hospital PlAy'Equipment

A sot of wooden hospital equipdeht scaled 2" to 1" inCludes a.

well-d,signed stand, rolling cart, x7ray table, and wheelchair, plus

a lineh set, acrag doll patient, Ihd a stethoscops. (Victor C. pye, f

The Hospital Play Equipment Co., 1122 Hudson Ave., Evanston, IL 60202)

New Friends
.

This pro ram includes a do-it-yourself pattern for making a

size rag doll (sm 1 r than.a three-year-old), which can be adapted to

V
depict several different disabilities; and a manual cOntaining key concepts,

sample dialogs, and correlated cUrricular activities. (The-Challel

Hill Traini*g Outreach Project, Lincoln Center, Merritt HirloRd., Chapel

Hill,'NC 27514; 818-96778295)

Sign Blocks

A set of 11/4" alphabet blocii,s printed with letters, and the borrespOnding,

finger signs are made of smooth wood and nontoxip paint. "(Sign Blocks,

1203 River Rd., Edgewater, NJ 07020)

Special EYiends

A set of eight stuffed animals,that.have'disabiiitieS include an ,

elephant with a hearing aid, a bear with.a prosthesis for One leg, and'a

0

monkey with cerebral palsy who is in a wheelchair. (SpecialiFriends,

A18 Walker St., Lowell, MA 01851)

TUzzles

Foam-filled, cloth touch puziles are Suitable-lor'children.from

infancy onward. Each puzzle is covered in a bright calico print on .6he

A

side, with a solid, contrasting fabric of different texture on the other.

4 P .

1hree baSic designs each contain twbremovable.shapes: circle/square,

circle/triangle, triangle/square. Made by disabled workers in,Haiti.

(Eye Care, Ine6, 523,8thSt., S.E,, Washingtoh, 1).. 2050)

A*.
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OTHERS.

Keep _Quiet

A crossword cube game. The sign letter alphabet is drawn on wooden

cubes and is used to make words in a crossword puzzle'fashion. 4 is

pirmarily for ages seven.and up, but preschoolers could use it to make
4 '

designs, to become familiar with Signs, and.to mak'd simple words. The,

package, however, talks about ",secret" organizations, "elite" language

for your club, and other exclusionary messages. Recommended only if

l

removedNfrom thwackage and placed fh a plain box or plastic bag,. .0
_ 4'

(Siqn LangUage Store Catalog; 9420 Reseda Blvd., P. O. Box 44.40, Northridge,,

CA 91328)

POSTERS AND PHOTOS-

- (

RECOMMENDED

Feeling Free Posters

.4,

A set of three full-color'Posters of active children who are disabled,

including.views dr Tamps, with chillien on a variety of'wheeled vehicles,a
including a wheelchair, enjoying themselves; all kinds of children with

disabilities interacting; and situations in which nondisabIed-children

4.

explore feelings about disabPity. (Human Policy Press, P. 0. Box'127,

Syracuse, NY 13210) "

r

Resqurce Photos 'for Mainstreaming

0 . .

4t,
Two sets of black-and-white, 14" photographs provide children

wial positivvole'redels of peo with disabilities. The adult Set

o
., . -\
shilws peotde with.disabilitiesin work, fpily, and recleationll scenes.

, The children's set depicts children with diSabilities in typical classroom,

,

aCtivities% Also included in the children's set is a four-picture positer '

,.
_

s,
i-

,

of a family in which the mother is disabled. (Non-Sexist Chiid Development,

44.*

f
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Project, Wcnen's Action Alliance, Inc., 370 Lexington Aye., New'York, NY

16017)

Another version of the Resource Photos for Mainstreaming Children's

Set contains eight-sepia-toned photo posters plus a teaching gUide.

--
(Insqucto/McGraw-Hill, 18 Great ValleyPky., Malvern, PA 19355)

Side by Side ,

'Z

One side of this poster' from a mainstreamed ,pr,ograrn- for preschool

children in Franklin County, MA, 'depicts various children from4the program

and gives some basic information. The other sj,de ha a delightfv1 picture

of one child pushing anotherrchild's wheelchair and the wods'"Side-by
,

.

,Side.( The accompanying notebook contaihs photos from the program,

explanatOry mateiial, and eAerpts ,of children's Idritings about their

schook.. There is no charge,for single copies of the poster and booklet.

(Franklin County Education Collaborative, 64:Worth St., Greenfield, MA .
e

,

01301)

OTHERS,' .
.

..

Mcceptional Children
. , .,.

,

A' , .
//

I,.

A set of twelVe 14" x 20" full-color posters of children with disa-

--,

Th9 photos-are multiracial, and tixey do show qhildren with a

variety of disabilities in school settings. But the children are shown

alone or wIth a teaching adult rather than interacting with theirpeers.

There is one photo of a man walking behind a blind girl with a-canej.hat

4. 4, IX. ."
,looks .;.sif it had No, resurrected from a 1950s set and inserted in

this one. Developed by a division of DLM: (Argus (ommunipations,

:

7740 Natchez, 4les, IL 60648)

C
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Teen Scenes

The set c ntains twelve 12" x 18" full-color posers.of teenagers
* #

4L: \
with disabiliti While the posters are multiracial, in general they.

.
, -

depict stereotyp c roles for females,and males. Also, except for one

or two, they tend to show the persen in isolation or doing the kind of

"busy" work that often associated with "trainipg" the disabled.

(DLM, -7740 Natehez,Ave., Niles, IL 60648)

NEWSLETTERS

Equal Play.
(.

ThTs:newsletter is a resource for people.who are guiding young

-children beyond Aereotypes. Two back.issues r- Vol: I, No. 1, Winter

1980 and Vol. II, Nos. 1 and 2, Winter/Spring 1981 -- are devoted to issues

of inclusion. (Non-Sexist Child Development Project, Women's Action

Alliance, Inc.,- 370 Lexingtop Ave., New York, NY 10017) .

,Interracial Books for Children Bulletin

e)The Vel 13., Nos. 4 and 5, 1982 isspe,is dvot primarily to ,'a.L.five-

,

year update on handicapism in children books. More than, fifty titles

are-reviewed for beginning to Wiper '.eaders. This issue also contains
.

"Guideline's on Disability" and a list of recommended boekS. An excellent

resource. (Council, on Interracial Books for Childnen, Inc., 1841 Broadway,

Nev) York, NY 10023) .

Sesame'Street Pareqt's Newsletter

The June 1982 issue of this ulotril newsletter (Vol.:, 2, No. 4)'

1
k 1

,
has a good down-t6-earth article about how to help a nondisabled child

understanddisabilifies. The authors do refer to the parent As "she,"

but at least theli do not refer to the chilci as "lie." Sesame Street,'in

165 1 C.)
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general, has made a real effort to be inclusive in its. programming.

(Sesame Street Parent's Newsletter, P. 0. Box 2889, Boulder, CO 80322)

The Kids ProjeOt

PROJECTS

This puppet education program is designed to teati\children rabout a

variety of disabilities. puppeteers trained by the project bring 31/2'

puppets to schools and conduct shows that feature disabled people at work

and play. .t.The audience creates a dialog with the puppets. Craated by

Barbara Aiello, a special education teacher, the puppets originated in

. 4

Washington, D.C., as'"The Kids on the Block." Many school systems nationally

have the program available. (Kids on the Block, Suite 5105, Washington

Building, Washington, D.C. 20005; or, The Kids' Project, NYS Office of

Mental Retardation and Developbental Disabilities, 44 Holland Ave.,

Albany, NY 12229)

The KIDS Project, Inc%

In this project,JIDS stands for Keys, to Introducing Disability in

Society. This training program, staffed by d'and hondisabled people

and funded by' the California Department of Education, Office of Special:

Educatio7 and Rehabilitation Services, offers- awareness training about

disabilitiiS to school personnel and children from kindergarten through

sixth grade. CUrrent work involves training teams of disabled *and

g

nondisabled peopl,e to implement the disability aWareness curricu ormerly

developed by the Project. The Project offers for sale a resource guide 7

and a. colcking book featuring disabled people in everyday situations.

(The KIDS Project, Inc., Whittier'Sphool, , 1645 MilVia St., Berkeley, CA 94709)
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Ntkn-Sexist Development Project

This project has been a major resource for nonsexist, multiradial

materials and'cu'rriculum since J972. It has been advocating for inclusion

of images of the disabled in children's materials since 1975 and has

developed such early childhood materials. (Non-Sexist Child Development

. f
Project, Women"s Action Alliance, Inc., 370 Lexington Ave., New Yotk, NY

10017)

RAPS (Resource:A cesS Projec

Thele are fi\fteen RAPS Jocated in the ten federal regions across the

country. Astesources for the Head Start mainstreaming,effort, the RAPS

provide training, technical assistance, and resources. For additional

information contact the RAP in youtstate. (Administration for Children,

Youth and Families, Head Btart Bureau, Washington, D.C. 20024)

m TOY LENDING,LIBRAMES

A network of toy lending libtaries, featuring toys adapted to the

needs of children with disabilities, is emerging bOionally. Facilities

for borrowing toys on a two-week basis now exist in,Rye, NY (serving the,

New4York, New Jersey, Connecticut area); Rochester, NY, Rockville, MD, .

4
Sacramento, CA, Bloomfieldi CT, Youngstown, OH, and eighteen sites in

Nebraska. BVaniton,.Illinois, has a play therapy program connVed to

its Lebotek Toy,Library. (Sally De Vincentis, Lekotek, 613 Demster St.,

tvanston, .IL 60201)

DISTRIBUTORS

Gryphon House, Inc., is committed to bupplying educators

sexise, multiracial and, more recently, inclusionary books.

with non-

f
ey provide

,
o quality

prompt, dourteous seryice and hAre a eomprgensive colleCtion

I

4
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books fOr children and teachers. (Grpohon House, Inc., Early Childhood .

Books, 3706 Otis St., P. O. Box 217, Mt. Ranier, MD 20822).

Human Policy Press

,
A major resource Tor pamphlets, books-, postersi-etc.4-on disabilityr-,-

9 for the most part their materials are nonsexist, multiracial, and 4 very

high quality. (Human Poficy Press, P. 0. Box 127, Syracuse, NY 13210)

CHILDREN'S BOOKS. *

When Project R.E.E.D. conducted a literature searc in 1981, it

set fin criteria for children's books about disability 1) interesting

plot, 2) disability as a secondary theme, 3) inclusion o adultewith

disabilities, 4) males and females in nontraditional roles, and 5)

multiracial. jto childrdn's book about disability that was reviewed met

all the aaiiteria. -An annOtated 1T-st of-these that met at,least three--

criteria follows.'

Children's Television Workshop. Sesame Street Sign Language Fun.

New York: Random Ho9e/Children4s Television Workshop, 1980. As the

muppets act out simple sentences, Linda Bove, a member of the National

-

Thegtre-f the Deaf,.illustrates the signs. Most illustrations-are

nonsexist, but some words are not, e.g., "policeman." This is,'however,

the simplest sign language bOok ground and it is enjoyable.

Clifton, Lucille. My Friend Jacola. New York: E. P. Dutton, 1980.

Illustrated by Thomas DiGrazia.

The story of two friends -- an eight-year-old boy, Sam, and bis

retarded Seventeen-year-old friend, Jacob -- focuses on the friendship,

the activities the boys share, and the things they do for each other.

p.

The multiracial illustrations are soft black-and-white sketches.
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Fassler, Joan. Howie Help§ Himse4-.----albhicago: Albert Whitman & Co.,

1975. Illustrated by Joe lasker.

Howie, a 'little boy in a wheelchair, learns self-reliance in his

---hbfirSe xls t , muitiTacial classi oom.

esting plot.

Greenfield, Eloise. Darlene. New York: Methuen, 1980. Illustrated by

George Ford.

A little girl Darlene, who is in a'whieelchair, is feeling homesick

while spending a morning with her uncle and cousin. Darlene resists her

N`-comrgin's attempts to play with her, but finally becomes absorbed in games

an'd in'her uncle's guitar playing. In typical fashion, when Darlene's

mother arrives, Darlene doesn't want to go home. Darlene is outstanding

because the child's disability is secondary to the plot; it shows

positive view of a ack family; and has a male caregiver as a main,

character.
,

Lasker, Joe. He's My Brother. .Chicago: .Albert Whitman & Co., 11974.

Illustrated the authbr.

The story Jamie, a slightly retarded boy, as told by his brother,

balances the thirs Jde can do well with the things he is slow in doing.

.1-

It deals with the frustration, hurt, and anger that Jamie experiences,

as well as the joys he feels. A combination of softly-colored and black-

and white illustrations set a contemporary but.gentle,tone fOr this

realistic, nonsexist, and multiracial book:.

\Lasker, ice. Nick Joins In. Chicago: Albert Whitmalv& Co., 1980.

Illustrated by the author.

Thd story deals with the apprehensions of a little boy who is going

into a mainstreamed setting for the first time, as well as the concerns'

'(--;'



of the other children. It shows how Nick's school prepared for his arrival

by building a ramp and getting a desk that can accommodate his wheelchair.

The pictures are nonsexist and multiracial. Sometimes Nick is shown

,

interacting with his classmates, but several illustrations show him

unnecessarily isolated. At the end, Nick becomes a hero when he rescues

the class ball from a ledge. Unfortunately, in order to feel good about

what he has done, Nick has to'imaginehe can fly. The last illustration

shows him.fantasizing hej.s Apeman.

Litchfield, Ada B. A Button in Her Ear. Chicago: Albert Whitman.& Co.,

1976., Illustrated by Eleanor Nill.
+11

.P Angela, who is hep.ring impaired, describes how she misinterprets

what she bears until she gets a hearing aid. When her parents take herr

to the.doctor, he refers them to a hearing specialist, Dr. Brown, who is

a black woman. Angela plays baseball and is friends with boys and girls.

The softly-calored and black-and-whitd illustrations are multiracial.

Litchfield, Ada B., Words in bur'Hands: Chicago: Albert Whitman & Co.,
. .

1980. Illustrated by Helen Cogan Cherry.

This rare story about three children who have deaf.parentE discusses

the many forms of communication deaf people use, e.g., fcnger

sign languve, speech, and lip reading. It deals realistically withothe

family's move to A new togown and with the increased unease they feel.because

the parpn s a.re deaf. This is a long, involved book for young children

and proba1ly needs to be "talked."

Simon, Norma. All Kinds of Families. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Co,

1976. Illustrated by Joe Lasker.

All kinds of families doing all kinds df things are depicted in

soft, warm, color drawings. Included in family scenes are a boy in a

iwheelchair and an older perSon with a cane. Scenes of a funeral, a wedding,

f



and a visit to a parent in jail are interspersed with picnic scenes,'

Christmas scenes, and other traditional family activities. This nonsexist,

and multiracial book is enjoyable for children and the adults who read

to them. (Although this book was not reviewed during Project R.E.E.D.'s

litera,Lre search, our reviewers thought it was of such high quality.it

shouldbe included as a resource.)

Stein, Sara Bonnett. About Handicaps: An Open FamilyBook for Parents
P

and Children Together. New York: Walk'er & Co., 1974. Phbtographs by

Dick Fran'k.
0°

This book coMbines a simple text aboUt handicaps for children with

an explanatory text for parents (or older children). The story deals with

a nondisabled child' fears as he encounters a child, Joe, who has'

cerebral palsy and a- m with a ptosthesis for an arm and hand. Itk also

portray§ the father's efforts to provide information to alleviite the

child's fears. The story ends as Matthew, the nondisabled child, makes

a

friends with Joe. The book ia not. multiraOlal and fegtures ofily males,

,

butat is ihtetesting, forthright, and addresses Important issues aibout

disabilities in a uniqiie format...,

BCOKS ABOUT ATTITUDES

Attitudes Toward Disability.

This eiccellent series of pamphlets include§ "The Invisible Eirrier,"

"Free-Wheeling," "Beyond the Sound Barrie'i," "Cqt;nterpoint," and "Dignity:"

(Pegionaa Rehabilitation Research Institute on Attitudinal, Legal, and

Leisure Barriers, 1828 L St., N.W.i.Suite 304, Washingtont D.C. 20036.)

A

Biklin, Douglas and Sokoloff, Michele (Eds.) ,What Do You Do When Your,

Wheelchair bets a Flat Tire? 'New York: Scholastic Book Service!§, 1978

.

Questions and ans 4ks rapout nondisabled people
1

understand what it is like to be di§abled: The questions are asked by

iDi
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nondisabled children and answered by disabled ones. Illustrated with
4

multiracial, active photographs.

Gleidman, John and Roth, Rilliam. The Unexpected Minority: Handicapped

Children in America. New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1980:

This ,is the seminal .book-about issuesof disability in contempOrary

America. Exclusion, the focus on disability as the whole child (the

"medical model"), and possibilitier far greater options are all discussed.

There,is, howevepo a major flaw'in this otherwise excellent book -- the

generic !,'he" is used throughout, which symbolizes a lack of sensitiviby on

the part of the authors to issues of sex roles. Although we consider this'

A very serious lappe, especially for a 1980 publication, in every other

_respect the book is excellent,,and there is nothing.else that addresses

issues of disability so coMprehensively.

Kamien, Janet. What If You Couldn'ti .? New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons,.1979. Illustrated by Signe Harlon..

This informative, simply written4book, which provides.basic information

. -

about what it is like to be disabled, would be .interetting for elementary

school children who are good readers as well As adults who don't have a

lot of information on this topic. The drawings show a variety of active

children and adults with'disabilities. (See also Newsletters section for

Council on Interracial Books Bulletin listings.)

BCOKS Fog PARENTS

Featherstone, Helen'. A Difference in the Family. (New York: Basic Books,

This book, written specifically for families with a disabled child,

tries to.cover the practical and emotional aspects of the situation. The

' )

1
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.
author is herself a parel,t of a disabledthild, and this gives the book

r
. .

,
. .

authenticity. There is a genuine effort to avoid texist language --
I

parent usually,means mother and/or falther, and the generic ,"he" does not
4

prevail -- although there are some lapse's.
4

See also Newsletter section for Sesame Stree drehts Newsletter and

"Children's Books" section in About Handicaps by Sara Bonnelqk Stein.

BCOKS ABOUT MAINSTREAMINGe

Allen, K. Eileen. Ma instreaming in Early Childhood Education. .Albany,

/

NY: Delmar Publishers, 1980.

This l.'s a basic book about mainstreaming, which tovers causes of

disabilities, legislation, teaching, Curriculum, management, and working

with the home and community. The pictures of.children and adults inter-

spersed throughout ate multiracial/ethnic, and the children,are interactive,

not isolated..

Project Head Start. Mainstreaming Preschoolers. Each book' in this series
a.

of eight manuals for teachers, joarents, and ?thers who work with disabled

preschoolers addresses a different impdirment -- hearing, visual, orthopedic,

mental retardation, heplth, emotional, learning disabilities, and language.

The manuals are inform ative and asy-to-read eand undestand. The language

is nonsexist, and the children and adults depicteg are multiracial/ethnic.

For more information, contadt your local Resource iocesa Project or Head

Start Bureau, Administration for Children Youth & Families, Washington,

D,C. 20024

Souweine, Judith Crimmins, Sheila; and Mazel, Carolyn. MainstKeaming
...1.

Ideas for.Teaching oung Children. Washington, D.C.: National Association

.for the Education of Young Children, 1981.
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Based on a program-developed by the Early Education Centeref the

AmherstrPelham Public Schools in Massachusetts, this,apprdach to mainstfeam- .

ing conveys respect for children a-nd paients throughout. It speaks of

the "special" an,d'"iegular" needs of children, and uses the words "child"

and "children" followed by aCtual ferFle and male examples and illustra--.

tions, rather than the generic "he."- Filled with praCtical ideas about

developing I.E.P.s, classroom management, and.curriculum, the book

conveys a positive and humane view'of behavior management and_includes an

-

excellent bibliography.. Highly recommended.

APPENDIX II

BACKGROUND MATERIAL .

The following materials were prepared by Project R.E.E:D. staff

members to assist teachers who participated in the national field testing

of Project R.E.E.D. materials: They discuss the rationale for an inclu-

/

sionary curriculum and give background information on several areas of

disatility. You m'ay want to teproduce thisqinformation to harld out to

'participants who attend the workshops outlined in this manual.

AN INC4USIONARY CURRICULUM: -AN EARLY CH/ADHOOD ESSENTIAL

Early xbildhood eduoatcirs oCcupy a unique position in the lives of

young children. It is through.the preschool curriculum and the classroom

s-e

environment that children form their earliest perceptions of work and of

peoplemother than family, members. It is crucial, therefore, that early

childhood teachers or trainers of te'alerS ask these questions of the

environment they create for children:-



4.

4

"rk*

o Is.it sexist or nonsexist?, Are the'jobs andsfamily roles we explore

Aereotyped according to traditional sex roles? Does, the classroom

environment allow'children to develop a self-image andia world view that

is full of options and not limited by role expectations for either sex?

o Do the curriculum and materials in my classroom reflect the multiracial/
A .

ethnic population of America? Do they celebrate and respect cultural

differences?

o Does the classroom environment include images as well as actual.role

Models of adults and children with disabilities in recognition of the

fact thAt they comprise twenty pertent and ten percent of the .population

respectively?

An inclusionary curriculum is one that comprises ail the elements

described above. It is nonsexist, reflects multiracial/ethnic concerns, and

is incluslve -6- disabled people. It integrates all three into every phase ofo

the curriwllum alid reflects them in the materials the children use, the

pictures that decorate tfte room, the trips-that are planned, and the 800ks

that ai.e'llkoS'en for th4 class library.

An inclusionary curriculum supports the basic,tenets of sound early

childhood education because it:

o helps,children understand.and feel comfortable'with the real world,

IN`
&helps children deve1op'resp6ct fir 4nd understanding of differences;

-o helps bring disabled people into the mainstream,

o.opens the,optiond for all children,

1

ON'LANGUAGE

The words we choose communicate limes': they can exprqss prejudice

4
or they can become a strategy to build respect,. Unfortunately, standard
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language usage reflects unconscious biases based on sex; race, religion,

ethnicity, age, and disability. Witns's "tombdy," and "sissy," "black

as evil," the "inscrutable Oriental," van old hag," and "the blind leading

the blind." .

'One of the Major goals of inclusionary classroom materials is to

,
expand a child's ,:vorld View.;, In doing so, it is hoped that the materials

.
- ,

,-, will stimulate discussion, create awareness, and expand the curriculum.

../

It islikely, therefore, that a teacher will be faced with new questions

to answer,liarticularly concerning the issues-of disability and sex roles.

Sincp the language presents pitfafls.even when one is, on familiar

ground, the following basic ConCepts will'help make these new conversations
,

with children more natural and.;tewarding. People who work with young

children ylst choose. words'carefully. Although it is not easy to change

...I

. :

one's language patteins, becoming sensfive to the biases of language

call-have great benefit 01 or.everyone -- teacher and child alike.

AVOIbING STEREOTYPES CONCERNING DISApILITIES

o Children's own definitions for different disabilitids will give'you

4.

clues to their stereotypes as well as their concerns.. These definitions

may reflect peer slang, e.g., "retard," and; more likely, the teachings

of parents and the media. It is worth paying close attention.

o While the terms "disabled," "handicapped," and "crippled" are often

,y

used interchangeably, in fact, the latter two terms,carry negative

connotations. "Crippled" connotes pity toward people who have disabilities;

"handicapped" is derived from "cap in hand,'" whl.ch connotes begging.

Besth "crippled" and "handicapped" indicate that the person is not a

fully functioning member of society. A disability does not always

4...

present a handicap, nor is it always crippling.' It may mean that the

,
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disabled person does something different4 from a nondisabled person,

but Ath the same result and with equal participation.

o '"A person who is blind," is preferable to "A blind person." The former

implies that visual impairment is onl'Y dile aspect of the person, while

the latter descAbes the blindness

An importanIt principle to remember

as-the essential characteristic.

when/describing a person with any

kind of disability is "The perSon is individual first." A'disability

is only one aspect of a pefson's perso

individual.

AVOIDING SEXISM IN LANGUAGE

lity; ft does not define an

a

o Once a syrionym for "human being," "man" has gradually narrowed in meaning

to becanea synonym for "adult male human being" on1y. As one popular

dictionary for children states, "A boy grows up. to .be a man. Father

and Uncle George are both men." Therefore; to be as inclusive ag possible,

t4following alternatives to stereotyped generics should be used:
.

firefighter (not fireman), letter carriers (not:mailman), construction

worker (net workMan), police officer (not policemen), human race.(not

mankind), and so on.

o Although avoiding the generic "he" can be a disruption of normal speeCh

patterns, it is necessary if you don't want to pave out half the human

race. It's not 4s difficult as it may seem at first. For example,

"What a beautiful baby. Is he a girl or a boy?" -- versus -- "What

a beautiful baby -- a girl or a boy?"

o When different versions of words (most often 1L) the addition of suffixes)

are used to explain the same,job done by men and women, it leaves the

unavoidable impression that the masculine form in the "norm" and'that

the feminine form is substandard. One of the simplest techniques in



avoiding this kind ,of sexism is to use the same agent-noun for.beth

sexes. For example:

author (not author and authoress), flight attendant (net steward
(

and,stewardess), doctor. (not doctor and Lady doctor), usher (not u

and 'usherette) , and actor (riot:actor and actress) -
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ON VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

A national health interview survey indicates that appro4Imately 11,4

million people in the United States have,some visual impairment, even with

glasses. A "partially sighted" person ii defined as someone who, with

best'correction, can see at 20 feet-what someone with normal vision can

see at between 70 and 199 feet. A "legally blind" person can see, with

best correction, at 20 feet what someone with normal vision can see at

200 feet. A person with total loss of visual image through light and shadow

perception is defined, as "blind." People can be born blind or can become

blind later in life through ah accident or disease such as diabetes or

glaucoma'.
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Wearing glasses dan correct most people's less-ithan-average-eyesight.

For people ho areit'dpartiially sighted or blind for whom glasses may help.

t

c only a littl orNOt at all,kthere are a'variety of aids. These include

tape recorders, talking books, large print materials, magnifying 'glasses,

and other devices such as a monocular, which is something like a telescope.

Braille is a system that enables a personlpo read words by running%,er

c./

or his fingers overma line ,of raised dots. It is possible to take notes

and write in Braille by using a slate and stylus or a Braillewriter.'

For mobility aids,'people who are blind commonly use sighted guides,

goo

canes, or guide dogs. The cane is usually called.a.long cane or prescription

cane. Its length is determined by the individual user's height and length

of stride; the cane is white with a red tip. People who are older than

eighteen can purchase and be trained to use a guide dog.
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ON HEARING IMPAIRMENT

There are approximate* 1.7 million individuals who are ifaf.living.in the

United States. ,Another 15 million Americans hwe partial. hearing impair-

,.

ments, ranging from mild to profound hearing lose.t

There are two major types of hearing loss: decibel and frequency. ,

A decibel loss Aeans that the person hears all sounds much more softly

than a person with no hearing impairment. (If yoliturn the television down

low, children can get an idea of what a decibel loss is like. They will

understand the voices', but they will have to pay close attention and max

become tired as a result.) With a frequency loss, a perscp hears some

,
pitches better than others. For most people with a frequency loss, the

higher sounds are harder to hear. 1

A severely hearing-impaired person can inherit her or his hear'ing

loss or it4could be the result of an accident CA- disease --either before

or after birth. The two primary methods of educating severely hearing

impaired people are the "oral approach," Which emphasizes oral speech

and lipread$11g, and "total communication," which includes manual communicatioil.

Manual communication,incorporates American Sign Langure, which uses

gestures as symbols for words and phrases, and finger spelling, which uses

a symbol for eaCh letter of the alphabet..

A person who is hearing impaired might also use a hearing aid, which

011.

amplifies sounds. Most hearing adds are small and fit'in or around a

person's ear(s).. Oth s are attached by a wire to a battery pack that

o . .

fits in a pocket, or for a young child on aspecial harness on the chest
;0.

or back.

04
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ON MOTOR IMPAIRMENT

( I.

It is estimated that at least 25 million periOns in the United States

have mobility problemst. Of these, approximately 500,000 are wheelchair

users. Others use crutehes, braces, walkers, canes, or are able to'get

around without special support.

. .

Wheelchairs come in many sizes and_shapes that are adapted to the life,

4

style of the user. They range from custom-designed models for sports

activities to basic utility mOdels for Use in hospitals and airports.

Crutches also come in different models; the two basic ones are the underarm

crutch aild the forearm,' or

People use wheelchairs

paralysis, muscle weakness,

stiffness of joints. These

"Canadian" crutch. A

and 'other mobi.lity supports because of

lack of coordination, nerve damage, and/or

can be the-result of a variety of disabilities,
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o Spinal c9rd injury -- caused by accidents, war, or birth defects such

as spina bifida

o Multiple Sclerosis - a hardening of tissues of various areas of the

brain and/or spinal cord
.-

o Arthritis -- inflammation of joints

o Cerebral palty -- disorders in the part of #e brain that cohtrols_and

directs movement

o Polio -- disease of the nervous system; which has now been almost

eliminated due to mass use of polio vaccine.

Not4

Barnes, Ellen; Berrigan, Cacol; and Biklen, Douglas. What's The

4 111 4

DifferenCe: Teaching Positive AttitudeS-Toward Pdople with Disabilities.

4
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ON MENTAL RETARDATION

There are more than 6.5/million people.who are mentally retarded

living in the United States -- approximately 3 percent Of the Population.

Mental retardation refers to a delayed, and sometimes limited, development

in learning and social adjustment. Of all disabled people, persons with

pental retardation will face some of the most severe attitudinal barriers.

A variety of factors'have be n reported to cause retardation, including
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genetic disorders, such as Down's Syndrome, infections prenatally or in

infancy, e.g., German measles, brain damage from tolio agents during

pregnancy or.after birih, trauma, e.g., asphyxiation, grolath or nutrition

disorders,:and- environmental factors, malnutrition. Education has

proven to be the single,most important intervention for persons labeled
/ .

"retarded."

Chi ren need to be aware that sometimes people with,mental.retardation

will look arid act differently from others their own age. People with

Down's Syndrome, for exaMple, sometimes have slanted eyes and.protruding

teeth and tongues. Other people with mental retardation will have trouble

talking, holding things, eating, or pl,aying a game. It is essential for

gbhifdren to realize that,when they-see'a pe'rson with mental retardation

doing something that looks "different," itlioes not mean tr the.persOn-

is "stupid" Or "crazy."

Notes
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- .APPENDIX III

."

THE IMPACT OF NCLUSIONARY MATERIALS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD CLASSROOMS:

A SUMMARY OF'PRELIMINARY FINDINGS FROM FIELD TESTING TOE PROJECT R.E.E.D.

MATEhIALS

The following research report outlines some of the preliminary

results of the natiOn4 field,testing of Project R.E.E.D. .(Resources on

Educational Equity'for the Disabled) Aaterials. These findings were'

presented at Access to Equality: The First NLonal Conference on

Educational Equity for Disabled Womeit and Girl's, which was held in Baltimore,

MD, June 25-27, 1982. Ihe findings show that an inclusionary curriculum

stimulates discuSsIon about disabilities-and sex roles and creates an

opportunity for the teacher to clarify and expand young children's under...-.

standing concerning these issues

.
During its second year, Project R.E.E.D. natiOnally field tested

early childhood classroom materials that were designed to be nonsexist;

multicultural, and inclusive of the disabled. The materials included

hand puppets, puzzles, wooden figures that serve as accessories to'children's

bloCk play, and resource photographs-that qan be used for display and

discussidh. 4

Field testing took place in rural, urban, and suburban areas in four
t

sites: Miami and Fort Lauderdale, FL; Quincy, MA; Reidsville, NC; and

Newport and Portland, OR. rifteen Head Start and ten elementary (kinder-

garten, first- and second-grade) classrooms participated. TWenty-one of

these classrooms served one or more children with disabilities. In

addition, a total of sixteen special education teachers, working with

spedial needs children up to twelve years of age, used the materials



themselves and/or lent them to regUlar classroom teachers to use.

,

Participating teachers received a half-day of training before field

testing began. 'The materials were then left in their classrooms for a

minimum of five Weeks. During that time teachers were askeq,to record

any discussions about diaabilities or sex roles that occurred in conjunction

With children's use of theProject.R.E.E:D..materials and any comments

made by adults (parents, teachers, supeDvi rs) who noticed the matkrials.

When field testing was completed, the participatinig teachers det again

with a staff member from Project R.E.E.D. to discuss their experiences

and-1mnd in the materials and field testing forms.

As of this writing, the information collected during the field testing

is still being analyzed. Partial findings from fourteen of the Head

Start classrooms are reported below. They address the folloWing questions:

o Did the Project R.E.E.D. materials stimulate classroom discussions

about disabilities and sex roles?

o Who participated in these discussions?

o Who initiated them?

o What was the content?

The report of findings is followed by some conclusions about the use

of these materials in early childhood programs.

FINDINGS

,
Classroom discussions about disabilities and sex roles did occur

in conjunction with Project R.E.E.D. materials.

A total of 178 disQussions about disabilities and 73 discussions

about sex roles were recorded by the teachers in fourteen Head start

classrooms.
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4 One disCussion about a disafoility focused on the puppet with the

. ..
.

bptterY pack:
.

One child called the batteky pack a radio. The,teacher intervened,

ehlaining that it looked like a radio, imt that it took in sound

-to'help the child hear.4tA cond child said that the puppet had

earrings. ,Again the teacher intervened, sayplg that although

.-
tbey looked like earrings, they really were something else. A

±third child interjected, ",Hearing aids!"

A discussion about sex roles occurred between.two childien in ref-

erence to the block accessory figure of the young child holding a doll:

First child: "That's a girl."

Second child: "No,-that's a boy because he's wearir4 pants."

Third child: "No, tpat's a girl cause boys don't have dolls.';

The block accessories stimulated more discussion about sex roles

than the other materials.

The block accessories.stimulated the most discussion about sex rOles;

while all the materials were comparable in terms of the amount of discussion

they stimulated about disabilities.

Discussions about disabilities and .sex roles occurred among

teachereand children and among children only.

Teachers partióipated in slightly more than half the discussions.

However, what is noteworthy is that children also talked among themselves

about disabilities and sex roles, eve hen teacherd did not participate.

In those discussions in Which both teach s and children participated, it

was usually a child's qu stion or comnent that initiated 'the discussion.

Thus, it can b concluded that.the materials themselves are effective in

evoking discussions about disabilities and sex roles and do not depend

' 187
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completely on'teachers to do so.

Ic

When children referred to personal experience with a disability in
0

conjunction with the use of tte Projeot R.E.E.D. materials, they

were more accurae than inaccurate in talking about the

disability depiCted in the materials.

Accurate reparks outnumbered inaccurate ones and were particularly

prevalent among a smallsgroup of children who referred to personal experience

with disabilities. An example of an "accurate" comment occurred when a child

identified the block figure of the man with dark glasses as blind, and

said that he used his 'Cane so he won't bump into things. An example of

an "inaccurate" comment occurred when a child referred to a block figure

and called the .girl's wheelchair a bicycle.

When children referred to personal experience with nonsexist roles

in conjunction with the use of the Project R.E.E.D. materials, they?

were more nonsexist than sex stereotypic in their comments about the
I

* material.

While.sex stereotypic comments predominated on the whole, the reverse

was true among a small group of children -who referred to perSonal experi-

ences. Mogt of-their comments were nonsexist. For example, a child

referred to the.block figure of the.construction worker:and said, "This

is a,lady telephone worker. I saw a lady working out by my hou this

I
4morning."

-CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the Project R.E.E.D. materials into early child-
. A

hood classrooms did stimulate discussions about disabilities.and sex

roles, many of which were initiated by children. Although children's
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remarks were s2liIetimes sex stereotypic ortinaccurate in regard to disabilities,

this does not negate the value,of using such inclusionary mateials. The

more children articulate what they.think, the more opportunity there is for

the teacher to help them to clarify and expand their thinking.

There was.also some evidence that children drew upon prior experience

with disabilities or nonsexist roles in conjunction with the project

R.E.E.D. materials. This indicates that the Clse of such materials should

%

be complemented through contact with real people who are disabled and who

.function in society in a variety of. roles. The combined impact of real

experienCes with.the-use of syMbolic materials can maJ children mord

aWare of the many options that exist'for people regardless of sex or

. disagling condition.
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